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Brown’s Hall, Cumberland Mills,
Tuenday evening. May 1. Manchester’s Band.
Managers: C. W. Brown, W. Bolton, J. A. Warren.
The managers reserve the right to refuse the sale ot
tickets to any party or person they thiuk proper.
Admission to hall $1.00
ap25dlw
N. B,—Checks not transferable.
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Fair in (he Vestry ot llie Church
Neil Wednesday and Thursday, May 2d
and 3d. Useful and Fancy Articles wiH be on sale

than

RICH

weie ever

Ten Cents per Pair.
200 Pairs Ladies' Gauze and Lisle

Gloves at

Twenty-Five

Hosiery, Hosiery.
Striped Hose

Children’s Suits
Young: Hen’s Suits
Boys’ Suits
Handsome Check Pants

Be
arc

•

BE
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BE

WISE !

OUT

FOR

ON

YOUR

sure

sure

that our Stock is immense, our Styles the leading
Prices the lowest on earth.

WEDNESDAY,

TUESDAY AND

All of the most prominent features of tbe Centennial, such as the “Main building,” “Machinery Hall,”
“Vienna Bakery,” “New England Kitchen,” “Turkish Bazaar.’* &c., will be fully represented.
Tbe exhibition will be opened at 5 o’clock p. m. on
Tuesday May 8th and at 2 o’clock on Wednesday,
9th and continue open through both eveniDgs.
Admittance to all parts ot the grounds, 2$ cents.
dtd
aD30

Also 1 lot Children’s Fancy Hose,

Low Price

our

ap30

Requires no washboard, no washing machine, no
rubbing except heavy stains, and makes tne clothes
beautifully white anil clean.
It is an invaluable article for removing grease,
paints and stains ot all kinds, both from clothes and
woodwork.
It is an invaluable article for the toilet, and should
always be used lor the cure of chapped hands, &c.

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

,Fe take this opportunity ot returning our sincere thanks to the peo
pie ot Maine for their very liberal patronage since opening a branch of
our business in this city, and to announce that the ’‘Bargain Pri ces”
marked oil the balance of our heavy goods a few weeks ago have had
the effect ot almost “clearing out” our winter stock.

all orders may be addressed and shall have
prompt attention

J. A, CORAM &

CO.,

Proprietors and Manufacturers,
ME
BANGOE,
d2m
miia

OTTIR, SPRIUG- STOCK
now complete in every department, manufactured jointly for our*
selves and the other I)ranches of our combination of retail stores in the
principal cities ot New England, and we feel justified in stating that
the stock we otter this spring is far superior to that of any of our competitors. Our buyers are men of ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIOR taste
in the selection of goods. In our cutting department we employ the
best talent the country affords, and in our work-rooms we use only

—

CURTAINS.

LACE

FIRST CLASS HELP—overlooked by experienced superintendents,
whose business it is to sec that every garmentt is HONESTLY made.

We shall open

Monday Morning, April 16,
a new

Curtain Goods to be found in tbe
market, and will be sold at prices to suit the times.

continue

shall

our

OUR

sale ot

AND

SPECIAL”BARGAINS

COTTON SIS.
dtt

The Best and Handsomest

Black Silk

POUTEItTENTION TO ALL.
Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
ONE PRICE AND

Sit.

to he found in the

dtH’

Walter Corey & Co.,
Manufacturers, Wholesale

ti

reduced the price of

our

celebrated Star

12

Drapery and Decorative Work

i3MiMiiii3|MiB

mailing it,

without exceptions, the cheapest and best
corset lor this price ever offered in this city.
The

“Combination Shoulder’? Brace

eod6m

mb 27

FOB IS

is

now

considered the BEST of

corset in the market.

auv

Piice

j

Will

—

AND

TRIMMINGS
great variety.

PR1ML0MTBE LOWEST
The public are invited to examine our extended
warerooms, large new factory and immense stock of

goods.

Furniture made to order and repaired
and well*
RICK.

J. S3. HOOPER.
dtf

cooking

or

any

supporting

Complete Line

OF

—

—

Furnishing Goods

House

$1.75

IN. PORTLAND.

The “Adjustable” can be made to tit any lorn?, is
perfect fitting, comfortable and a very popular corset.
Price

$L75,

ap24
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•DRAIN PIPE

Ifailey.
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■ have not rflircd from business
but have taken the new store
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Pure Milk lor Family Use.
WOULD respectfully infirm my former patron
and citizens in general who contemplate a chang
in their supply of milk, that I am prepared to fur
nisli a superior quality of pure milk at reasonabl
rates; all orders lott at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, 1 *
Market Square, will receive prompt attention by me
where the
flattering testimonials ot some not ;
yaking will he shown to those who wish to invest!
gate. I shall employ no boys but deliver the milk i
CYBUS LOWELL, Agent.
person.
dlwHf
d©c25

1
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Union
new

tools,

new

Steam, Gas, and Water Piping in
all its branches. Particular attention paid to ventilation and sauitary drainage. I snail hi; glad to
see all my old custouers and lots ol
new ones,

W. II.
m«3

J. W. STOCKWELL, PROPRIETOR,
Manufacture by "ileum Tower

^

PENNELL,

dtf

which, ftr purity of tone, perfection ol action or
beauty, are not .surpassed. The

SMITH AMERICAN
faxh

or
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439 CONGRESS ST.,
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hIno, "Gone Filling
A Flower Vows.
Junction, Danfortli St., and

ORGANS,

endorsed by the highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for

S»ODIV8

Chimney*;
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CEMENT
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(and Machines for making the same)
For Drain*, Newer*, Culvert*, Wills A
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and my old workmen I shall continue to carry on the business ol
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Owen, Moore &

St.,

BAYS

comprising the
Largest and [most

pianos &
W" IX.

article of tlie above ware used in
preparing food for auy goods in our store,

exchange

GOODS

UPHOLSTERY

SON,

Exclianso

7 S cts.

Retail

FURNITURE.

I>. t*.

Marbleized Iron Ware.
A. N. NOYES &

We beve
corset to

and

Dealers In
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CORSETS.

city.

cheap, promptly
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BTINIKB

Advertisements reeeiued for evert Paper in Uh
United Starve aud British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any informal inn cheerfully civet
and estimates promptly fuuruislied.
HORACE DODD.
T.

eod3m

Mmm

AUKNtlY,

WISHIMITON STRKHT, BOSTON.

(LEVANS,
aukncy a

~~

KISS’

print

WAURHOKHR,

iw Washington street, boston.
notified not to trust my wife,
persons
ALLAbbie
other bills
1 will pay
Edwards,
alter this
are

none

as

date

ap28eod1w,

as

she lias left

mybouse.

GEORGE EDWARDS.

commu-

The Slave Power.*
At a time when the indications are many
that the Southern Question is about to disappear !rom our politics forever, when the
issues growiug out of the system of human
slavery are finally settled beyond all possibil.
ity of appeal, the concluding part of Henry
Wilson’s “Rise and Fall of the Slave Power
in America” is put before the public. It is
very fitting the work should come to its triumphant close as the long conflict which it
describes finally passes out of the rang-.- /.
current events and into history.
For many years to come this work will he
authority for the long period of national life
which is covered by the slavery conflict; for
despite its errors of taste, the weak constructive faculty possessed by its author, and its
discursive treatment, it presents a picture of
the great contest which no artist in words
non lmml ♦ A tnnvA IvniKfnlln
-r ----j

(ophical

“

•«

Dealer In Wood aod Metal Type aud all kiude o ;
Printere’ Materials. AdvertisementPi nserlo<l iu air
paper iu the United States or Uauadas at publishers
owest prices. Send for estimates.

w“o

was

in the very heat of the conflict
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heeled.05
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“
Pegged lace
is5
ITlisees’ Oil Or. Button Boots. 1.50
flue Serge
135
“
Kid Foxed Polish. 1 10
*•
Croq. Slips...75
Oil Boat Foxed Button. 1 OO
Children’s peg Cop. Tipped Bals.75
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Bra. peg Lett
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Ankle Tics
.45
.‘15 to
Bisutarh Button Boots.S5
“
American Kid Buitou.75
French
1.00
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Any person making a purchase
amounting to 'ren Dollars will be
given a pair of shoes, they having
tho privilege to select Irom a lot.
secure

C. II.
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lion. I.evi S rocKmiiDGE. Professor
of Agriculture in the Mass. Agricultural Uollege.

Originated by
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Manufacturers,
and

POT-

KeadaU& Whitney,
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It is not to be expected, as it certainly is not to be wished,
that he should essay the vein of the indifferent chronicler, giving but the statements of
each party to the contest, and leaving the
reader to draw his own conclusions. His is
the duty of interpreter and commentator as
well as the duty of annalist, and he has nobly
discharged all. Not only are events in their
orderly course brought back to memory, but
the causes which brought them about, the
circumstances which hastened or retarded
their accomplishment, and the consequences
immediately or remotely proceeding from
them, are set forth and illuminated by the
knowledge, zeal and patriotism of the author.
He had peculiar facilities, as a founder of the
great political party which destioyed slavery
and saved the Union, as one of its most honored leaders and as its accredited representative, for ascertaining the motives which dictated lines of policy and the measures to
carry them into effect; and the reader in this
history of the slave power, gets all the advantage which comes of this special knowledge.
Acts ill-understood and doctrines misapprehended are here made clear.
In the three volumes of the work slavery
is traced from its small beginnings to its over
shadowing greatness, from the few seeds
planted at Jamestown in 1620 to the woful
harvest covering the land in 1860, from being
a system of labor in bad repute and existing
by sufferance, to becoming an “institution”
dominating the government, and exerting a
commanding influence in societv and in the
commercial world—and thence to its dra-

downfall.

ilie lull'd'"dillt tJIlUIHlLl:
|

volume of the work covers the short and ex-
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the attractions

havtsi

reserve

__

citing period, the

time of harvest

makes clear the momentous events of that

great and troublous time. The last chapters, left uncompleted by the sudden death of
Vice-President Wilson, have been put into
form by the Rev. Samuel Hunt, who was associated with Mr. Wilson from the inception
of the work, and who carried the previous
volumes through the press. To Mr. Hunt
we owe the melancholy vaticinations with
which the work comes to a close—prophecies
which he no less than his readers will rejoice
to have proved false. It is not to be believed
that the American people are wearied of the
task they have undertaken, and that they
will consent to see in any section of this
country that old regime restored which
recoguized race distinction and class legislation.
•History of the Rise and Pall of the Slave Power
Vol. III. By Henry Wilson. Boston:
J. R. Osgood & Co. Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.

templation than execution, for Silistria is as
strongly fortified as Metz, and Shumla is said
to be the greatest fortress in
Europe. On
the Black Sea the Turkish fleet has destroyed

the Russian fort of Poti at the mouth of the
Phasis, and the Sultan’s forces in Asia, according to Constantinople advices, have repulsed one of the three Russian columns
matching into Armenia at Choruksau near
Kars on the boundary of Trebizond.
IIowever large the armaments of Russia
and Turkey they are not so large as the lies
which the governments of those countries
will tell during the campaign.
The game of
falsehood is already begun and the combatants are well matched.
No mau this side of
the Dardanelles knows who won or who lost
In the Asiatic battle near Batoum. It will be
wise to take all statements with at least a cargo of salt and trust to time, the revealer of all
things, for the truth.
Items.

Secretary Sherman says be wauts the investigation at the New York Custom Bouse to be
public and the press admitted.
An attempt is being made to revive the defunct Washington Cbronic'e^ts an anti-administration orgat.
The New York Gold Exchange closed yesterIts business passes into the bands cf the
Stock Exchange.
Mr. Ritchie, the husband of the late Anna
Cora Mowatt, the actress and writer, has just
died in Virginia.

day.

EJwaid Seymtur, of the firm of Scribner,
Armstrong & Co., died at Bloomfield, N. J.,
Saturday night He was connected with the
New Yoik Times for many years anti was widely known as a literary man.
Tbe Boston Herald has rather a doubtful
to the effect that Collector Simmons is
to be appointed Internal Revenue Commissioner in place of Gen. Raum, the present incumbent.
Thaddeus Fairbanks of St. Johosbuty, tbe
inventor of the platform scale, has received
from tbe Bey of Tunis tbe decoration of Nisham el Iftihar with tbe grade of commaoder, in
consideration of his services at tbe Philadelphia

story

Exhibition.

England’s

fieet is

now

represented by

68

ironclads, 300 steamers and 170 sailing ships,
all available for actual service. Some of their
are of immense site, and they carry
guns cf very heavy calibre and of tbs most

'ronclads

improved

construction.
Tbe hard times have forced the proprietors
of tbe Springfield Union to reduce the pay of
tbe men iu tbe composing room, and now men
and women receive tbe same price for an equal
amount of composition, a thing previously unknown there.
The Tribune says the removal of Chief Coostructor Hau-com, by the Secretary of the
Navy, was for ordering the sale of old brass
and oth^r materials at tbe Bo<ton yard, without advertising, and accepting worthless stuff
in payment therefor; also, that, whenever any

jobbing

Tiere is

no

Co.,

End
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R. G. Palmer.

€.W.

CO.,

GRASS TEEDS;

Ti^otliy,
Webern
au^jOrchard
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The Fluctuation ia Hwak WMek-IavUI-

in connection with certain contractors
op, Hanscom always appeared to have
had something to do with it.
The Grand Duke Alexis bas just received
from bis mother a magnificent gold bracelet.
It has three very large diamonds of tbe purest

the

Taxaiioa—The European War

water.
Tbe bracelet is worn by tbe Gra,nd
Duke on liis left wtist, under his coat sleeve
and ha will w»ar It thara uoti I tbe end of \,t.
It was accompanied by his mothtt's
<*"‘1
P’"*""'’'4 for preservation and 8;,fe

a'DiTa3,i*j.aDCt,oa

behave likfc

a

*

true Russian.
Amasa H. LymaD, one of tbe"h4U Mormon
leaders, who for a long time was a rival of
Brigham Young, died at Fillmore, in Southern
California, a few days ago. It was tbroogb his
effoits that the crimes of the Mountain Meadow
massacre weie disclosed, aud in consequence
he was excommunicated from the Mormon
church, all his wives but one were forced to
desert h!m, and his own children became his
_

bitterest enemies.
Among the cailets

at

Washington last week

was

who has shaken bands

the White House in
Mrs. Sarah Davis,
with every President

from Washington down. She is 90 years o'd
and resides near the navy yard, at the capital.
She was accompanied by Dr. Isaac Cole of
Maryland, and sent her card up to President
Hayes, who shortly afterwards came into the
East Room and received her there. She told
the President that when a little girl she saw
Washington lay the corner-stone of the Capitol. The President expressed himself gratified
at meeting her, aud hoped she would live to
shake bands with other Presidents to come.
The jury in the case of the Emma Silver
Mining Company of London, against Trenor
W. Park and others, returned a verdict in favor
of defendants. This ends the first stage of
the suit, as doubtless the plaintiffs will carry

an.

Markets—Tke
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Canon Honor Inre.li-

galioa.

New Yoke, Apr. 28, 1877.
The bank shares are beginning to feel the effects of the popular distrust of everything In
the shape of stocks.
The Bank of Commerce,
the largest in the country—capital
810,000,000,
with a handsome surplus and
holding five millions cf government

bonds—suddenly dropped
falling since last sales a

below par on the 20th,
dozen points or more.

The decline occasioned
surprise because the bauk has always
been regarded as an eminently safe and conservative institution.
There is do explanation of
the disftvor in which it seems to have fallen,
except that it is rumored that it bolds the

some

stocks of the two leading coal
corporations as
collateral security for loans, aud
may suffer by
the shrinking margins.
That Is hardly sufficient to account for the whole of it. I am in-

clined to believe that the impression is gaining
ground that bank stocks are rela'ively higher
than other property and must share in the
general collapse.
The banks are excessively and
most invidiously taxed, their
expenses are
heavy, they are obliged to accept low rates of
interest to keep their capital and deposits earning something, and the publicity which the
law compels them to give to their affairs deprives them of all opportunity to evade the burdens which are imposed upon them.
They are
conspicuous targets for the tax gatherers, aud
their appeals to justice and equity for relief
from a discriminating policy against them are
treated with provoking indifference. Mr. Cowdin’s bill to ameliorate their condition was defeated in the state assembly for lack of a
single
vote.
It will be called up agaiu aud
may pass
the lower house, but it is
morally certain to be
lost in the Senate.
It is said tbat corporations
have no souls; it is evident
they have few
friends in legislative balls.
But there is another and very cogent reason

why this class of property should be Injuriously affected by the stats of things now prevalent. The banks are large lenders to jobbers in
stocks, and are carrying extensive lines of depreciated securities for “cal! loans,” on which
they find it extremely difficult to realize just
now.
It is not supposable that when enormous
losses are driving so maoy adventurers into Innuu

-j ,--

U»tD
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them with the means for conducting their
operations can escape unscathed.
The banks

undergoing

are

experience that ought t »
lesson of prudence.
They are strong enough to stand all the shocks
they are likely to encounter, but "it behooves
them to husband their resources, reduce their
dividends and be mure wary of supplying mea
with funds tbit are to be risked in a dangerteach them

ous

kind of

a

an

salutary

gambling

iu which if the princiwin the accessory must suffer. It
is not improbable that the s'.ock panic through
which we are pissing will cause a further and
serious break iu the prices of bauk stocks They
have kept up very high considering how much

pal does

not

everything else has declined. They made a
great deal of mooey during the war, aud accumulated large surplus reserves.
This has

helped

tu

iuspire

cjufideoce io them

however, they find it hard

to earn

Now,

dividends,

and it would not be a matter of surprise, perhaps not of regret, if they were to settle down
in proportion with other species of corporate

property.
Tils outbreak of

came

The Shoe and Leather Reporter warns the
trade against being led to extravagant purchases by the prospect of a general European
war, and says: It is possible for the tanners
to throw away all tho profits they can realize
the case to the United States Supreme Court.
on their present stocks by replacing them at
The trial was beguu iu December, and has
can
this
if
do
extravagant figures. They
they occupied over seventy working daye. Che suit
like. It is their own affair.
But we wish in
was brought by the English owners of the
all seriousness to sound a note of warning
mine, to whom Mr. Park sold it, to recover the
against a line of action that seems to us im- 85,000,000 paid for it, alleging that there was
politic and suicidal. The war cau hardly be fraud, deceit aud misrepresentation on the pait
a prolonged one.
Even if it should become of Mr. Park in regard to the resources of the
And while it mine. It is said that Mr. Paik will forthwith
general it is likely to be short.
continues, however huge the demand may be enter a Lumber of libel suits against several
for leather, there is nothing that can occur newspapers on the strength of the verdict in
his favor.
which threatens a diminution in tho shipOriA niffhf. lief trunlr \fioj Mulnn P.Ut^r
ments of hides to our shores.
The countries
".•■193 CONGRESS STREET.
peared in the Scar Course, Philadelphia, and
which are at peace get the commerce which
n5dly
among other things advertised to give imperis diverted from belligerent points.
We are
of Miss Anna Dickinson in the
I’dish tlie Household Silver. so far removed from the influences and casu- sonations
“Crown of Thorns.”
This coming to the
alties incident to a state of hostilities that we
notice of Miss Dickinson, she sent a telegram
LADIES
will find
may confidently reckon upon receiving all the to her lawyer directing him to go to the
4 m * *r
n
ITr wn m m n
foreign merchandise we can take, at any rate Academy of Music and make sure that Miss
f
If flit ■ MZ4
enough to protect us from the necessity of Potter was making use of portions of the
To be t he best article t hey
have ever used for clean“Crown o( Thorns,” and say to her that she
paying high prices for anv description of it.
ing and polishing their Silw,s infringing
If foreigu powers are foolish enough to abanupon a copyright, and must
verware
It quickly removes all tarnish. giving
don their legitimate pursuits and incur the desist or abide the legal consequences. Miss
to Silver an Pxquittite
Potter’s advisers toll h-r that she might pro
waste and havoc of war, our tanners, curriers
Polish equal to new
ceed with her performance without any fear of
Try one box and you will,
and
are abundantly able to furshoemakers
never be without it.
the law. She accordingly went upon the stage,
Used by the principal
nish them with such supplies in our line as
and in a few introductory remarks said that in
jewelers and silversmiths.
can
Our
for.
is
Sold by
they
pay
productive capacity
Jewelers and
her comiog impersonations she had no desire to
Diuggists, and by
very great, and we are employing it to such offend Mis3 Dickinson or her friends in the
& CO., 19 Milk St., Boston. an extent that we really need some extrane- house, but would merely give, so far as her
DEJJusoJi
d6m lstp
Jau1»
ous outlet to relieve us of our surplus.
It ability enabled her, au imitation of Miss
will be a great mistake, however, if we renew Dickinsou's assumption of Anne Iloleyu, and
our stocks at high prices, for by the time they
then went ou with the programme.
are ready for consumption there may be no
armies to equip, and the home demand will
The leaders aud commanders ol the two formidable armies about to come iu conflict ou
not be sufficient to prevent losses which will
IMPROVEMENTS.
make heavy inroads upon the gains derived the banks of the Danube are said to be very
perfect, but from sales to
y^Hliought last year our boots werehave
unlike each other.
Abdul-Kerim Pasha, comthe fighting people abroad.
In
manufacturers
surprassi+>;!ar our excelent
*“rnselves, aud surprised us with still better fine, the tanners have an opportunity’of ben- mander of the Turkish army, is an unassumwe are able to satisfy all our customers.
b^^and
man over TO years of age, with no preten‘Ulition to the above named stock, we have an
efiting themselves by the misfortunes of the ing
sions to a brilliant pedigree, but with a solid
excel>nt ]ine of mcflium priced boots, for common Russians and the Turks if
servio winch are also all warranted to give satisthey will only have
reputation as au excellent soldier. The Grand
faction)
the good sense to avail themselves of the
Duke Nicholas of liussia is hue-looking, tall
demand
for
present
leather, and not run wild 4G years old, a brother of the Czar, as haughty
in speculation in hides.
They will have no a prince as the house of Komauoff hag ever
trouble in procuring all the hides they can produced, aud a soldier as devoid of a military
npl'
dtf
possibly use, and the prices they will have to msiury <i3 auy review auu p-traue ^uaiusiuru.
pay can be kept largely within their own con- Abdul-Kerim Pasha is the actual ComiuanderDAVIS &
trol, if they are cautious and conservative- iu-Chief ol his army. The Grand Duke NichT
1 •
-*
TX!
1
The season is in their favor, and it will be olas is a mere figure-head, guided aud commanded by his Chief of Staff, Gen. Nepo^radical riumuers.
their own fault if they do not keep the rates
for hides down by buying so few ol them that kojtcb:z.ky, the Moltke of Russia. The fame
Pu,ips. Water Closets, Batli Tubs, Wash Bowls, there will
of the old General Abdul Kerim l’asba has
aI1~ il kinds of Water Fixtures for Public or Prialways be enough iu first bauds to
\rato
not hitherto been spread in tho outside world,
houses, set up in the best manner.
afford them the choice of selection and fair
V k by tlie day or contract warranted to give
partly on account of his modesty and comtant
3
terms of purchase.
Plumbing
People
contemplating
having
./Action.
wm
desiro to keep in the background, partly be*nd it for tbeir interest to give us a call.
cause the living men 'of Turkey have had only
The wheat speculators are
assuming that one chance to show their abilities, and that
Oflice at J. Kinsman s,
Russian wheat will be cut off- altogether by was
during the war of 1803-54. The chief of
12*; Exchange St., Portland, Me. the
Black Sea blockade.
They forget the the general staff in the Russiau army, and the
Bepuiring in the City or Country promptly change that has been made by the develop- man who will actually lead and command the
atteqeti t0>
ap25dlvv
ment of the Russian system of railways.
Russian forces, is a Pole. Gen. Nepokoytehlz.
There are 14,000 miles of trunk-line railroad ky’s origiu has for a long time been a hindrance
in Russia, which have been constructed siuee to his promo.ion, but bis abilities are too great
the war of 1853-'0, and were located by the not to be ultimately acknowledged, lie is the
i
Government with special reference to strate- hero of many battles, and was the leading
Red Top, N. N, Y„ and gic and commercial necessities iu lime of spirit in all the operations on the Danube durthe war of 18534, aud has now the incalThree ot these main lines canuect ing
Alsike Clover war.
Ciover.
culable advantage of operat'ug on a field perCentral Russia with Germany, so that, befectly familiar to him. He has picked out for
Grass. For sale by
sides the Russian port of Riga on the Baltic,
brigadiers and division generals men who
& WHITNEY. Russia has an outlet through the North Ger- served under him tweuty-four years ago as
Jit
man ports like Koenigsburg and Dantzic.
iltl
aud
majors, and who accordingly
-£____ The Russian wheat exported to Germany for captains
1
know the Dauubiau region just as well as he
nt
l*mi\'riN<;
executed
ortuly
.‘•'at
German consumption has been for some years
does.
dltfgiicc.

C diaries Custis &

Our Jfew York Letter.

aat

Tiie Russian plan of
campaign as reported by cable contemplates a rapid passage
of the Danube, aud the
capture of Silistria
aud Shumla—a work much easier in contem-

News and Other

ANNUM, IN AOYANCE.

0

transported by rail, aud the same facilities
may be used lor export to Great Britain from
the Baltic ports when the Black Sea ports are
closed.

lilitilig
gathering, ! restoration,

from the election of Abraham Lincoln to the
adoption of the fifteenth amendment, and

in America.
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or

Boots.Tw
which he describes, one of the foremost men
“
1.50
to whom, under God, this country is in1,75
serge Cong., tup sole. 1.00
debted for her delivery from the foulest
Fine
French
Kid
Button
«®®w. 3 00 wrong which has burdened and disgraced any
Serge gored Busk

apl-i_
see

good faith.

Every tegular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal.

4lHI 6n

Fine Serge Button.

Bid Foxed l.ace
Boat Button
Kid Button

Morin, Mill.*

done to erder in the most tasteful and satisfactory

Are numerous and would occupy more space than we can spare, but
we must call particular attention to our “Leaders.”
Business Suits at $8, $tt> and $12. Spring Overcoats at $8. 10 and
$12. These “Leaders” have only to be seen by gentlemen ot taste to be
fully appreciated. Our Boys’ and Children's department never looked
so inviting.
Bring the little ones to see us and we promise to mike

$3.00 LAMBREQUINS!
G. M. & C. ii. BOS WORTH,
CORNER FREE
apis

Earnest

when we say that for Fit and Style of Garments, desirable styles of material. and prices to suit the TIMES, we are far in advance of the
FRONT RANK of the clothing trade.

assortment of

We

Real

Are in

We

of

lot

Lace Curtains. Nottingham Laces;
Lu?e Lambrequins and
Curtain muslins.
These Laces makes the largest and most complete

Serge

Lace

VSlf1® AITIJIONIA, IT1UK1ATE
ASH, pure Bone, Ac.
For Sale by

of the latest designs and

Be sure and
offered.

is

SPECIAL SALE
OF

AND

are all

of

lapse of years has given that historical perspective wanting which no just and philo.
Boots.i2^.
history can be written. Henry Wil-

Boston.

BRAIDS

NEW SPRING CLOTHING
Ever Shown in the State of Maine.

ST.,

149 COMMERCIAL

;•

Brighton Fertilizer,
T^^Strri',tors °*
mporLrs anti dealers ir. Nitrate

colors.

Shaw & Haskell, Agents,

n‘23

.1.11510 1.50
fine Cl. < Grecian toe and
yery
3 35
Milish.
“
BuffStrap
Ties.
1.50
“
'W.**
Alexis.
1.50
*'
weal Nch. Tic*. 1.50
eioe Oil tJi
hand Sew, SlipM
.05
Thick SboeM. 1 OO
Youths’
75
Buff Cong.
1.35
*•
Kip Boots. 1.75
Ladies Mouse Slips.JO
“
Kid Croq. Hlips.
.85
•*
Button Walk Shoes, haucl
made. 1.35
Kid Bntiou Walk Mhoes much.
made
1.50
French Kid Back, Walk, shoes 3*35

I1V trsE,

dtf

DISPLAY

GRANDEST

Labor Saving Articles of tbe Age.

stock of

Buttons

Square,

MB.

our

Worsted Fringes,

Clothiers,

PORTLAND,

Boys’ r .ip Boots...

For Grass,
For Corn,
For Potatoes,

We have the goods and arc determined not to be under sold.

Also

One of tlie Greatest

—

at

25 Cents per Pair.

ones, and

Under Preble House, Market

SOAP.

EUREKA

To whom

nobby styles

new and

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

CORAH’S

*

the goods we
Special Bargains.

sec

as

These goods never have been
retailed tor less than Fifty Cents
per pair and we shall limit the
sale to 3 pairs lor each CHStontcr

OltsTIE PRICE TO ALL I

and 9t!t.

may 8tli

and

offering

on

j

nElMCESlVIBER.

—

Bair

Remember the place to

—

HALL,

M«n|
*en*

J*

—

SENSIBLE !

Don't jump in the dark. You will rue it if you do. Be
have sufficient light to examine whatever you purchase.

hOX *•«•••• *’50
*■
8cw. “
•«.... 3.75
Alexis* Iwieciau toe. 3.011
•*
••
Slr®P Tits
3 35
Ttdlei Slip..75 cm lo 1.00
*'*;«• l.ea. band bound Slips.«(5

U

1,50 One Lot Ladies’ Balbriggan Hose,
Hoofs Jfe
Shoes,
4.00
3.00 3 nrs. tor One B)ollar. 56 Union St., near Middle,
ap2
dim
1.00

...

WE ALWAYS FIT OUR CUSTOMERS, LOOK
SIZES OF “BANKRUPTS.”

„<h«»rT.).i.5o
long, pr* Bool. 1.50
1.75
n»i, Vi
V box toe,.... 11.00
“
•“
c“,f

Bargains.

DEEDS OF EVIL ARE DONE IN DARKNESS !

—

at

Rlsaek /k White mixed Snrinsr Overcoats 3.00

PHILADELPHIA ECLIPSED!

CITY

Brown and

Ladies’

Pairs

$6.00

Grey Suits

.....

AT

>

^_

Ten Cents per Pair.

Light weight and Spring style.

PORTLASD’S

—

Cents.

■

Un«

*•

$4.50

Dark Check Goods, Double Breasted Sack Coat, neat and pretty.

1877T"

a

lots of Goods which we shall
offer as special inducements.

new

500

earth.

concern on

-

men’s Vermont

1“.'*

t,

“

LOWER

named by any (ravelling

men’s Snits

v"v“

evening from 6 to 7£ o’clock for 25 cents each person.
On Wednesday evening will be presented Baker’s
beautiiul parlor Opera “The Pil^rim’n Choice.”
Thursday evening there will be given a very choice
Vocnl Concert by well known talent. Admission
FREE in the afternoon; in the evening 25 cents for
adults and 15 cents for children.
myld3t

Tbe young Iadie3 of Portland will present
duction ot the great

Open this Day

and humbugged out o! your hard earned

PRICES

**»• <», (aofld ).Si 50
hand uiniir,. :) Dll
pre
11.5*5
P«-«
1 75
bull Pcs
box toe. 1*115
•<
*■. WWIMl
4.00
I liick
Shoe., tap
outside,

200 Pairs Children's Lisle Gloves
at

alnajs ready

List,

fr'H.

..

REITH.

Plague !

BUY NEW STYLE, FIRST CLASS, WELL
MADE GARMENTS

THE INDIA STREET SUNDAY SCHOOL

17^7.

!

Clothing at Manufacturers’ Prices.

BALL

ow

Eaten

say Beware !

we

Invest your money with responsible dealers, who
and willing to sell

mhl2dtf

c*cmug.

Moth

you would the

as

Once More

Gentlemen.

auciuwii nuu

A.

Less than THREE MONTHS ago the citizens were gulled by a represented “Bankrupt Stock,” and when too late found that WORTHLESS GOODS had been pslmed off at EXORBI I" A NT PRICES.

Friday, May 4th,
Grand Complimentary Testimonial Benefit to Miss Fanny Marsh
under the patronage of an influential Committee of

will hold

We

CLOTHESTG

GAY SPANKER. .MISS FANNY MARSH.

AT

MERRILL.

& Co’s, Price

guaranty

M<tn’’’«!,ick

•(

country selling

Style, Shop Worn,

Old

2

A.

J.

Travelling Concerns Speciallnducements

all

Of

Assurance.

—

Real Estate Agents.
PROUTKB, No. 93 Exchange

WEUKII.I, A- GO., 139 Middle S

J. A.

Wednesday and Thursday Eve’g*, May 2d
and 3d, and Saturday Matinee,
BoaclcauU’s admired Comedy

~MAY

PRICES !

staples

as a

I

Street.,_
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

Theatre.

now.

Mil, I, EG, No. »l Federal sire*

JOHN C.

Fanny Marsh.
MAGNOLIA.MISS FAN.NY MARSH.
Steam Effects by Mr. Win. K. Rhode..

Neals may be Mcciared

HIGH
C. 11.

Plumbers.

Monday and Taetidav Eve’gn, April 30th
and May let, and Wednesday Matinee,
revival of the grand sensational play, for three performances only,

LADY

op-

Wc do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all ca-es indispensable, not necessarily for publication
We cannot nndertake to return
nications that are not used.

—

order.

to

JAMES

MISS FA.TOV MARSH.

London

Street,

PRESS.

TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 1.

but

GUIIIICK A. WHITNEY. No. 3ti Ideliatitte Wi.
I’ptiolnleriuu of all kind,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Produced with all Its original
immediate supervision of Miss

TO

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; oontinuing
other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week afrer.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of ihe State) for $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
an 1 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Mag-nolia
splendor,

DEATH BLOW

Carpenters and Builders.

every

^Manageress and}

Knock ’Em Down !

WHITNEY A- MEANS, Pearl
pOMile the Park.

TERMS $8.00 PER
___

THE

Nlreel._

year

Marsh’s

Booksellers and Stationers.

*

Kates ok Advertising: One inch of space, the
le ieth ot column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week

Fanny

MISCELLANEOUS

Book Binders.
WM. A. tjFINIJY, Room II, Printer.’
Kxchuugr, No. Ill Exrhaugr SI.
<01.41,1. A SHACKFORP, No. :»3 Plain

a

Terms*
mail subscribers
vance.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
KlOYTA FOGG, No. Ill Middle Street.

Portland.
At 109 Exchange St.,

1877.

1

MAY

———M————■—————————————————

war

in

Europe

is

producing

lively commotion amoag the dealers in snch
staples as are proverbially needed for the coo.
a

sumcd_ynjrf-afffiTC». Ureadstuffs are at famine
prices, and all descriptions of leather have advanced materially. The bt'l'of prevails that
the first effect of the cooftiot #£)) he to stimulate the business of the country tO- ffCCHfij

I activity.

Agriculture,

which coostitatea the
main source of oar national prospeiity will unquestionably be pnshed to the extremeet limit
of production. There will te a market for

every conceivable article that can be railed
from tbesr.il at remnnrrative prices. Ordinarily the apprehension of a return of oar securities would disturb the finances of the nation,
bat the ftct that American credit is higher
than it has ever been before is a tolerably good
&ua<*iuioo

iun

lumo

la

uuv

mum

MaDgCr

OK

trouble from that cause.
The custom house investigation is proceeding
on a very sensible basis.
The commission is

fairly composed and the decision to sit with
closed doors is highly commendab’e. It .will
be found, 1 think, that there are grave fanlts in
the revenue system, that it is complex, intricate, and burdened with a great many unnecessary an<l annoying regulations. But as for til
administration I have no idea that it can be
severely arraigned. It is better than it was in
former time3 and has been improving ever
since Gen. Grant’s accession to the Presidency.
The real object of the inquiry onght to be how
to relieve merebaots from tbe harassing difficulties to which they are subjected iu getting
their goods out of bond. The importers are the
great taxpayers of tbe Republic, and every
statute looking to the collection of revenue
should be framed with the most scrupulous consideration for their interests and convenience.
A concerted aud vigsrous effort will be made at
tbe December session of

Congress

to secure a

revision and simplification of the whole code,
so that commercial enterprise may be encouraged rather than hedged about with so many
tedious restrictions as to make tbe pursuit distasteful to men who are averse to controversy
and litigation.
Yarmo uth

Men and Women.

Lady Macdonald,

wife of Sir John, tbe >xa boro
diplomat. Few
can stand in her presence without being fascinated by the graces of her conversation and
the facility with which she adapts herself to
tbe key-note of the hour. Tall, comely, a brunette of the purest type, broad-browed, brown

premierof Canada, is

eyed, with a face at ouce suggestive of energy
and intellectuality—one of those faces, in fact,
that makes you forget ti notice whether she is
dressed in white or black—it is not a wonder
that Lady MacDonald has made herself a power, and a popular one, In tbe political and
enni.l oUaIao

„f

O.,

.1

“Calamity Jane” is a Black Bills character*
who reminds one strongly of Bret Haria's heroines.
As sbe sits astride ber horse, there ii
notbii g in her attire to distinguish her sex,
her small, oeat-tiUiDg gaiters, and sweep-

save

ing raven looks. She wears buckskin clothes,
gayly beaded and fringed, and a broad-brimmed
Spanish hat. Sbe comes from a Virginia City
(Nevada) family of respectability and intelligence. Donning male attire in the mining regions, where no restraints were imposed upon
such freaks, sbe “took the road,” and has ever
since been Lomadic in her habits—now with
one of a buntiog parly, then In a mining stampede, again moving with a freighting train
and it is said she has rendered service as a
scout. She has bad experience as a stage-driver, and can draw tlie reins over six horses, and
handles a revolver with the dexterity of and fires
it as accurately as a ranger.
Sbe is still in
early womanhood, sod her rough and dissipated

yet altogether “Swept away the
lines where beauty lingers.’’
In Glasgow, Scotland, daring the perlormance ol a spectacular fair; drama it became
necessary for the -corps de ballet to make an
appearance from below the stage. Close
career has rot

by

the trap on which most of tbe fairies had to
ascend was a hole that had been dug to receive the drainage of the cellar. Oa this occasion it was half full of muddy water, and
of the girls stepping into it, tbe commotion raised by the occurrence delayed the action of the piece, Tearing down came Alexander just as tbe girl was extricated with no
other mishap than a severe wetting and the
loss of one of her shoes. Alexander stormed
anl raved, aod wondered how the oreator

one

conTil allow tbe breath of life to remain within the body of a person who could be (nob a
fool as to slip into that well. A night or two
after, Alick, in roaming about under tbe stage
to look around for.eods of candles, &c„ tumbled into ihe same pit. Soon aorbwd collected,
among them the ballet girl who had met a similar fate a night or two before. While he was
still flounleriog about iu the pit. and sputtering the d'tty water from his mouth, tbe girl
exclaimed: “Mr. Alexander, while ye’re there,
wull ye kindly look for my shoe’.'”
Gov. Chamberlsiu’s head and face have

“pog •

tive intellectuality,” says Mrs. Clemmer. And
she goes .on thus: "A fr nge of fine blow

.....

——

hair appears above the ears and runs behind
the head. The cars are
very large—so are the
nostrils of the sharply cut
nose, with that upward dilating curve that indicates fire, psBsion,
and power in a horse or human being. If you
eee
quivering, expanding nostrils, you see a
creature eager for the fray. When, added to
these, you see wide avenues leading to the
brain from ears, nose and mouth, plenty of
brain, and vital temperament to match, you
Bee a man as perfectly equipped for his work of
life, and life of work as a man can be. Cham'
berlain is as complete a specimen of clear Intel*
lect as I have seen for many a day. Wade
Hampton has a much more' emotional face.
His face is a battle-field, with the tracks of the

It is deeply lined,
conflict running
while Chamberlain’s is as smooth as a boy’s.
Hampton's dark eyes look out of sockets that
•eem to tell of years of sleepless
nights. They
might burn and blaze npon occasion, but their
all over it

habitual expression is sorrowful almost to
tears. The curling hair and beard is frosted in
places, but still shows itself black. The nose
has an imperious hump at the top; it is haughty,
but lacks altogether the line of Greek beauty
and the thoroughbred nostril that makes Cham-

berlain’s nasal member so distinguished.”
One day a lady whom I had had the pleasure
of taking in to dinner in a country house near

London spoke to me about some ladies who on
a previous day had attracted her attention, adding, “I knew they were Americans.” “How?”
I asked. “Oh, we always know American women!” “But how, pray?” She thought a moment, and answered:
“By their beauty—they
are almost always pretty, if not more—by their
fine complexions, and by their exquisite dress.”
I did not tell her that I thought that she was
right; but that she was so I had by that time
become convinced. And yet I should say that
the most beautiful women I had ever seen were
Englishwomen, were it not ior the memory of a

BY TELEGRAPH.
riie

a

German,

and a Czech.

Battle Fought at Kar§
The
Where

Methodists.

They

Arc to

Sunday.

Preach the

Proclamation of Neutrality Issued

[Special to the Press]
Gardiner, April 30.—At the close of the
Methodist Conference today the Bishop announced the following appointments:

by England.

PORTLAND DISTRICT.

The Russians Advancing: Slowly

Parker Jaquet, Presiding Elder.
Chestnut street, J. R, Day.
Pine street, C. J. Clark.
Congress street, W. M. Sterling.
West End, E. W. Hutchinson.
Island Church, H. Chase.
Woodford’s Corner, J. A. Strout.
J. £. Budden.
Elizabeth,
Cape
Cape Elizabeth Depot, T. P. Adatus.
G.
W. Barbour.
Ferry Village,
Scarboro. H. F. A. Patterson.
W.
A.
Pottle.
Saco,
Biddeford, G. F. Cobb.
So. Biddeford and Biddeford Pool, sup. by C. M.
Ward.
Oak Ridge, J. Cobb.
Goodwin’s Mills, O. H. Stevens.
Kennebunk, J. M. Woodbury.
Kennebunk Depot, E. K. Colby.

It

gives

a

chiseled effect to those features
often'found in “America;” but

which is not so
the nose itself, the brow, and the 'set and car
riage of the head are generally finer among
In
•‘Americans.”
both countrier,
however, the head is apt to be too large for perfect proportion. This is a characteristic defect
of the English type of beauty. Its effect is
seen in S tot hard’s figures, in Etty’s, and in
those of other English painters. Another defect is in the heaviness of the articulations.
Really fine arms are rare; but fine wrists are
still rarer. Such wrists, as the Viennoise
women have—of which I saw a wonderful example in the Viennoise wife of a Sussex gentle-

Kennebunkport,

H. B. Mitchell.

Cape Porpoise, sup. by A. Hilman.
Maryland Ridge, sup. by W. D. Merrill.
Ogunquit, T. Hiiman.
Berwick, D. B. Randall.
So. Berwick, J. Collins.
Elliot and Scotland, S. F. Strout.
So. Elliot, A. Turner.
Kittery Navy Yard. B. Freeman.
Kittery, J. W. Smith.
York, J. H. Trask.|
Saccarappa, I. Luce.
Gorham, High St., J. Colby.
North St., J. C. Perry.

Buxton,

G. Holt.

So.

D. Perry.
E. Poland and Minot Corner, A.
Meohanic Falls, W. B. Bartlett.

Raymond,

LEWISTON DISTRICT.
Ezekiel Martin, Presiding Elder,
Lewiston, Park St., R. L. Green.
Hammond St., S. F. Wetherbee.
North Auburn, N. D. Center.
G.
D. Lindsay.
Auburn,
So. Auburn, sup. by S. L. Record.
East Poland and Minot
Corner, A. Cook.
Lisbon, A. Sanderson.
Durham and Nortn Pownal, D. Church.
Brunswick, W. 8. Jones.
Freeport, J. E. Clark.
North Yarmouth, D. Waterhouse.
Bath, Wesley Church, A. S. Ladd.
Beacon St., L. H. Beau.
Bowdoinham, W. H. Foster.
Richmond, F. Grovener.
Gardiner. J. Hutchins.
Hallowell, D. W. LeLacheur, S. D. Fuller, Supf
Augusta, E. T. Adams.
North Augusta, J. Fairbanks.
Belgrade, to be supplied.
W. Waterville and N. Sidney, Eur. by C. L. Ma-

almost unknown among women of
in either country. It is often
said, even in England, that “American”
womerqhave more beautiful feet than Englishwomen have.
This I am inclined to doubt.
The feet may be smaller here; aud they generrace

ally look smaller, because Englishwomen wear
larger and heavier shoes. They are obliged to
do so because they walk more and because of
their moister climate. But mere smallness is
not a beauty in a foot more than in any other

son.

Waterville. R. Sanderson,
Fairfield, K. Atkinson.
Fairfield Centre, T. J. True.
Skowhegan and Norridgewock, W. W. Ealdwin.
Madison Bridge and Mercer, True Whittier.
Solon and Anson, H. B. Wardwell.
Dead River, Bup. by Healy.
King-field, Salem and Freeman, to be supplied.
New Portland and NewVinyard, sup. by J. F.

part of the body.

Beauty is the result of shape,
proportion and color; and feet are often
Cramped out of shape and out of proportion in
other oountries than China.
tiful should Beem fit for the

A foot to be beau
body which it supports to stand upon and walk with. It is said
by some persons, who by saying it profess to

know, that nature, prodigal of charms to Englishwomen in bust, shorni'err And arms, is

chary of them elsejriwe, end that their beauty
of figure is apt tr stop at the waist Upon this
point I dqwfventure to give an opinion; but
XAoriiciined to doubt the judgment in question upon general physiological principles.
The human figure is the development of a germ,

and it is not natural that, whatever may be
the case with individuals, the type of a whole
race in one countv should present this inennsistency. Possibly those who started this notion were unfortunate in their occasions of
observation and comparison.—Richard Grant
White in Galaxy for May.

NEW YORK,
The Custom House Investigation.
New York, April 30.—The Custom House
investigation held an open session to-day.
Deputy naval officer Burt testified that at least
ten per cent, could be saved to the country by
reducing the force, giving, offices only to com-

petent

Cook.

Oxford, G. R. Wilkins.
So. Paris, F. C. Rogers.
Paris and Woodstock, B. F. Pease.
Bethel, C. E. Bisbee.
Gilead, Mason and Sandy River, to be supplied.
Gorham.N. H., P. Chandler.
Newrv, Upton and Euel,N. H., sup. by G. Holmes*
Bumford, sup. by G. B. Hannaford.
Andover, S. D. Brown.
J.H. Pillsbury, Tutor in Wes. University, Middleton, Conn., and member of Chestnut St. Quarterly Conference.
I. G. Sprague, agent of the temperance cause and
member ot Andover Quarterly Conference.

man—are

English

Woodman.

Industry and Stark. D. Pratt.
New Sharon and Farmington f Falls, W. J. Murphy.
Mt. Vernon and Vienna, W. F. Marshall.
Rent's Hill and Readlield
Corner, C. C. Mason,
Readfield, sup. by Rich.
Winthrop, J. Nixon.
1 Monmouth, R. H. Kimball.
; Leeds, to be supplied.
\ Wayne, E. Gerry.

EajOtte and E. Livermore. C. W. Blackman.
Livermore, to be supplied.
Hartford and Peru, to be supplied.
_v
( Livermore Falls, S. Hooper.
Wilton, J. B. Lapharn.
East Wilton and WsJS, Bup. by j. Fletcher.
x-L-xiington and Temple, O. Munger.
Strong, A. <?. Trafton.
Phillips and Avon, sup. by ,J. Lidston.
H. P. Torsey. Pres., J. L. Morse and A. F. Chase,
Profs, in Me. Wes. Seminary and Female
College;
members of Kent’s Hill Quarterly Conference
S. Alien, Supt. of Girls* Industrial School and
member of Hallowell Quarterly Conference.
Henry C. Sheldon, Ass’t Prof, in Boston Theological Seminary and member of Brunswick Quarterly
Conference.
N. C. Clifiord, Tract Agent, member of Monmouth
Quarterly Conference.
J. W. Johnston, transferred to New England Conference.
D. M. DeHughes,^transferred to New Jersey Conference.
H. W. Bolton, transferred to East Maine Confer-

——

\
\

men.

The Popular Life Insurance Company.
Wm. Allen Butler has been appointed
referee to ascertain the facts in the complaint
whether a receiver should be appointed of the
American Popular Life Insurance Company.
Death of a Venerable Hlethodist.
Bev. Hector Brownson, the oldest Methodist
clergyman in active duty in the state, and for
35 years agent of the American Bible Society,
died yesterday at Bhinebeck aged 8G.

miscellaneous.
Gen. Grant is here.
The reported sale of Stevens battery to Bussia or Turkey is authoritatively denied.
It is stated that a trunk on a wagon of the
New York Transfer Co. was robbed last Thursday while standing in a stable of $53,000 worth
of diamonds.
The old Forris canal of New Jersey is likely
to be purchased by the cities of Newark and
Jersey City for use as an aqueduct for Lake

HOMICIDE AT BRISTOL.
A Man

Beaten to Death by a
Husband.
LTo the Associated Press.]

Jealous

Damariscotta, April 30.—George Hodgkins,
of Rookport, Mass., about fifty years of age>
and married, at work in Bristol, was found last
night in that town with his head badly crushed,

besides other Berious bruises and in a dying
condition. One report says he probably fell off
the

bridge; another,

he was assaulted by a man
with whose wife he had been intimate. From
the nature of his injuries the latter is the most

plausible,

it is repres ented that bis body has
every appearance of having received a terrible
pounding. He was unable to speak when found
and death is momentarily expected.
as

Hoptacong.

REPUBLICAN STATE COMMITTEE.

WASHINGTON.
The Congressional Printer.
Washington, April 30.—The resignation of
A. M. Clapp, public printer, was tendered
to-day. J. D. Defrees was appointed to succeed
him, and will take charge of the office in a

few days.
Heport of the Comptroller of the Currency
The comptroller of the currency reports the
amount of United States bonds on deposit as

security for circulation of national
1st May at $340,732,000 an increase

banks on
of $3,000,000 since the publication of his report November 1st. These securities consist of $92,870,000 of 6 per cent, (including $8,330,000 issued
to|Paclfic railroad,) $211,842,000 of 5 per.
cent bonds and $36,020,000
4J per [cent bonds
Since the 1st of November, 1876 there has been
a redaction of $11,000,000 of 6
per cent bonds,
$12,000,000 of 5 per cent bonds and an increase
of $25,000,000 of 4i per cent bonds.
The
amount of national bank circulation outstand1st
is
May
from
$318,364,667.
ing
Deducting
this amount the legal tender notes on
deposit
for the purpose of retiring the national bank

circulation

we

have $302,986,249.

Clerks Discharged.
Two hundred and fifty employes oi bureau of
engraving and printing, principally females

Tenth
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closed three days, after which the new chief,
McPherson, will assume charge.
Supreme Court Decisions.
The Supreme Court rendered the following

decisions today:
No. 265, McCready vs. State of Virginia,
error to the Court of Appeals of
Virginia, and
ene other case.
It is decided that the state of

Virginia oan prohibit

citizens of other states

from planting oysters in beds in tide waters
‘within her

own

people

jurisdiction

to do so.

while

permitting

her

No. 28, Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance
Co. vs. Shaefer, error to the Circuit Court for
the Southern district of Ohio.
The court hold
Uhat where the husband’s life is insured for the
benefit of the wife and they are subsequently
alivorced, the wife’s insurable interest does not
*o far cease as to render the
policy invalid and
that she may recover. In such a case it is said
"where the parties to the contract have not provided against such contingency the court cannot do it for them.
Nuvul Constructor Hanscom.

Hanscom removed from the
of
chief of the bureau of construction ofposition
the navy,

Saturday

,

retains the position as naval couetructor, but is not to be assigned to
duty as
be
retired
the 2<Jth of dune, on account
Jjewi.il
Of being 62 years old.
Various,
Henry H. Bates of New York, to-day,
deceived commission as examiner-in-chief in
the patent office.
The commission of
Alexander Mathias
Stern of
Ohio, as Assistant Treasurer at
Cincinnati was signed to-day.
A large number of politicians waited on the
President to-day, and but few citizens to pay
xesnects.
The Secretary of War in company with
Adjutant General Townsend visited the Soldiers
home to-day, and carefully examined the condition of the institution, which was found
excellent.
The managers are the Adjutant
(ieneral, Quartermaster General and CommisGeneral, and Secretary of War ex-officio.
Secretary Kvarts returned to Washington
6
this morning.
Alexander H. Stephens argued a case in the
Supreme Court to-day, the fust time fora
number of years.

Biennerhasset, of the firm of Bleuuethasset
& Stephens of New York, has been indicted

for perjury in connection with the Cook County Bank of Chicago.

Through Roiiinanin.

Portland,

lips

tril.

Its Result Not Yet Known.

Gospel for the Next Year.

But

the white there is a delicately raised outline
which marks the form of the feature in a very
noble way. This may also be said of the nos-

War.

Tiirco-Russian

MAINE.

Standish and E. Hollis, W. L. Mclntire.
Hollis, to be supplied.
J. Hawltes.
Allred,
the latter three were rare exceptions.
Beauty
N'ewfield, J. Gibson.
is very much commoner among women of the
West Newiield. A. Hatch.
Shapleigh and Acton, sup. by G. C. Powers.!
English race than among those of any other
West Cumberland and N. Westbrook, sup. by
with which I am acquainted; and among that Harriman.
Baldwin, I. Lord.
race it is commoner in “America” than inEne- !
Hiram, J. Mitchell.
Had. I saw more beauty of face and figure at
Cornish,
l
Reinr r ails, )..
the first two receptions which I attended after
Denmark and Sweden,to be supplied by G. L. Barmy return than I had found among the hunbank.
dreds of thousands of women whom I had
Bridgton, C. W. Bradlee.
Naples, M. C. Pendexter.
seen in England.
The types are the same in
So. Waterford, N. Norway and Stonebam, to be
supplied.
both countries; but they seem to come near to
Otisfiei and So. Harrison, sup. by A. P. Loveperfection much oftener here than there.
well.
Fryeburg and Stowe, Geo. C. Andrews.
Beauty of feature is, however, sometimes more
Conway and Conway Centre, F. W. Smith |
clearly defined in England than here. The
North Conway and Bartlett, O. M. Cousen?.
Casco Bay Islands, J. P. Cole.
mouth in particular when it is beautiful is
Harpswell, M. C. Baldwin.
more statuesque.
The carves are more decided
Falmouth and Cumberland, C. Andrews.
and at the junction of the red of the
Gray, O. T. Pillsbury.
with

Frenchwoman,

F OR EIGN.

The Slate Convention to be Held at Augusta Augnst 9th.
Augusta, April 30.—The Republican State
Committee met here this evening and organized by the unanimous choice of Senator Blaine
as Chairman, Wm. Caldwell as Treasurer and
J. O. Smith as Secretary.
The state conven-

tion was called to meet at Augusta the 9th day
of August.
Every county in the state was

represented.
tive

year

This is the

eighteeth consecuof Mr. Blaine’s chairmanship.
Mills Burned.

Saturday night;
destroyed the grist

probable incendiary fire
mill and shingle mill of A.
D. Brown. Loss $2000; insured for $500. Also
the saw mill of Allen Malcom; loss $800; no ina

surance.

RAILROAD

ACCIDENT.

■five Men Crushed Beneath a Locomotive
Chicago, April 30.—The Times’ Bloomington special says reports have been received
there to-night at the telegraph headquarters of
the Chicago, Alton & St. Louis Railraod,
which state that a terrible accident happened
near Chicago about G o’clock this evening, as
the switch engine of the Chicago, Danville &
Vincennes Railroad was comming out of
Chicago, When at 2Gth Street the engine
jumped the tract from some unknown cause
and was completely overturned. Eight or ten
persons were on the engine, none of whom had
time to jump, five wore reported killed, and
lying under the ponderous locomotive. Two
escaped with terrible injuries, one, the
engineer, having both legs broken. One of the
killed was fireman of the engine, and the
other the Chicago and Alton night operator at
uanvuie crossing named Jboney.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Republican Officials Retire from

London, April 30.—The Telegraph says: We

understand that the British fleet in the Mediterranean has been ordered to Corfu.
Kogland’s answer to Prince Qortschakoff’s circular
has been transmitted to St. Petersburg.
A Belgrade Bpecial says Abdul Kerim, telegraphing to Osman Pasha, states that the Russians will probably endeavor to force the Danube at Rsni and Ismail.
There is an agitation for war among the
Servia has remembers of the Skuptschma.
ceived a million roubles, probably from the
The permanent comSclavonic committee.
mittee of the Skuptschina has protested against
Servian territory by
of
forced
occupation
any
the Turks. The Servian militia, cavalry and
artillery have been ordered to keep the wagons
and horses ready. The brigade* of Shumaida,
Drina and Valsevo are ordered to be in readiness. Large numbers of recruits arrive everyday for drill.
Gen. Fadareff is still at Belgrade.
Ceixinje, Sunday, April 29.—Prince Nicholas has left for the camp in the valley of Bjelopawletz. At leave-taking he said he did not
expect the Turks would leave the fortifications
and give the Montenegrins an opportunity for
so brilliant victories as
they achieved in the
last campaign. On his part, he had no intention of making a rash movement.
T
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God will aid us.”
The Roumanians have reoccupied Kalafat.
Rome, April 30.—Correspondence is progressing between Italy and Turkey in consequence of the refusal of the latter to permit
Russian subjects to remain under the
protection of Italian consuls in places where there
are no German consuls.
The return of the
Italian embassador to
Constantinople will be
delayed some time.

Bucharest, April 30-(Jfbndai/.!-The

Rusauvancing very slowly.
The left
at Reni. The Grand Dike Nicholas
will establish bis headquarters at
Jassy to-day,
whence they will afterwards be advanced to
Ploiesta. It is reported that the Turkish
gunboats have left the lower
Danube, fearing torpedoes and Russian heavy artillery. It is
believed the slow movement of the Russians
is due to their
intention to give the Turks
ample time to reflect upon their present situation.

smus

are

wing

rests

Odessa, April 30.—By orders received Saturday, Odessa is declared to be in a state of siege.

>1

says over a thousand Turkish
women and children took rail for Varna within
the last two days.

The panic because of the
bardment continues.

Stamboul, April 29.—A steamer with 800
arrived from Galatz.
Sr. Petersburg, April 30.—The Gazette

Galatz, April 30.—The passage down the
Danube is now impossible, owiDg to obstructions placed by the Russians at the mouth of
the Pruth.

fugitives has

announces that all the war news must be submitted to the approval of a special committee
of the central staff officers before it is published in Kussian papers.
The official Kussian Invalids estimates 97
Turkish infantry battalions already in or near
the Dobrudscba,
All neutral vessels have left Galatz.
Navigation of the Danube is stopped. Serious
are
Kusto
arise
if
the
expected
complications
sian fleet returns to the Mediterranean from
China as Kussia will demand the passage of
the fleet through the Suez canal.

Alexandria, Egypt, April 30.—Great

Paris, Aprl 30.—The

cause of the suppressof the Golos was an article declaring the
for making as vigorous a war against
the Russian administration as against Turkey
so as to suppress the abuses and robberies
which were the principal causes of Russia’s deleat in the Crimea.
ion

necessity

Constantinople, April 30.—It is.helieved

Vienna, April 30.—The

Sultan liaB declared
that he will not unfurl the standard of the
prophet to arouse the Ottoman feeling until
other means of defence have failed.
Bucharest, April 30.—The most exaggerated reports are flying about eoncerning the number of Russians now in Roumania. It is not
believed they exceed 50,000.

Galatz, April 30.—A correspondent says:—
I do not believe the Russians will at
present
attempt anything beyond occupying certain
strategic points for the purpose of protecting
the railway bridges and crossings of the
Danube against Turkish cavalry raids.
Delay
is good policy for Russia, as the Turks have
already placed every man they can muster in
the field, while Russia can constantly increase
her army up to the moment of action. Never-

THE

Montreal, April 30.—Intense excitement

exists in regard

the negligence of the watchman
at the cabinet company's works.
He
makes contradictory statements and is held by
the coroner. The wounded are repotted
doing
well. A publfc meeting will be held to provide
for the orphans of the deceased men.
The City Council today decided to pay the
funeral expenses of the victims of the fire and
attend in a body.
The funeral will be the
largest in the city for years. In the Corn Exthis
forenoon
over 31000 was subchange
scribed to the relief fund.
The catastrophe
was referred to
yesterday in the different
churches of the city. The body of Bammell,
the only one not recognized, was identified
by
his wife this morning.
The coroner's jury
have been iu session all day making a thorough

Bourke, under secretary for the foreign
department, in reply to a question by Sir
George Campbell, said the Potts had asked the

The Khedive
Khedive to send assistance.
promised to do so and to place his contingent
force under its command, but promised that
none of the revenue pledged to creditors should
be touched. The assistance to the Porte therefore depends on the amount of tbe contribution
for that purpose.

^fln reply^toa^aestior^j^^^^^^D|lk^

Foreign Notes.
Ooe -A
were destroyed in
Tokio ta
(!.
Severances were
lost.
fire
Commanu
l
hg 6loop-of-war Alert
0f
shot himself I1,
hi s vessel in the harbor
''oiTr&
of Yokohama.
Baron Sudely is ye»d.
He is succeeded by
his brother.
-,
The Toronto field
have placed themselves at the disposal of ihe Imperial government in case of necessity.
The water has been let into the Ridean and
Grenville canals and gome of the Chandiere
mills have commenced work.
The famine still continues in Shantung aDd
Chili, China, and the number of deaths shows
no diminution.
The quarrel between Consul General Seward
and Consul Myers has resulted in the suspension of the latter, and he will return to Washington and prefer charges against Mr. Seward.

maintain strict and impartial neutrality in
the war between Russia and Turkey, and commanding her subjects to abstain from violating
the laws relating thereto. Then follows the
English statute instituted to regulate Her
Majesty’s subjects duriDg the existence of hostilities between foreign states with which Her
Majesty is at peace. The proclamation concludes with an admonition to tbe British
subjects not to disobey the command at peril.
to

artilleif*

Erzeroum, April 30.—The Russians having
concentrated and advanced their siege train,
have attacked the Turks before Kars. The
battle commenced at daybreak Sunday. De-

Muhktar

Russians entered Roumanian territory yesterhave
It is estimated 120,000 so far
crossed the Pruth.
Vienna, Sunday evening, April 29.—It is
said the authorities of Ibrail have ordered the
inhabitants to remove all portable property
within three days, as an attack from the Turks
Fifteen thousand Russians are
is expected.
now quartered below the town to meet the anticipated assault. The Turkish army on the
Danube has been reinforced by 40 battalians
and 40,000 Circassians from Sofia.
Bucharest, April 30.—The Roumanian Senate today approved by a vote of 41 against 10
the convention with Russia adopted Saturday
by the Chamber of Deputies. The minister
for foreign affairs in communicating the con-

day.
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Paris had been destroyed by Europe’s allowing
Boumania,
the entry of Russia into Turkey,
he said, would allow the Turks to occupy
further
advance.
would
resist
their
but
Kalafat,
Paris, April 30.—A protest is being drawn
up by the Porte respecting the alleged commencement of hostilities by Russia previous to
Several Turkish
a formal declaration of war.
consuls are unable to return home in conse-

to

investigation.

Egyptians were already on the Danube.
London, April 30.—A proclamation has been
issued by tbe Queen stating she is determined

April 29.—About'40,000

DOMINION.

The Montreal Fire.

Mr.

Bucharest, Sunday,

Officer, Washington, D.C."
}
May 1, (1 A. M. J)
For New England,
and the lower lake region rising bs
cometer,
west to southwest winds, and partly c mdy or

threatening weather with occasional reas
light rain, followed by clearing weathi-.

of

test—Ex-Oor. Chamberlain to Return
North.
New York, April 30.—A Columbia, South
Carolina, despatch says Republican contestants
of disputed state offices have concluded to withEx-Gov. Chamberlain’s
draw their claims.
family left for the North, Sunday morning,
and he will join them in a few days.
The
Republican
Columbia, April 30.
claimants for state offices will to-morrow consent to proceedings before the Supreme Court,
which ends the contest, and seats all the
Democrat state officials.
—

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The Paducah and Memphis railroad v as sold
yesterday, under foreclosure, for $108,(XH
Four hundred coal miners struck at New
!

Straits, Ohio, yesterday.
TT
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mission at the

Centennial, has

_

AJlltiaU

been

knifhted,

The body found at Euclid proves not ti beP
P. Bliss.
The Cos Cob bridge has been rebuilt and
trains are now vanning over it.
The Missouri Legislature adjourned si e die

yesterday.
The Magora

house in Biffalo
variety theatre, was bi rned
last night. Loss 23000.
Mrs. James Hurd, living in Weare, N. H.,
killed her little boy yesterday, in a fit of insanity and then hung herself.
Agents of the bondholders tore up the rack
of the Lafayette & Bloomington railroidat
Lafayette, Ind., yesterday.

latterly usedas

temperance

a

The New York

compel
day.

an

bricklayers

are on a

striie to

increase of wages from 22 to 21 fO

a

A

Uloody Tragedy in Mississippi.
Meriden, Miss., April 30,—An old feud culminated in a terrible tragedy yesterday at

Dekalb, Kemper county, Miss. On Thursday
Gully, a prominent Democratic

last John W.

citizen,

was waylaid and assassinated.
Upon
the affidavits of two negroes several alleged
in
the
assassination
were
conspirators
arrested.
Yester, ay afternoon a large paity of men fired
upon the prisoners, killing J. P. Gilmer, A.
McClellan, John Chisholm, and David Rosser,
and mortally wounding Wm. W. Chisholm.
All were white Republicans except Rosser,
who was a Democrat.

Detectives have arrested, at Dover, N. H.,
Charles Cook, who formerly worked for Buzzell,
tried for murder of the HaDSon woman, and
for Betting fires. It is reported Cook confesses
killing the Hanson woman, being hired by
Buzzell for §200.

coast and at sea.
Rome, April 30.—Diritts (ministerial organ)
absolutely denies the truth of the recent statement concerning Italy’s intention of occupying
It says the
Albania in certain eventualities.
the Italian squadron in
object of concentrating
southern ports is to give the crews an opportunity to drill and render it possible in case of
need to despatch some vessels to points where
the appearance of the Italian flag might be
useful to the interests of Russian subjects.
London, April 30.—A portion of the British
squadron has arrived at Corfu.
The Gazette publishes a letter from Lord
Derby to the heads of the departments of state,
announcing certain rules, according to which
men-of-war of both belligerents are forbidden
using aDy British port as a station for any warlike purposo, bringing their prizes there, to
embark any war-like stores or to get more coal
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Domestic markets.

dun*a7l?s55jmprU

3®—Evening.—Cotton market

ordll?a>;y uplands and Alabama
Nei nT:
0r
eaI!3 and, T,«*a8 93c; do stained at
M<°mid,nu^
dd
and Alabama at 10
do
gv“pla"d,s

15-16;

& 'p<«a8 at 1111-16; do
stMuilinie^8w,tdrleana
15rlf?'futures opened at 6 to 8 points bigb-

17 points decline;
SJ!S5f?
u8i9ed ta15 ®contiact
bales, delivered
1100 bales.
on

o?nd»l!,19ettle<1’,in

Bales

of 600

Flour dull,
ill8tance3 lower; No 2 at

francs unchanged, closing dull;
8al88 teported by speculators
10@ 15 decline; sales
11,800 bbls, receipts 13,421 bbls; Southern dour dull
and unchaoged. Rye flour is firmer at 6 60 ffl
7 00
lor superfine. Commeal is
stronger and quiet;Western, Jersey and Pennsylvania 3 50 (513 65. Wheat
dull ana heavy; old ungraded Spring at 1
62; No 2
’195 in 8tore; No 2 Chicago nominal
at 1 90 @1 93
bush ;sales 11,8,000 bush.
receipts 16,100
Kve ouiet and nnminn
Rarinw
*□

a._

Malt firm. Com irregular, feverish and unsettled: opened 1 better, ami closed with advance
lost and about 4 lower than the latest
figures of Saturday ; ungraded Western Mixed 69 @ 7uc;New York
No 3 at 694c; steamer Mixed at
704 ® 71c; New
York No 2 at 724c jstoamer Yellow at
704T Yellow do
7,4c; Kansas Mixed 734; old Western Mixed in store
75c; receipts 190,580 hush; sales 121,000 bush; also
185.000 bush steamer Mixed lor May at 094 ® 71cclosing at 691c; 13,000 bush seller June at 70 @ 71c!
Oats 1 @ 2c better closing
scarcely so strong; mixed
Western and State at 50 @ 68c; White Western and
State at 57 @ 69c; New York No 3 at
574@58Jc;
New York No 2 at 60; New York No 2 White
at 604
61; extra 69c; Mixed Western at 55 @ 61c; White do
at 574 @ 65c; Mixed State at
White do at
65J®
68c;
b8 @ 69c; receipts 25,900 bush; sales of It
0,000 hush.
Coflee—Rio is firm and in fair demand. Sugar is
strong with fair Inquiry; 95 @9| for 6ir to good refining ; 10 for prime; refined in good demand at 118c
for standard A; 124 for granulated;
12J lor powdered
and crushed. Rice is more active and firm!
Petroleum dull. Naval Stores—Rosin is unchanged Turpentine is unchanged. Pork|opened, reacted and
ne'7 me88 16 50;; prime mess
12 35 @ 13 25. Beeffbla
is quiet.
Cut Meats
middles are firm; Western long clear at ?4; firm;do
88;
short ribs at 8$. Lard opened a shade city
lower and
reacted, closing steady; 150 tierces of new prime at
steam 10 30 @10 35 ; 250 tes old at 10
40; 4500 seller
June iO 40 @ 10 474; 4250 seller
July 10 50 @ 10 574.
Whiskey firmer 1134, closed heavy, sellers 113.
Freights to Liverpool—the market decidedly firmer for grain; Cotton per sail at
Jd; do per steam at
Cora per steam at 94d and nominal; Wheat tier
steam at lOd.
Chicago, April 30.—Flour quiet and firm. Wheat
1 ^wer;
2 Chicago Spring 1 66 cash and
seller May; 171 seller June; No 3 Chicago
Spring at
! 27*
Corn is unsettled, lower and active at
J 57 id!cash
or May; 53| seller June.
56§c
Oats are firm at
414c cash; 41}o seller May; 434c seller June. Rye is
firmer at 92 @ 92Jc. Barley is firmer at 85c. Pork is
dull, weak and lower.
Freights—Corn to Buffalo 3.’,
Receipts—10,000 Obi. Hour, 75,000 bush wheat,101,«» Mill co™’ 52,000 bush eats, 7,000 bush
barley,
1.000 bush et rye.
Shipments—12,COObhls Ilnur, 99,000bush wheat,049,880 bu8b
A0rn’ 85"U0° ba8n ost8> 4»503 bush barley,
36.000 bush rye.
At the afternoon call ot the board Wheat
was
lower at 1 654 lor May; 1 684 for June. Corn easy at
58Jc for June. Oats are unchanged. Pork hoavv
and lower at 14 50 bid for
May; 15524 for June. Lard
heavy and lower 9 95 for May; 10 00 for June.
Dmon, April 30.—Flour strong at 10 00 ffl 12 00.
Wheat quiet; extra White Michigan at 2?5 bid;
milling at 2 11; No 1 White Michigan at 2 11; milling 2 05 ; No 2 White Michigan ottered at 2 03. Corn
is steady;
high Mixed 61 Jc; No 1 Mixed at 604c for
May. Oats firm; White at 59 @ 60c; Mixed 50.
Receipts—-1482 bbla ttour, 15,181 bush wheal, 24,060
bush com, 115,116 bash oats.
Shipments—773 bbls Hour, 2931 bush wheat, 1,392
bush com 000 bush oats.
Bariev

A nril

09

Plummer,

Sid tm Matanzas Apl 21, barque Hattie Q McFarot Hatteras.

land, McFarland, North

[Latest by European steamers. 1
Cld at Liverpool Apl 14th, Harriet H McGilvery,
Blake, Bombay.
Passed Portsmouth 15th, Ellen Austin, Goodburn,
from Antwerp for New York.
Cld at Cardm 12th, Palmyta, Preble, for San Fran-

uncban*«d;

Ar at Valencia Apl 10, Itaska,
Cotton, Callao.
Ar at Cadiz Apl 10, David Babcock, Colcord, irom

Bonanza.
Ar at

up-

SUl fra

steady;

i8

!

Gnrepeaa Tl.irueu.
April 30-12.30 P. M.—Consols at 94 for

London, Apri‘30-12.30 P. M.-American securi-

ties—united States bonds, 63s, ut 103: new 5’s. 1051
Erie shares 7; do preferred IGJ; New York Central It
87.

Liveepool, April 30.-12.30 P M.-Cotton market
flr,mer,!. M'ddl ng uplands at 5Jd: do Orleans at Gid ;
sale* 12,000 bales, including 2000 bales ior
speculation
and export ;receipts to-day 10,000
bales, Including 2,500
American.
London, April 30—3.00 P. M.—Consols at 934 for
money and account.

Stockbridge Bro’s., Exchange Street near Congress.
Please call and examine, at one ot these places.

MARRIED.
Inthtocttjr, April 26, by Rev. W.

Porriand
Intbis city, April 28,
by Rev. Dr. Sballer, Charles
Mayberry and Miss Katie C. Graves, both of
Westbrook.
In Windham. April 28, at the residence ot
Nathan
Pope, Esq., by Rev. Mr. Twort, Nathan O. Pope and
Miss Alice M. Brav, botn of Windham.
April 23, Elbridge H. Wilson and
Miss Abby F. Tibbetts.

200,000.

Messrs. Chester, Mogan & Arned, dry_;;cods
dealers of Buffalo, have made an Visignment.
Liabilities 2250,000; nominal [sssets
_

WIGGIN & CO., Proprietor.s
apl3dlmsn*
Rockland, Maine.

Surgical Instruments,

In Gorham, April 28, Mrs. Mary D. Brown, wife of
Stephen Brown, aged 77 years 3 months 9 days,
22’ Mrs* Clarissa, widow of the
JnT>^ple?»«Ap,ril
late
Richard S. Chaplin.
In Naples. March 21, Mrs. Sarah J.
Hardy, wife of
Samuel Hardy.
Hath, April 26, Mrs. Sylvia Thompson,
aged 82 years 10 months.

ELASTIC

...

to

.New

muir.

.Liverpool...

may

Portland Wholesale Market.
Monday, April 30.—The markets are strc
active to-day. Flour is very active at 1100
for the best Michigan, 11 75 @ 12 00 for the
Louis and 13 00 for the best patent flour,
very excited and a heavy dealer said to-day
was impossible to give prices as they were coi
ly changing. Pork and Lard are firm and prh
unchanged. Molasses is rather higher and

I

Circulation, increase.

,y

,’100

Foreign Imports.

WINDSOR,NS. Br Sclir Lizzie Newton—13 ‘ons
4'
plaster to Knight & Whidden.
SHELBURNE, NS. Br Schr Harrkt-82bH,of
salt 300 lbs junk to order.
,,
Block Market.
Brokers’ Board, April 30.]

Roston
at the

1100 Boston & Maine Railroad.SCO... *8
Eastern Railroad. 31
Eastern Railroad (new bonds). 4911 ;o£
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.,jjj
New York Block and Money Marki t.
New York, April 30—Evening.—Morey easy it 2
@ 3 per cent, on call. Foreign Exchanro quiet Ith
business at 4871 @ 487} for bankers 60 Ays ste: ing
and 489 @ 489} for demand; asking ratia rernai 1 at
488 @ 490.
Gold closed firmer at 1061. The carry ig rates 1 ere
3 @ } per cent, to fiat. The clearan'» were f %000,600. The customs receipts to-day Vere$374 Joo.

INSTRUMENTS,

no23

G-uns.

English Breech and Rlnzzle I.oading
Guns, Eishing Tackle, Sporting Goods
and BOG

L. BAILEY,

G.

COLLARS*

48

mh29

Exchange Street.
sneodlm

Room

Papers
Bailey & Noyes,

Exchange

sneodlm

rlilHUu
and

ED- B. ROBINSON. 5 Myrtle Street,
has the celebrated Weber Piano, and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
f°r Tunin3 attended, to as

ORGANS
\°rdeia
au«8

nly

r!AT.T.Tr.Tl

5-20 BONDS
Bought

or exchanged for other
on the most favorable

H.M.Payson&Co
BANKERS AND BROKERS,

32 Exchange Street.

my72eodtl

are

than

ever

at re-

offered belore.

imported ugars.

^ril

I have to-day received an invoice of

FINE HAVANA CIGARS
per Steamer “Columtus,” comprising such brands

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing

the

leading Hotels In the State,
mav always be found.

at

the Daily Pkess

whleh

ADBIIBN

Elm Hone, Coart. St. W. S. Ac A. Vonng

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.
SI. Harrison B.kj

Aaga.ta House, State
er, Proprietor.

HATH.
Bath Hotel, C. HI. Plummer, Proprietor
BOLSTER’S MILLS.
Hancock House.
tor.

M. HnnenrL

Pr.n.i,-

_

BOSTON.
Parker Haase. School St. H. D. Parker*
etor.

St.-Chapin,

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Rooms, W. B. Field,
Proprietor.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.
Merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
G.
W.
Morrill, Proprietor.

City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins*Sons, Props
HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Baslon, Pro

prletor

LEWISTON
DeWitt House, 4)uinby * March, Proprietor.

as

MILLBRIDGE.
Atlantic House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

prietor.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard Honse, C' S. Bailey * Co. P

prietors.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

Hubbard

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, Proprietor.

Turner
etor.

DE HENRY CLAW,
HIGH LIFE,
VLUR DE CERA,
LA FLOR

LA
LA

GARITA.

Frank E. Allen,
8 Moulton Street.
ap26sntl

THAYER,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Mechanics’ Hall

tenders thanks to the Citizens of Portland for their liberal patronage during the past year;
that
and trusts
by Correct and Gentlemanly
deportment, with the skill heretofore displayed in
the
sick, he will merit tho approbation of
restoring
all. Diseases of EVE and EAR, THROAT
and LtNIil skillfully treated. Also

CHRONIC

Julian Hotel, Car. Middle and Plum
Sts. G. B. Ward, Proprietor.
C. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

ADVERTISING

in all forms. Those diseases
peculiar to the female organism
cured

WEST NEW FI ELD.
West New field House, R.G. Holmes, Pro
prietor.

S, R. NILES,

DISEASES
can

be

without resorting to a local treatment so painlul to
the patient. Reference to a large number, cured
during tbe past year, can be bad by calling at my oflice.
Patients visited at their homes when desired; charges moderate.
Office hours from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 4 and 6 to 8 P.
M.

Portland, November 30, 1876,

A. S. Allen

Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel, IU Federal St. J. 6. Perry.
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green 81.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Shaw & Son, proprietors.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson AcCo.,
Proprietors.
St.

Building,

Respectfully

i

House, W. G. Heselton, Piourl-

FORTE AND.
Adams Honse, Temple SI.

FILOSOF1A,

DR.

PARIS HILL.
Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

BIlUWHKtiAN.

PRINCESAS,

FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.1
Ar at Liverpool 20th, brig Daisy Boynton, Appleby,
Eastport.
Ar at Trieste Apl 25tb, sch Wm
Frederick, Ames,
New York.*
Sid fm Havana 21st, brig Don Jacinto, Croston,
Eastport; 22d, schs Ella, Cardenas; M E VanCleaf,
do; 24tb, Addle Ryerson, do; 23d, brig J F Merry,
Bradley, New York: Proteua. Fnrr. Portland.
Ar at JYiatanzas 20th, barque Henry Knight, Ames,
Havana; 22d, S M Loring, Loring, do.
Sid 22d, brig Ellen H Munroe, for North of Hatteras; schs Ethan Allen, Blake, and Clara Smith, do.
Ar at Cardenas 21st, barque Esther, Havana.
Sid lm Sagua 18th, sch Saarbruck, Baltimore.
Montevideo—Passed up March 17, barque Celina,
40 days trom Portland for Buenos Ayres.
Ar at North Sydney, CB, Apl 28, brig O B Stillman
Tibbetts, Bay ot Islands, (where she has been trozen
In all winter; (is in good order, and will proceed to
Liverpool soon as a survey is held.

penses.

291,620 01

530,79G

80

329,69118

Net Cash Assets, Dec. 31,1876.

...•••

6,503,452

61

*$30,416,719

90

ASSETS.
Bonds and Mortgages.$16,237,264 45
Real Estate in New York
and Boston, and puc*
chased under foreclosure 5.616,637 88
U. S. Stocks and Stocks
authorized by the laws
of the State of
New
5.004,015 CO
Y°rS;*V.
State
Stocks.
29,300 00
Loans secured by United
States and State and
Mnnicipal Bonds and
Stocks authorized by
the laws of the State of
New York. 1,981,820 00
Commuted Commissions..
100,819 05
Cash on hand, in Banks,
and other Depositories,
on interest.
1,209,316 48
Balance of Agents’ Accounts.
178,545 84

-$30,416,719 90

Interest and Rents due
and accrued.
Premiums due and in
transit.
Deferred Premiums.
Market Value of Stocks
over Cost and Premium
on Gold on hand.
Total Assets. Dec.

«34»,552

93

157,460,00
670,816 00

149,385 56
-1,318,214
1STK
*11 7-ia oil

.11.

51
it

total

Liabilities, including Reserve for
reinsurance of all existing policies... 26.231,141 00

Total Undivided Surplus
Total Liabilities

over

•
$5,503,793 41
Computed Undivided Surplus on Tontine Policies over legal reserve. $2,201,500 00
New Business in 1876-7,398 Policies as-

suring......$25,020,577 00

Outstanding risks. 173,050,690 OO
From the undivided surplus, exclusive of
$800,000
reserved by the Finance Committee for
contingencies.
Reversionary dividends will be declared available on
settlement ot next annual premium, to participating

policies.

The valuation of the policies outstanding has been
on the American
Experience Table, the legal
standard of the State of New York.
Geo. W. Phillips, )
Actuaries.
J. G. Van Cise,
The Report of the Superintendent of the

made

J

Insurance Department of the State of New
York (made after an examination into tne con
dition of the Society, which occupied the ChieRxaminer ot the Department, with ten of his
acconntants, nearly three, months,) concludes
as follows:
“The examination has been of the most thorough
and searching character, and the Superintendent believes that no corporation doing an Insurance busihas been

subjected to severer tests than this
been taken tor granted,
item, both of assets and liabilities, consciand
scrutinized.
To accomexhaustively
entiously
plish this a force of ten persons, under the Chiet
Examiner of the Department, has been steadily engaged for nearly three months. The Superintendent is much gratified at being able to state that the
result of this investigation shows the complete solvency ot the Institution; and that if the same
energy and ability are displayed in its management
and conduct from this time, as in the past, a career
of solid commercial prosperity is before it.”
JOHN F SMYTH,
ness

Society has, nothing having
hut
every

Superintendent.
The Report of a Committee of Policy
holders and Representatives of Policy-holders
(after an examination extending over a period

of more than two months assisted by a full
corps of experts and accountants) concludes as
follows:
“The business of this Society has been conducted
with energy, ability and system, and its uparalleled
since incorporated in 1859, counting, a» it
oes. nearly $32,000,000 assets, and about $5,000,000
surplus profits, according to the Society's statement,
shows uncommon Industry and vigor on the part of
Its ohlef officers and directors, and, in the opinion ot
this Committee, places the Equitable Lite Assurance Society in the lront rank ot institutions of its

growth

kind.

All of which is respectfully submitted."
E. D. MORGAN,
WM. A. WHEELOCK,
B. B. SHERMAN,
CHARJ.ES S. SMITH,
MORRIS K. JESSUP,
CORNELIUS N. BLISS, J. M. MORRISON,
C. G. FRANCKLYN,
F.D. TAPPEN.
J.UO

iuu

nepurt

oi

mo

ouperinteruienc

or in-

surance, and the full lie port of the Committee of Policy-holders and Representatives
of PoUoy-holders, have been printed in pamphlet form, and may be obtained by application to the Society or to any of its agents
throughout the United States and Canada.
The following is the Report of the Finance
and Executive Committee of the Society:
The thorough investigation into the affairs and condition of the Equitable Life Assurance Society by the
Insurance Department of the State of New York,
and by a Committee of Policy-holders and Representatives of Policy-holders, has not relaxed in the
slightest degree the customary examinations by the
Standing and Special Committees of the Board of Di-

presenting the Report of the Society, for 1876,
the Finance Committee state that they nave during
much attention and labor to
year given
the consideration of the system by which the business
oi the Society is conducted and its expenses regulated;
and have directed the enforcement of all rules
and methods lor bringing down tho expenses ot the
Society to, and continuing the same at, the lowest
standard consistent with the greatest ejficiencg in the
administration of its affairs.
The undivided surplus fund of the Society is much
larger than is requisite for the continuance ot dividends to policy-holders without diminution, and In
order to guard against even unexpected depreciation
in investments the committee have—
Resolved, That eight hundred thousand dollars of
the said undivided surplus be withheld from division

policy-holders until the further order of this
Committee, or of the Board, to cover any possible loss
arising irom the value of real estate and other securi-

among
ties.

The Equitable Life Assurance Society has, during
the past six months (a period of unexampled depression in business and finance), undergone, through its
own Committees the Insurance Department of the
State and a pollcy-holder’sCommittee, examinations,
lor thoroughness of detail and scrutiny in all departments oi its affairs, unprecedented in the history of
corporations.
GEO. T. ADEE,
GEO. D. MORGAN. 1 ComJAMES LOW,
H. F. SPAULDING ! mittee
PARKER HANDY, H. A. HURLBUT, (on FlWM. H. FOGG,
J. A. STEWART, J nance.
Hoard of Director*.
HENRY B. HYDE,
ROBERT LENOX KEN.
GEORGE T. ADEE,
NEDY,
GEORGE D. MORGAN, JOHN D. JONES,
WM. G. LAMBERT
CYRUS W. FIELD,
B. WILLIAMSON,
HENRY A. HURLBUT,
H. G. MARQUAND,
WILLIAM WALKER,
HENRY DAY,
JAMES LOW,
H.F.
JAS.

SPAULDING,

I JOSEPH

SELIGMAN,

W, ALEXANDER, | BENJAMIN E. BATES,
HENRY S. TERBELL. IASHBEL GREEN,
CHARLES J. MARTIN, [WAYMAN CROW,
THOMAS S. YOUNG,
iSTEPHENH.PHILLIPS
THOMAS A. CUMMINS,ITHOMAS A. BIDDLE,
ROBERT BLISS,
|H. M. ALEXANDER,
WILLIAM H. FOGG,
| JOHN ,J. DONALDSON,
DANIEL D. LORD,
1 GEORGE G. KELLOGG,
JAMES M. HALSTED,
SAMUEL W. TURKEY,
HORACE PORTER.
SAMUEL HOLMES.
SIMEON FITCH.
JOSE F. NAVARRO.
E. W. LAMBERT.
W. WHITEWKIGHT Jit.
B. F. RANDOLPH.
JOHN J. McCOOK.
ALANSON TRASK.
THEODORE WESTON.
PARKER HANDY.
ALEXANDER P. IRVIN.
JOHN SLOANE.
D. HENRY SMITH.
JOHN A. STEWART.
T. DEWITT CUYLER.
GEORGE H. STUART,
WM. F. COOLBAUGH.
J. W. ALEXANDER,
Vice President.
Ci

vnvr

RdDDAIPIF

Civivat n FT,

Lambsrt, M, D„ I Medical
Edward Curtis, M. D..
) Examiners.
E. W. Scott, Sup’t oi Agencies.
ap21
eod2w

teblinteods

KIIiK Spring Style

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Daalorth House, D. Danforth. Proprieto

AGEILA DE OBO,

Baltimore.

100,000 00

that

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

ap!8sn2w

Wilmington; Dorado, Howard.

70,91107

Contingent Sinking Fund
Commissions, Purchase ol
Commissions,
Agency
Expenses, and Physician’s Fees...
Salaries*, Law Expenses,
Postage anti Exchange..
Advertising,
Printing,
Building and other Ex-

Edward W.

St., Portland,

selling ROOM PAPERS

DISBURSEMENTS.
Claims by death and matured Endowments-.... $2,200,039 91
Dividends, Surrender Values and Annuities.
2,970,387 61
Dividend on Capital.
7,000 00
State, County and City

rectors.
In

HOTELS.

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor

tint ed prices AT RETAIL, lower

25_Ar> «ch Mary Elizabeth, Dunion, Port1
April 26—Sid, sch Geo W Jewett.
April 27-Ar, sch E K Dresser, Reed, New York,
with salt to S Nickerson & Son.
KENNEBUNKPORT, April 30—Sid, sch Tannbauser, Kennedy, Fox Island, to load granite tor

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 28tb, ship Oracle, Humphrey, Baltimore, (Dec 7.)
Cld 20th, barque Penang, Patten, for Victoria and
Nanaimo.l
NEW ORLEANS-Ar 24th, brig Maria W Norwood, Andrews, Barbadoes.
Cld 24tb, seb Lady Woodbury, Woodbury, Ruatan.
Cld 25th, sch May Eveline, McLearu, Ruatan.
At Port Eads 24th, sch Carrie Jones. Dermott, fm
Falmouth, Ja.
PENSACOLA—Cld 24th, sch Almeda Wiley,Wiley,
New Vork-B

mh31

PHUnQ I

ELLSWORTH.

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT/]
BOOTHBAY, April 24—Ar, schs Geo W Jewett*

MEMORANDA.
Ship Jairus B Lincoln, Lombard, from Callao, is
reported by a London dispatch, dated April 30, as being ashore on “Nill Bank.” Probably come oft with
but little damage.

DAVIS,

sndtf

Farmer

Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, Boston tor Eastport and St John. NB.
Sch Lizzio Newton, Hatfield, Windsor, NS—150
tons plaster to Knight & Whidden.
Sch Harriet, Perry, Shelburne, NS—salt to order
CLEARED.
Sch Mahaska, Williams, Philadelphia—Isaac Berry
Sch Levels R French, Thorp, Bristol—master.

lor

B.

T.

Cor. Federal and Temple street.

CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. B.Daris, Proprietor

501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,
Sole Agent for Geo. Tiemann dt Co.
Mew York.

Monday, April 3D.

Blair, Rockport

Ammunition, Fishing Tackle,
Agent ior the PARKER OEMS.

P. * K. Dining

Dealer in and Manufacturer of
SURGICAL

ARRIVED.

Harwich.

hand and made to order.

A. G. SCHLOTTEBBECK.

POST OF PORTLAND.

21

GUNS, REVOLVERS

Co., Proprietors.

for sale and to let by

MARINE NEWS

,f.L.

STOCKINGS,

ELECTRICBATTERIES

5

FINANCIAL AND CORMIERC

gntf

Tremost House, Treman!
Gurney * Co. Proprietors.

York..Hamburg... .May 17
Liveroopl.... May 19
Peruvian.Quebec

>3

1

mh26

Shoulder Braces,
Spinal Supporters, Club Foot Shoes, &c.,
on

Sardinian.Quebec__ Liverpool. ...May
Alsatia.New York. .Glasgow
May
Nevada.New York...Liverpooli....May

NO. 67 EXCHANGE STREET.

St. James Hotel—J. B. Crocker, Propri

DATB

Victoria...Boston.....Liverpool.May

Investment Bankers,

Bandages and Supporters, Trusses,

DEPARTURE OP STEAIRSHIPS.

Mlnatnre Almanac.Mayl.
Sun rises.4.50 1 High water. 1.25 PM
Sun sets.7.04 | Moon rises.. .....11.49 PM

[Sales

Don’t fail to try the “EXTRACT OF CACTUS” for the Sick Headache, Nervous
Headache, and Neuralgia. It never fails to
cure. All Druggists sell it for one dollar a box.

DIED.

Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool
May
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool....May
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow
May
Fartbia.Benson.Liverpool
May
Scythia.New York. Liverpool
May

Registered,

Woodbury & Moulton,

BIBBER,

notice!

B.

...

A.

General Agent, 194 Danforth Street,
Portland April 1877.
snap9tf

E. Gibbs. Morris
°f Scarboro and Mrs* Harriet F.
Dyer

The New Hampshire stockholders if the
Michigan Central have adopted resoluti ns favoring a change in the management.
A Toledo dispatch says Keene’s dr; goods
establishment was burned yesterday. Loss,

2200,000.

is proving one of the best appliances in the market
for restoring to health, those suffering with
Dyspepsia
or Lung troubles, as I can
get, ana have a number
of certificates which proves that
they are the very
Mr. Hooper, Messenger of
Superior Court, says he
was very much run
down, weak and debilitated, and
m a short time the use of them restored him
to good
health, and so with many others.
The Doctors all agree that they are first rate, and
we fully believe they should be in
every familv, as
the children in a special manner get great benefit
from them to make them strong lor old
age, and
who, on that ground, would not have them, and the
Doctors believe that would be the case.
I hope-families will take notice of this, and make
enquiry into the facts, which is all is needed to
insure a large sale.
They can be found at the
agents, 194 Dan forth Street, also at Sawyers Drug
Store, cor. Middle and Exchange Streets, also at

money and account.

1
2
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
9
12
12
15

or

FOR SALE BY

Securities
terms by

Goodyear’s Pocket Gymnasium.

up-

Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool.... May
City of New York .New York..Havana.May
Claribel.New York.. Jamaica, &c .May
Moravian.Portland
Liverpool.... May

of Portland

Coupon

Maaslius Apl 13, Helen Sands, Bosford. tor

SPECIAL NOTICES.

dlSt apfSVmi'1 3°-_Cott0n nonjlDal; MidlandC8GaDt6lT0'i,aA106c.30'_Cott0'' quiet;Middling

FOR

DAVIS,

6 Per Gent Bonds

Merrill, Call, from

SPOKEN.
71 37 W, brig Edwin Rowe
\
Griffin, from New York for Ciudad Bolivar.
April 17, lat 47 30, Ion 26, ship Carondelot, trom
Liverpool for Pictou.

npm’udlIoj,cEE’AprU
land^msdS-!13° “Cotton i3 du"i Middling up-

FROM

M

April 15, lat 3119 N, Ion

30-~Cotton is quiet; Middling

NAME

Wrappers,

Philadelphia.

qn'et; Middling up-

is

Bayonne Apl 10, Lizzie

Norfolk.

3d*—0011011 steady, Middling up-

and

Greenock 15th, Robert Porter, Goodell, from

Passaroeang.

dld>! Middling

MS^g^fa^'^30- Ct'tton duiei

New York.

B.

City

—

Ar at

land^at?ltJ3^,Ap1^30,~Cotton
lauds^'ojc' Aprl'

ALSO

Ames, and Pavilion.
NEWB UR YPORT
Ar 27th, sch Ann Parker,
Joyce, Rockport.
BANGOR—Ar 28th, ship Wm McGilvery, Nickels,
Portland.

cisco.

landE5atE0JcAPril 30-—Cotton is quiet; Middling

Frisia.

FOULARD, LINEN & DAI1SSEE.

J

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Valencia Apl 10, ship S S Thomas, Eastman,
Pabellonde Pica.
Ar at Lisbon April 27, sch S C
Evan.', Brewster,
New Orleans.
At Vera Cruz Apl 17tb, barque Jose R
Lopez, McDonald. from LiverDool, ar Mch 27, lor Alvarado, to
load lor Havre.
At Demarara Apl 6. gehs R P Hart, Coombs, from
Plymouth, E; E H Drummond, Higgins, for Baltimore 9th.
Ar at Caibarien Apl 18, sch Walter L Plummer,

$7,514,13128
1,728,110 39 9,242,51167

Taxes.J

T.

13.

np'lanTafnlnl’c" 30-Co,to“

of

IN

A JOB LOT REVOLVERS,

TL- r».i_,_

i3

London,

LADIES’ SUITS

Bliss,

derson, Wilmington; America, Truwortby, Rondout;
Lyndon, Clark, St Stephen, NB: Frances ElleD, Atwood, and Lookout, Sprague. Port JohDson; Olive,
Warren; R M Brookings, Brown, and Ellen Monisod, Clifford, Port Johnson.
Below, sens Jed F Duren, A Hammond, Union,
P

STATES.

120 Broadway, N. Y.

Total,.$36,920,172,M.

Eastman Bros.,
534 Congress St.

2n5

UNITED

Of THE

Temiums.
nterest and Rents.

—

;y!di'oiw-,ei0<i1iTO

firmer; standard

TO-DAY

FoulardWrappers,

do

.

—

HENRY B. HYDE, Pkesident.

White Lai

11,

THE

For the lfear ending Dec. 31, 181(1.
Set Assets, Jan 1, 1876.$27,677,630 87
INCOME.

Bowlby, Jellison. Hayti;* San
Juan, Noble, Caibarien.
Cld 38th, schs O M Marrett, Reed, Baracoa; LA
Edwards, Miller, Fernandina; Grace Webster, Gales,
Newark.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 27th, sch Venus,
Coggins, from
Pembroke.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27tb, sch Red Rover, Bowden,
Ellsworth.
Ar 28th, schs
Alabama, Randall. Calais; Alpine,
Marshall, do.
Sid 28th, brig Mansanilla, Dix. Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar 27th, schs RisiDg Sun, Jones, fm
Belfast for Charleston; Rockie E Yates, Webber,
Round Pond for Philadelphia.
AND
Ar 28th, schs Willie
Luce, Spear, from Camden for
Charleston; Sunbeam, Heal, do for Norfolk.
In port, sch T S
McLellan, Fan, from Port Johnson for Portland.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar
28tb# sch Watchman, Heal,
Lmcolnville.
Potter>
Handy, New York.
Silv?^t-6\^Thos
VINEYARD-HAVEN Ar 27th, schs Onward,
Mayo, Port Johnson for Portsmouth; War Steed,
Googins, fm Portland for New York: Abner Tavlor,
Dodge, Calais for do; Centurion, Blodgett,
6
* do lor
New Haven.
BOSTON—Ar 28th, barque Lepanto, Bunker, Matanzas; brig Clarabelle, Perkins, Baltimore; sebs
Norman, Baltimore; Cora,Fisk, do; Thos Hix, Hall,
Rondout; H E Wellmau, Gove, Port Johnson; A
Tirrell, Fisher, and Reno, Foster, do; Freeport,
I rask. Machias; Omaha, Wooster,
Sullivan; SB
Pool, McFadden, Wiscasset; Wreath, Wooster, from I
Franklin.
Ar 29tb, seb Lizzie Lane, West,
Savannah; Aldine,
Dennison, Baltimore: Harp, Bickford, and Addie
ap28__i-ntl
Sawyer, Cook, Hoboken; George Savage, Scott, do;
Tnr /Id VoQPP th« Vegetable Pdlmosaby BalJohn Boynton, Hill, and Gov Coney, Ridley, Port
XUl
JU 1 Cdl a sam of Cutler Bros. &
Boston
Johnson; H Curtis, Haskell: Lebanon, Brown; A stands unrivalled tor Coughs, Colds Go.,
and ConMcNlchols, Robinson, Port Johnson; Willis Putnam,
Sold in Portland by Apothecaries gen
sumption.
Gerrish, Calais; Majestic, Pendieton, and Tahmiroo,
•fe8sn!3w
Smith, Bangor; Stony Brook, Crocker, do.
Ar 30th, schs Zampa, Sanborn, and
Presto, Fletcher, Machias; Boxer, Hutchins. Wiscasset.
Old 20th, brig Harry Smith, Weeks, London.
5 Shot, Nickel Plated, Fully
SALEM—Ar 28th, schs G M Porter, Allen, from
St John, NB, for Baltimore; Maggie Todd, Norwood,
Warranted, VERY CHEAP,
and Owen P Hinds,
ClendenniD, Port Johnson; E G
Buxton, Johnson, Hoboken; fe L Gregory, Thorndike, Rondout; Red Jacket, Kendall, do; Express,
Watts, Red Beach.
Guns, Rifles. Ammunition, Fishing Tackles, and
Ar 29th, sch Albert, Dix, Calais.
Agents for Lanin & Rand Powder Co Cor. TemGLOUCESTER—Ar 28tb, schs E L Leonard, Parkand Federal sireet
ple
ap24eodtfsu
er, Cadiz 46 days; Wm Butman, fm Bangor; Keren
Happucb, Cromwell, Wiscasset.
LYNN—Ar 26th, schs Mary J Lee, from New York
Ar 28th, sch B L Sherman, Alley, Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 28th, schs L T Knight, An-

\\\

OP

QUITABLE
LIFE

Bros.

WILL OPEN

Snow, Farubaiu, Aux Uayea; Charlie
}fA5JJ®
Cobb, Rhodes, St Pierre; Annie
Simmons.Cardenas.
Ar 30th, schs Adam

Guaranteed.

nr.WVBT.iWn

E

r

,071

Grants.
Sinking Funds. .
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st".'.'.'.-.'.'.".'.'"

?, i’^

—

^

Land
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OPENING I

Seventeenth Annual statement

vq-

Robinson, do; Bertha J Fellows, Smith, do; Annie
Frye, Smith, Rockland, NB; CL Rogers, Mayo,
Rockport; Chas Heath, Warren, Machias; Emily,
Ireworgy. Ellsworth: Laura & Marion, Clifford,
Bristol; Sabao, Lamson, and L A Boardman, Nor-

?
Orant, do.
F L Genovar,Simmons,
Cl°8U,g 'tuotatmns of piciflo W0»0ll:JKOT,kience:.Sanil'r
rvr-* kf^Que
Matanzas;
E

Central; PaciUc bonds.

lOlc

riiguA YVimiar»r

MISCELLANEOUS

Eastman

NEW YORK—Ar 27th, schs Terrapin, Wooster,
Calais; E J Munsell, Orne, Winterport; Pearl, Goldthwaite, Saco; D M French, Childs, Rookport.
Ar 28th, schs E A Dehart, Farnham,
Aquln 16 ds;
Henry Whitney, Sheppard, Chrisfield, Md, for Boston: Fred L Pnrfpp

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ASSURANCE SOCIETY

Philadelphia.

Pittsburg It.
Chicago & Northwestern.!..!!!!!!!!!!!..Sis
Chicago & Northwestern preterred
44*
New Jersey Central.
a*
Rock Island.
„7?
St. Paul. .
St. Paul preferred..
isi
Fort Wayne.

Utopia.New York. London
May 19
City of Richmond -New York. .Liverpool. ...May ID
Polynesian.Quebec
Liverpool
May 26

__

days.
Constantinople, April 30.—The Porte in
dealing with neutral shipping reserves the
right of searching suspected vessels both on the

SS?0U.^.?.
New York Central* A Hudson R

quotations

The steamers Bristol and Providence sumed their summer trips on the Fall Hive' line
5
yesterday.

_

one

tl10 closing

*nQ H^pswell

_

the Con-

4is.i' 108i

wero

W.

War Dbp’t, Office Chief Si< nal )

at the conduct of the Porte. Reference
land
made to Lord Derby’s despatch of last Sep®150
tember relating to the Bulgarian massacres,
,tSt
and the resolutions proceed to declare that till
rrn is
there is a chaDge of conduct and guarantees
has
no
moral
or
material
Porte
the
are given,
'at it
claim to the support of the British crown.
,intThat in the midst of the complications, and
-t are
with war actually begun, the House earnestly
e,iers
desires that the influence of England in the
are Buying up an tney can reacu at irom 451 46c.
councils of Europe be employed for the
effectual development of liberty and local self- Sugars are very strong at 12}c for granulated Sc. 11J
-e
government in the disturbed provinces. That for Extra C.
"
the House further desires that the influence of
^
il
Daily Domestic Receipts.
England be addressed to the promotion of harmonious action among the European powers,
By water conveyance—1000 bueli corn mea In G
W True & Co.
I
with a view of exacting such means of government from Turkey as are necessary for the
Rank Statement.
3
purposes of humanity and justice, for effectual
defence against intrigue and for security of the
New York. April 28.—The following is the ~;kly
ot the New York City Banks for th
statement
world.
I
of
the
eek
peace
ending April 28th.
Mr. Gladstone stated that the resolutions he
submitted solely ou his own responsibility. Loans.$255, ,800
Specie......
20, $,500
Sir Stafford Northcotc appointed Monday for
w
Legal tenders. 48, 000
the next debate on the resolutions.
Deposits. 222, 200
30.—The
Porte
in.
Circulation. 15
Constantinople, April
400
The variations are:
n
tends to issue notice that Russian residents in
Loans, decrease.$1,8 , 900
Turkey, who are unwilling to submit to Otto- Specie,
increase. y 2 )’200
man laws, must leave Constantinople within
Legal tenders, increase.
yjoo
eleven days and the provinces within twentyDeposits, increase. ya5 (’goo
is

United States new

Stocks .followlng

HOURS.

mons

plaint

CEDAR KEYS-Ar 10th, ich Ella Hodgdon, Davis, Providence,
FERNANDINA—Ar 21tb, sch Charlotte Jameson,
Jameson. Samana.
DARIEN—Ar 27th, barque Arietta, Coicord, from
Havana.
SAVANNAH—Cld 28tb, sch W R Di urv. Bath.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Sid 28tli, sch Calista, Whitten. Boston.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 27lb, sch Roamer, McFarland, St John, NB.
WILmNGTON, NC—Cld 28th, brig Hiram Abiff,
Brown, Demarara.
FORTRESS MONROE-Ar 28tb, sch A II Waite,
Drisko, from Cuba, lor orders.
Ar 29tb, sch Hattie E
Sampson, Pinkbam, Cardenas, do.
BALTIMORE—Cld 28th, schs F R Baird, Mayliew,
Boston; Minna A Reed, Strout, Bath.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, brig Starlight, Tucker, Sagua; sch Clara L Dyer, Beerp, Kuatan; JG
Stover, Clay, Mayaguez.
Cld 26th, sch Alex Harding, McBride, Portland.
Cld 28th, sch J R Talbot, Crocker,
Martinique.
Ar at,Lewes 28th, brig Geo W
Chase, Patterson,
Matanzas.
Also ar. barque S R Bearse,
Sweetsir, Galveston for

''.i}5a
Jr.T?

United[States 10-40s, coup.
Currency 6’s.

METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS FOB THE NEXT TWEN'.'VFOUE

quence.

London, April 30.—In the House of Comto-uay Mr. Gladstone gave notice he
should introduce five resolutions. They declare
in effect that England has just cause of com-

a

tion.

night.

Sx. Petersburg, April 30.—Notwithstanding Turkey’s action Russia unhesitatinglly
permits Ottoman subjects to remain in Russia
under British protection.
The Czar’s birthday was celebrated yesterday with unbounded enthusiasm and loyal demonstration throughout the empire.
The municipality of St. Petersburg has voted
150,000 roubles for the wounded.
Paris, April 30.—A convoy of nurses and
ambulances sent by the International Society
has started for the seat of war. The Duke Decazes has informed the Budget committee that
he willl make a clear, categorical declaration
on the state of France’s relaxations with foreign powers in the chambers to-morrow. The
Duke declares the attitude of France as one of
absolue neutrality and reserve.
London, April 30.—The Times continues to
deprecate unnecessary alarm and says:
Even if we had the most positive assurances
that Russia intended to besiege Constantinople
it says there would be ample time to take useful
precautions long after her army crossed the
Danube.
Berlin, April 30.—The majority of the
Russian book sellers in connection with the
German publishers have declared their unability
to pay their debts before October.

recenuy imormed

friend of mine that the Russians were fully
prepared to sacrifice 30.000 men in fqrcing the
passage of the Danube, should circumstances
compel them to immediate action in that direc-

London.

expected.

iiuoaiau ueuerai

tucicao a

In the House of Commons this afternoon Sir
Stafford Nortbcote, chancellor of the exchequer,
in reply to a question by the Marquis of Hartington, said it is the intention of the government to issue a proclamation of neutrality to-

tails are momentarily
Pasha is in Kars.

ex-

citement prevails in Jeddoh and all the towns
of Arabia.
Recruiting and drilling are progressing everywhere and large numbers are
volunteering. The sheriff of Mecca sends the
Sultan 4000 fully equipped troops.

the Khedive will fulfil his obligations towards
the Porte as far as the liabalities of the Egyptian treasury to foreign bondholders will permit. A small detachment of Egyptian troops
is expected shortly.
During the night entry into or departure
from the Bosphorus and Dardanelles is prohibited. All lights are to be extinguished except two at the entrance of the Bosphorus and
two in the Dardanelles, and these may also be
put out.
London, April 30.—The Globe learns that
the Mediterranean squadron will remain at
Corfu until the 6th of May, when on being reinforced by the frigate Italeigh, it will proceed
to the Piremus and await orders.
The Porte having intimated that Turkey
might find it necessary to cross into Servia, the
powers replied it was advisable to avoid such a
step as long as possible.
The closing of the navigation of the Danube
by Kussia seems a rather serious matter. The
freedom of navigation of the Danube is notoIt
riously a stipulation of the treaty of Paris.
is stated that besides eight gunboats which the
Bussians brought down in sections and put
togetner on tne t rutn or uannoe, tne itussian
fleet is at Nicolaieff and will eventually come
down to tbe mouth of the Danube to [assist the
Russian army.
The Queen held a council at Windsor this
afternoon. After the council all the ministers
to

bom-

apprehended

Treasury disbursements were $8,000 for interest and $403,000 for bonds. Government
steady.
StekE,cUung8 aggregat
United States 6S.1881 reg.
m
United States 6s, 1881, coup...
..{{4
United States 5-20’s 1865, old
.ill
United States 5-20’s,1865, new..l int
United States 5-20’s, 1867...
tiol
United States 5-20’s, 1868
jigl
United States news’s. .It ii
United States 10-40’s, reg
.i!J‘

edaw.ooo'Xwcs1!8attLe

weeks.
Bucharest, April 30.—The marshes of the
Dobrudscha are unusually unhealthy this seaIf the Russians really intend to advance
sod.
in that direction, they must wait at least a fortnight, as the roads at present are impracticable.
Pesth, April 30.—A telegram from Ibrail
announces that the Russians are building a
bridge over the Danube there.
Vienna, April 30 1The Turkish Black Sea
squadron will next attack Theodosia. Five
thousand Russians are busy repairing inunTho Austrian Archdukes
dated railways.
Albrecht and Wilhelm are expected on the
to
frontier
Croatian
inspect the garrisons. This
is considered to augur important events. Engineers are adapting the Roumanian to the
Asian railway guage. Bands of brigands are
appearing in Moldavia since the Roumanian
troops withdrew. The Roumanians have killed
8 and wounded 11 fugitive Jews near
Giurgevo.
The Czar has telegraphed to the Prince of
Montenegro as follows:
“I am firmly resolved this time to realize the
sacred mission af Russia and my predecessor.

chuk, Saturday,

returned

The

md provisions than sufficient for immediate
want, or remaining longer than 21 hours except
in case of stress of weather, damage or necessity of obtaining provisions,
Constantinople, April 30—Admiral Hobart
Pasha has returned here, having brought the
despatch boat upon which he was aboard down
the Danube under the fire of the Russians.
Belfast, April 30.—Flour today rose £2
sterling per ton. It has risen $27 in three

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers o
all cities and towns oi tlie United States, Canadts
and British Provinces
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.
E. N. FRESHMAN Ac BROS.,

advertising agents,
ISO tW. Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O.
are authorized to contract for advertising in this
paper, estimates furnished free. Send
for a Circular.

$3.30.

BATS. Mahei’s,

OPP. POST OFFICE.

mM4

HORSE NOTICE.
can be four more horses accomodated at
New Boarding Stable on Clark street, between Danfourth and Spring St's. This is the most
pleasant Stable in the city, each horse having a
good window to get good air and light. Also the
Best of care at prices to suit the timee.
Bear entrance on Brackett St. head ot Gray St.
Please call,
JOHN It VAN.
apitt

the
THERE

BATES

*

LOCKE,

Newspaper Advertising Agenu,
34

PAi.K HOW, NEW YORK.

J. H. Bates, late o«
D.R. Locre, o Locke A
S. M. Petteuglll & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,
4D4EBTI.ING AGENT.
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Printing Materials ot
1’ype, Presses, etc.

every

description

Office No. 41 Park Row. New York.

C. J. WHEELER,
NEWS* I* A PE it ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washington Building,

PROVIDENCE, R.

I.

COE, WETUERELL

& CO..

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
deceive ailvertisemei r* for sll newspapers in the
United States a. 1 Canada, at their office,

697 CHESTNUT ST..PBILADELPMA, PA.

School Committee.
A special moeting of tlio School Committee
was held last evening.
The fail hoard was

THE PRESS.

present the Mayor in the chair.
The bills of Fred Fox for $9 70, and Hall
Davis for $51.80 were approved.
The report of the committee on estimates
was taken from the table and after a long
discussion was adopted.
The reduction is as

TUESDAY MEMM, MAY 1.
THE PBKHN
of FesMay be obtained at tbe Periodical DepotsAndrews,
senden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co.,
and Chisholm
Kendrick,
N.B.
Wentworth, Moses,
Bros., oh all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeiord, of Phiilshury,
....
Keudrick.
At Saco, of I,. Hodgdon and H. B.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.

$1000. The total amount of the salaries
as reported is $01,485.
For other expenses of
the schools $15,455, making a total of $70,940.
This is $7,985 less than the appropriation of
last year. Last year the salaries were $05,225,

It Eewlshuh o^f French Bros., and Stevens S Co
CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENT*

NEW

and other expenses $19,700.
The following are the teachers iyho are
affected by the reduction with their former

TO-DAY

ENTERTAINMENT column.
India Street Sunday School.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
How a Broker earned $50.
Live Oak Collars.
A great novelty—Carlton Kimball.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Dissolution of Copartnership—
M. C. M. A.—R. B. Switt.
$50 Reward—Thomas Cushing.

Wanted—By a Middle-aged

and present salaries:

Woman.

sufficient and favored carrying it still futher,
The list will be
I but he was voted down.
reported to the City Council for action next

Let—Front, Room.
Wanted—A Good Cook.
Kid Gloves—Carlton Kimball.
In New Quarters—Waterhouse & Co.
Have You Read this—E. T. Merrill.
Good and safe Pasturing—David Maines.

Monday evening.
To render

the several districts of neatly
uniform size, several of the lines were changed.
The Centre street district is enlarged, and the
west line is now Clark instead of High street

Tompson.

as

United States Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE SHEPLEY.
E. Stone and Frank

Saturday.—Henry
discharged,

bills being lound against them.
Monday.—United States by Indictment vs. Irvin
S. YouDg of Carritunk, for perjury.
He was
charged with swearing before a magistrate that Ad’
elaide Young, his ward, the recipient during her
lite-time of a pension, was still living, well knowing
her to be deceased. The defense showed that the
magistrate not understanding his duty sufficiently to
make the requisite changes in the form of oath, advised the delendjint to sign the form as it was, and
to send a letter announcing the decease.
It was
siir»h

n

lntfpr

was

sentence.
Uriel Jottings.
Conant has some excellent photographs of
Mr. and Mrs. Needham and Mr. Stebbins.
The Poitland Reds are to play a game of base
ball at Presnmpscot Park, with either the Bowdoins or Androscoggins, on Memorial day.
The New Brunswick emigrants bound for
with a train of three wagons, passed
through this city Sunday.
Mr. Needham had a large congregation at
the First Baptist church yesterday morning, to
listen to his Bible readings.
A large-number of Masons arrived in the city
yesterday, to attend the meeting of the Grand

Kansas,

to be held to-day.
The ladies of Woodford's Corner will have a
May day festival at the new hall this evening,

Lodge

consisting of tableaux,

and musical floral

drama)

in which forty young ladies will take part.
The benefits of the Merchants’ Exchange
were appreciated yesterday by those interested
in the markets. All day a crowd of merchants
watched the quotations with the utmost interest.

Quite a large number of cottages will be erected at Harpswell this season, besides the twenty
to be erected by the Auburn colony. Near the
site of the old Mansion House twenty more lots
have been sold.
A gentleman had

business at the rolling
afternoon, bat could not reach

mills yesterday
there because the tender of the draw in Vanghan’s bridge did not see fit to close it,although

thereiwere no vessels to pass through.
At a meeting of citizens of District No. 4,
Deering, held Saturday evening, it was decided
to erect a new school house. The old school
house will probably be removed, and preserved
in some other locality as a relic of the olden
mule.

aw

to

-a tv

outkj

utui

A horse belonging to Mr. Jordan, of Cape
Elizabeth, became-frightened at an engine on
Commercial street yesterday afternoon, and
started to run around the post to which he was
fastened, and upset the wagon, breaking it to
some extent.
by the Odd Fellows.
The committee of Odd Fellowe, which was
organized December 15, 1875, to raise funds to
be UBed towards payiDg for the fitting and furnishing of their new halls, has just closed its
affairs and made its final r iyt.
Fanil* Raised

Since much oi the money .aised by this committee came from tbe general public, through
its generous patronage of tbe fair and other
entertainments given by tbe committee, it is
bnt just that some account of its success should
Therefore we have been perbe made public.
mitted to make a few extracts from tbe report
of tbe committee. The net cash receipts of the
committee foot up $10,800, coming from tbe

following sources:
Maine Lodge.$
Ancient Brothers Lodge.
Ligonia Lodge.
Beacon

707
928
888
387
375
281

89
65
12
94

Lodge.
13
Ivy Lodge.
27
Encampments.
General table at the fair..
1,107 45
Drug Store. 862 05
297 35
Stock Exchange.
135 11
Fish Pond.
Candy Booth. 239 81
28 11
Flower Booth.
27 85
Post Office.
Tickets of admission to the fair. 2,432 2
38 47
Goods left from fair and since sold.
General Solicitation.
2,217 25
Other entertainments given by the committee.
1,182 44
Tbe committee express? tbe unanimous opinion that their success is due, in a great meas
ure, to tbe assistance of tho ladies connected
with tbe numerous Odd Fellows’-families of tbe

city, and especially to the members of Ivy
Lodge, who,were untiring in their efforts from
the ^organization of the,committee until tbe
close of tbe fair.
Pkeble Chapel.— Rev. W. T. Phelan, minister at large, has presented his annual report
in regard to Preble Chapel. He prefaces it
with a Irief history of the institution. Daring
the past year eighty-fonr children received new
and second-hand clothing and 102 pairs of
shoes; 40 adults received second-hand clothiDg,
and about 100 articles of clothing were distributed as compensation for work dooe. Fortythree individuals and families received aid from
tbe poor ]iirse:and eight barrels of flour and
500 pounds i.l meal—Mrs G. W. True’s annual
contribution—were distributed to 15 families.
Tbirty-iiee families received a Thanksgiving
dinner. The various hills have been paid by
the ladies of the Unitarian Circle. Of the
$175.44 received for the poor purse, $02 came
from 8 ladies and gentlemen, $30 from the Fox
bequest, $29.10 from the “Little Helpers,”
$11.73 from the Easter offering of the children
of tbe First Parish, and $40 from six gentlemen and four ladies.
Tbe Sunday school has
been prosperous, numbering
vided into 19 classes.

140

children di-

their committee chosen to draft resolutions on
the death of Edward W. Fox, Esq. The reso.
lutions will be presented by the committee—

Wm, L. Putnam, Chas. F. Libby and Clarence
Hale—to the Supreme Judicial Court to-day at
3 p. m. The death of Sherburne M. Harmon!
Esq., was announced by S. C. Strout, Esq.’
and a committee of tbe Bar Association was
chosen to draft and present appropriate resolutions at the January term of tbe Supreme
Court. This committee consists of S. C. Strout,
D. Fessenden and
Jas. O’Donnell, Jas.
Nathaniel S. Littlefield.
Probably Fatal Accident.
Yesterday
morning William F. Moody,night watchman at
tbe Bolling Mills, was caught by a belt and
before he could be rescued both legs,an arm and
several ribs were broken. It was thought be
—

must have been carried around ou the belt one
hundred times. The physician who was called
to attend him thought that he had received
internal injuries and would not recover.
He

Ligonia Village.

Thawed Out.—The brig O. B. Stillman of
this port, frozen in at Bay of Islands, Newfoundland, last wrinter, arrived at North
Byduey, C. B., April 28th. The vessel is tight,
but will call a survey, and if seaworthy, will go
forward with her cargo to

Liverpool.

Westbrook Seminary.—The afternoon

ex-

ercises of Commencement day at Westbrook
Seminary will be held under tbe auspices of
the Alumni Association, and Dr. E. M. Fuller
of Bath has been engaged to deliver the

oration.

__

Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.—The sensational
play of Magnolia was revived last evening. It
was produced in its former line style, and was
finely received by the audience. This play will

be continued this evening and to-morrow afternoon.

to Centre.
Tbe school on Casco
that the west line

street was

changed

so

Green street instead ot

is

Oak as formerly.
The Park street school territory was changed
so that now the western line starts at Bioker's
tannery and runs through High street to Cumberland, through Cumberland to GreeD, tbrougn
Green to Congress, through Congress to High,
through High to Pleasant, through Pleasant to

Park, through

j

formerly
siue

Park to the harbor.

This line

through High street from

ran

xuo

me umer.

tue^uuy

uiuci

uaes

one
me

unchanged.
The eastern line of the Vaughan street school
from Congress to Dow, throoght Dow to
Brackett, through Brackett to Pine, through
The remainder of the lines
Pine to Emery.
are unchanged.
The petition of the citizens of Wards 5 and
6 for improved heating and ventilation of the
runs

Park street school house was referred to the
City Council for their consideration.
Personal.
Ex-Gov. Coburn is in town.
Simmons, the sculptor, is

expected borne

from Italy this season.
W. J. Coithell, State Supervisor of Schools is
at the City Hotel.

G. M. and J. T. Patten of Bath, and Mr.
Barron of the Crawford House are among the
arrivals at the Falmouth.

E. F. Pillsbury,

Esq.,

of

Augusta,

and

a

large number of Masons from different parts
of the state are at the Preble.
Collector Morrill left Washington yesterday
for this city to assume the duties of collector
at this port.
C. D. Dudley, a member of the Senior class
of the Bates Theologioal School has received
and accepted a call to the pastorate of the
Free Baptist church in North Scituate, E. I.
Mr. Dudley is a graduate of Hillsdale College,

Michigan.
Lapham of the Maine Farmer has
been relieved from the duties of agent of the
associated press at Augusta, which he has perDr. J. B.

for many years by the new
the
which
association,
impose the duties of agent in cities and towns
having the associated press despatches upon
the publishers of the newspapers receiving
formed

acceptably
of

regulations

them.
It is mentioned as a remarkable fact that
in less than one year, In 1843-44, Maine had
five different |governors, which number has
probably never been equalled in any state of

period of time,
Gov. Fairfield, elected for 1843, resigned. Gov.
Kavaugb, president of the Senate of 1843,
succeeded and resigned.
Gov. Dunn, speaker
the

union

within

a

of the House of
annnrscilml

Kir

similar

1843,

fI/ip

succeeded

Dana

and was

nrociilant cif

Senate of 1844.
Finally, Gov. Anderson
elected for the year 1844.

The

ilia
was

Miss Fanny Marsh, Madame,—We the undersigned, members of your dramatic company,
orchestra and altachees of your theatre, bear-

ing in mind your faithful efforts in the cause
of refining and elevating the drama, and desiring in some way to manifest oar appreciation

of your estimable qualities, both as an artiste
and manageress, tender our services gratuitously, one and all, on the evening of your
birthday, Friday, May 4th, 1877. We sincerely
proffer this tribute fully confident that our humble offer will be received in that spirit of kindness which has ever marked your conduct towards us.
Indeed we feel it no less a duty
than a pleasure to give this evidence of onr affection and esteem.
Begging your acceptance
we subscribe ourselves as follows:
Orchestra—Mr. Charles Grimmer, Mr. F. W.
Buxton, Mr. Charles G. Richards, Mr. E. A.
Jordan, Mr. Charles Jacobson, Mr. W. T.
Todd, Mr. Frank Burnham, Mr. E. G. Pennell.
Company and Attaches—Messrs. D. [Richards, Hudson Liston, A. D. Page, Chas. Theodore, L. Wallace, J. Wooderson, E. Wallace,
Chas. Sutton, J. F. Day, J. R. Adams, E. C.
Buckley, F. Brown, A. D. Harford, J. Jones,
J. C. Collins, O. S. Farr, T. Griffin, R. Boyd.
Misses Katy Williams, Lizzie Hardy, Belle
Bailey, Adelo Smith, Messrs. Ford & Perry,
Mr. Chas. Rich, Mr. George Pendar, Mr. J.
Leslie Gossin, Mr. E. C. McCall, John Arm-

strong.

The Centennial Show—Among the numerous attractions at the forthcoming burlesque

centennial,

the Turkish bazaar will doubtless
be the one most irresistible to the lords of the
creation.
In this department will be found
favorite brands of cigars and cigarettes, and
Turkish
Blaok
(or Hookah)
pipes.

coffee will also be served. The young gentlemen who have chaige of this department extend a cordial invitation to all lovers of the
weed to giye them a cal).
The latest and most
reliable information concerning the "Eastern
question,” in all its bearings, can also then and
there be obtained from the Oriental gentlemen,
who have left their homes for the purpose of
conducting this bazaar, and who are expected
in this city on Monday of next week.

Lincoln Park.—Alderman Brunei who has
charge of Lincoln Park this season is making
very marked improvement in this place. The
fountain has been bronzed so finely that one
who did not know the material
would
The grass is starting
certainly be deceived.
finely and the walks are being cleared np.
Mr. Brunei is contemplating the removal of
that hubbly concrete walk. If this should be
done [he would have the thanks of every
person who has had occasion to walk over it.

Opening
4w<*3

of the

Falmouth.—The Falmouth

upcuou

tuc

puuiiu

jrcotciuajr

morning by O. M. Shaw Si Son of Bangor.
Mr. Fred Shaw is to be head clerk, assisted by
Mr. Newbegin, formerly of this house, and Mr.
Charles Adams, formerly clerk at the Adams
House. Mr. Smith will be bead cook, and
Martin Fox head waiter.
Mr. Shaw brings
his housekeeper,porters, coaches and drivers
from Bangor. None of the old servants will
be retained.
The Warren Manufacturing Company.—
The statement which has appeared in several
Maine papers to the effect that Judge Fox had
decided in favor of the validity of the mortgage
of the Warren Manufacturing Company to its
directors is incorrect. Judge Fox has made
no decision nor giving any intimation as to
what it will be.
The statement published

yesterday is calculated to mislead creditors of
the Company,
and to cause them to act
contrary to their

own

interests.

Robinson's Minstrels.—Harry Robinson’s
minstrels made their first appearance in this
city last eveniDg]at Music Hall. Space does not
admit of an extended notice at tbisjtime. Suffice
it to say it is a fine show and the large authe entertainment
dience present enjoyed
The company are to return in a few
heartily.
weeks and those who enjoy a good show should

attend.

__

Loring, Short & Harmon meet a growing demand, by securing a
large supply of Schedler’s map of Turkey and
Greece, published by E. Steiger, of New York.
This map gives an excellent idea of the country
War Map.—Messrs.

in which the Turkish and Russian armies are
now marching, and is of great aid in following
the movements of the hostile forces.
Parish Meeting.—At an adjourned parish
meeting of the First Parish, held yesterday
afternoon, it was voted to assess $5,500.on the
pews. The pastor’s salary was fixed at $3000;
$1800 was raised for Tnusic, $250 for collector
and treasurer, $150 for fuel and gas, $150 for
sexton, and $150 for contingent.

hundred

and boys

men

Maine Methodist Conference.
[Reported for the Press.]

Waterhouse & Co.

SUNDAY

o’clock,

held at 9

led by Rev. E. Martin.
At 104 o’clock the

Bishop preached from
ii, 1 and 4, af.er which Geo. C. Andrews,
A. I-\ Chase, J. B. Fogg and Chessmau ButActs

terfield

ordained deacons.
p. in. Rev. I. J. Lansing preached from
Luke x, 2, after which Chas. E. Bisbee, J.
Nixon and Geo. R. Wilkins were ordained
At

were

24

Elders.

evening was devoted to
of the Missionary Society.
The

the anniversary
D. B. Randall

presided.
The Treasurer. Rev. A. B. Lovewell. nrpseated a report showing a small decrease in
the amount contributed by the churches this
year, as compared with previous years.
The speakers were Revs. A. W. Pottle, S. F.
Wetherbee, and Mrs. Rev. A. C. Trafton.

larity.
The Peruvian Syrup!
Vitalizes and enriches the blood, tones up the
system, builds up the broken-down, cures Dyspepsia, Liver Complaints, Dropsy, Chronic
Diarrhtca, Boils, Nervous Affection, Chills and
Feveas, Humors, Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder, Female
Complaints, and all diseases originating in a
bad state of the Blood, or accompanied by Debility or a Low State of the System.
Caution!—Be sure you get the Peruvian
Syrup. One dollar and two dollars a bottle.
Sold by dealers generally.
Seth W. Fowle & Sons, Proprietors,
8G Harrison Avenue, Boston.
New
laiucu

vigor and
uj

buuoo

renewed energy can

ouucuuk

Conference met at 8 o’clock.

amendments of the 2d and 3 J restrictive rulesThe Conference voted not to concur by the

following votes: 53 to 7 in the first
and 49 to 0 in the latter.

instance,

H. Crockett was located at his own request,
was made effective, N. D. Witbam
and S. M. Emerson were granted a supernumerary relation, and R. H. Ford was located.
The relation of N. Andrews was changed from
effective to superannuated.

J. C. Perry

lUD

ob-

jrcau^o

ui

and bladder affections,
female irregularities, &c., if they will partake,
KIDNEY
NEPHRETIDR.
BULLOCK’S
of
CUM. An effectual cure will be the result if
it is given a fair trial.
jttne27eodawlw
11—20—11

Brigbt’s Disease,kidney

Good Advice.
Now is the time of year for Pneumonia, Lung
Fever, Sc. Every family should have a bottle of
Boschee’s German Svecp. Don’t allow for one
moment that cough to take hold of your child, yonr
family or yourself. Consumption, Asthma, Pnuemonia, Croup, Hemorrhages, and other fatal diseases
may set in. Although it is true Gebm an Sybcp is
coring thousands of these dreaded diseases, yet it is
much better to have it at hand when three doses
will cure you.
One Bottle will last your whole
family a winter and keep you safe from danger.
If you are consumptive, do not rest until you have
tried this remedy. Sample Bottle 10 cents. Regular
size 75 cents. Sold by your Druggist.

To ALL, particularly invalids, spring is

to

remain in

become constipated, and the sysdisordered condition, until the

a

disorder has time to develop itself.
vention is

worth

a

pound of cure,

saying. Therefore,

we

An

is

an

ounce

of pre-

old and truth-

advise a’l who

ache, indigestion, disordered liver,
nausea,

are

ference.
The matter was referred to
twelve, with instructions to
Zion’s Herald.

a

The customary resolutions of thanks were

adopted.
J. M. Woodbury was appointed R. R. Agent.
The 221st hymn was suDg. A. Sanderson
offered a fervent prayer; the Bishop delivered
an appropriate closing address,
the appointments

were

read, and the

journed.
[The appointments
graphic columns ]

Conference ad-

Schenck's Mandrake Pills.

Johnson.
Warren
Johnson, superintendent of the public schools
of Newton, Mass., died at his residence in that
city Saturday evening. Mr, Johnson wao a
of Bowdoin

We know of

no

It

remedy
at once

strikes at the root of the disease and produces

healthy

tone to

the system. People

never

from any disease arising from a disordered condition of the liver if they would take this excellent
medicine when they feel the first indications of the

malady, families leaving ncme ior tne summer
months should take three or four boxes ot these pills

He ever labored zealously in bis chosen profession, and while at the bead of our public
schools, did much to elevate tlrgir character and
increase their efficiency. His remains will be
taken to Brunswick for interment.

an

NEWS.

Mr. Keates, a citizen of Sabattus, committed
suicide Sunday morning bydrowniDg bimself
in a pond. Saturday he declared his intention
of committing snicide.
It is said $100,000 have been offered and
refused lor the Poland mineral springs.
KNOX COUNTY.

The East Maine Methodist Conference meets
at Thomaston this week. Bishop Simpson will

preside.

OXFORD COUNTY.

The funeral services of Dr. P. C. Wiley, who
was drowned on Thursday, were fully attended
at Bethel, Sunday. The exercises were conA large number of the
ducted by MasoDs.
order assistedjin the ceremonies.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

W. Harriman has brought an action
against Dr. Eugene P. Sanger of Bangor, to
recover the sum of $7,000 damages for alleged
malpractice in the treatment of plaintiff’s son
for a club foot. The case is now on trial in the
Supreme Court at Bangor.

Joseph

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Mr. A. W. Brackett, the well-known horseman of Pittsfield, has recently added to his
fine stock of horses, the celebrated stallion
Monte Christo, at a cost of about $2,000.
His
height is fifteen hands and three inches, while
is 1100

pounds.

Earned 930.
Mr. Wm. Barker, a well-known broker of
New York City, stepped into the office of a
down-town-soap manufacturer a few days since,
and complained of the dulness of business. ‘T
llow

a

Broker

make it lively for you,” said the soap-man,
“I can put you in the way of making fifty
dollars in fifteen minutes; but I know you
“Show me the chance,”
would back out.”
said the broker; “and if I back out I will give
you five thousand dollars.” “Well,” said the

can

soap-man, “I will give you fifty dollars if you
will take one of my large advertising signs,
put it on your breast, carry it up Wall street
from Pearl street to Broadway, aDd return.”
Mr. Barker picked up the sign, adjusted it
and sallied into the street. Upon the sign were

large picture of
clothing, and the
a

a
negro woman washing
words “Higgins’ Soap is

The sight of a well-known
Best.”
of mature years, carrying a soap sign
caused great astonishment in Wall street. Mr.
Barker had not walked three blocks before a

the

“

2.00
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.25
1.15

«•

1.00

“

one

“

“

“

“

“

“

Serge

Hand Sewed Lace Boots.

CALF

GENTS’

—

FRENCH TIES

FIIOM

$6.25 Gents’

These goods are not snODDV. but
CUSTOM MADE and WARRANTED.
dtf
mj-1

KID

GLOVES

A splendid assortment ol ^Butjust received and

ton Kid Gloves
UlltT L'U

Sftl tT

I lie:

Ul

IU W

IIIIUC

a pair,
These Gloves
equal in strength and tinisli

495 CONGRESS

T3&M3t

Dissolution of Copartnership
Portland, May 1st 1877.
Copartnership existing between the subscribers under the style and name ot SHURTLEFF,
FILLEBROWN & CO, is hereby dissolved by mutual

all liabilities of the firm
and is authorized to settle and receive all demands
due the firm.

SYLVAN SHURTLEFF
J. B. FILLEBROWN.

J, B. FILLEBROWN,

FOR THE SALE OF—

Whose celebrated manufacture of C. S. Wire Boots
and Shoes will be made a specialty, for which orders
are respectfully solicited.
TT&S3D

EDWARDS,

OF BOSTON,
and successor of the lato Dr. J. Clawson Kelley, of
New York, will be at the office,

404

STREET,

CONGRESS

EVERY

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,

|@§r*Consultation free.

myldlm

New York and Return.

THE YOUNG KNOX STALLION

Train leaves Portland & Rochester R,
R. Depot at 2.30 P, M. daily, except

owned by John A. Tompson of Portland, Me., can

Brown’s

Stable,

and

on

myldlw*

Federal

Good and Sale Pasturing lor
Horses and Neat Cattle.
subscriber has one hundred aud twenty-five
acres of open grazing land, divided by the best

THE
fences into three
Ul

Mglib

uis

pastures, away from the road and
xuc I.uiu

unciuug*

is nvii

ap20

dim

Call and Examine !

Courtell’sBik. Crapes
Best English make. 42 inches wide,
lor Veils and Bonnets §3.50.
A bargain at $5.00. Also

20 Pieces at 75c, §1.25, §1.50 and

upwards.
The greatest Bargains ever offered.

ANNUAL. MEETING.
Tamiscouata Pine Land

No. 38 Exchange St.

N.

myl

Just received, bought expressly
for the Retail Trade, and will be
sold at prices that cannot fail to
suit.

from §1.30 and upwards.
—ALSO—

50 Pieces of Black Brussels Silk
Nettings, plain and dotted, from
60 cents and upwards. EDGES
TO HATCH.

CALL AND EXAMINE!

Worsted Ball Fringes
EE1113«

Fringes

jNo. 53

DAVIS,

Exchange St.

Forest

Co. will bold their

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

uiuvn

ilLUCU

Particular attention is called to tills line of goods.
150 Bone Corsets reduced to $1.10 from $2.00.
300 Bone, Silked Clocked and Embroidered fronts,
m.8Mv reduced from $4 00 Extra long Corsets
$1.15- Also a full line of Uermau and American
at 40, 30, 64, 73c and $1.00.

M. C. M.

01 PRICE DRY GOODS

STATED Meeting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanics’ Association, will he held in the
Library Koom. Mechanics’ Building, THUBSDAY
EVENING, May 3d 1877, at 7J o’clock.
K. B. SWIFT, Sec’y.
myld3t

detection and conviction of the party or parties who stole from the Ottawa House, Cushing’s
about 1st of November, 1876, one set double
and single Harness, plated buckles, also ropes, oars,

FOB
Island,

and other articles.

THOMAS CUSHING.
myldlw*
Cushing’s Island, April 27, 1877.

eodSm

Wanted.
Tar Solution,
Housemiddle-aged Woman situation
Catarrh, Consumption,
BY
widower.
Would
keeper
particular
Bronchitis,
No.
of
going few miles
Apply
myld3t*
Tar Troches, 48 State Street.
a

Inhalation for
and Asthma.

about

a

or Sore

or

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,
and for Piles.

Rheum, Slim Diseases,

or

or

a

lor

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

out

AND

FANS,

—

IS

ap24

d&wtf

GREAT SPRING SALE

—

!

New Goods received every Day.

M. A. BOSWORTH,

The undersigned, having purchased the stock of

BOOTS AND SHOES
of

GEO. G. GREEN, ofiers the same at

VERY LOW RATES
with a view to replenishing with a new stock. The
public are invited to call at the old stand, No* 5‘A9
Congress Street, and examine goods and prices.

FLUENT BLOCK.

pH_If

THE ‘STAR’

PENHOLDER.
[TRADE HARK |

Try it

70
ap25

FRED. ['ILDERWOOD GREEN,
No. 529 Congress Street.
THIRD DOOR FROM CASCO ST.
dlw
ap30

Pipes,

—

Bottles,

or

Samuel
3 Free St.

I

Wood

and you will like it.

J. A. SWASEY,
Boston.
Washington street,
d2w*

You

can

make your Kid Gloves LOOK. LIKE
NEW by using

HARRIS’ GLOVE CLEANER)
For sale only by

A. 0. Schlotterbeck,
aplO

Apothecary*
lm

Cigars $18, $40

and

POLISH,

by the Gallon.

Thurston,

Block, Portland.

FANCY WOODS,
Send for descriptive Price List.

Charles B. Thurston & Co.,
3 FREE STREET BLOCK,
Maine.
Portland,
mii24*dtf

$45

EVERY GRADE OF TOBACCO,

Nutter Bros. & Co.
HAVE THE BEST

At Bottom Prices.
Close buyers are invited to call and see

ap21

Salt, Salt, Salt!
14
fell?

trees, shrubbery, &c.
This property is among tne most attractive in the
nrpwmtinp1 from

thn W**«fprn PrnimmadA

nnn

of

finest views to be lound in the State. The buildTerms easy, and
made known at time of sale. Owner changing business and leaving the city.
F. O. BAII.KV & CO., Awctiwwecrs.
dtd
ap'25

WHARF.
Uig3m

CARPETS,

FURNITURE,

&Cm_BY AUCTION.
Sth. at 10 o’clock

and

May
21
at
33 and 37 Exchange street,
ON p.Saturday,
shall sell the furniture
used
the Adams
m.

a.

m.

rooms

House, consisting

Walnut, Ash and

we

formerly

in

in part of Parlor Suits, Black
Painted Chamber Sets, Bureaus,

Bedsteads, Sofas, Sinks, Tables, Chairs, Mirrors,
large lot Blankets, Sbeets, Quilts, Cumforters Ac., in

excellent condition. Hair, wood Excelsior, and Husk
Mattresses, Feather Beds and Pillows, Extension
Tables, Dining room Chairs, Crockery, Glass and
Wooden ware, large lot of Silver plated Ware.
Cutlery See., Table cloths, Napkins. 23 2d hand
Carpets See. This furniture is all in good condition.

P. O. Bailey dc Co., Auctioneers.
dlw
ap30

159 ALL WOOL
I

<

JOB LOT NO.l, cost to make Iroin
913 to 915, tor only 96.
JOB LOT NO, 3, cost to make from
99 to 913, lor only 95.
JOB LOT NO. 3. cost to make from
97.50 to 99, for only.9-1.

JOB LOT OF PANTS
ONLY $2 !
Don’t spend one dollar tor Clothing of any kind until yon have
seen these goods and prices.

new“york

GlcfHing Store,
1171 ForeStraet.
J. F. SISK.
ap26

dlw

Live Oak Collar.
ap20dim

“HAIL GENTLE SPRING”
TllO Dana.

U.nas. Im aV.a..l

1—

.1_V_a_._

that it is bis

that the newest patterns and lowest prices In

H.

to be found at

C.

482

BAGLEY’S,

CONGRESS

OPP.

NO

THE

PREBLE.

OLD
Shade,

ST.,

STOCK 1
Fixture..

nnd

Cord

etc.

482 Congress St., opp. the Preble.
fe27

eod3m

OPENING OF MG GOODS!
We have received THIS WEEK a full line of
SPRING GOODS, and are oBeringtbe follow,

lng Bargains;
in

Spring Shade., I at quality 91.99,
9d quality 91.00.
Every pair warranted not to burst.
OIK NEW CORSET NO. 99,
containing 100 Bones lor 91 OO. The best Form
new

of any Corset we have ever oSered.
We have also a small lot of RUSSIAN FANS
which we shall sell tor $ l.OO, sold last year tor $2.00
and $2.50. Also a large vaiiety of Ladles’ and Children’s

SoBlery.
Job lot ot

GENTS’ HOSE in Striped,
Unbleached lor 99 ceatt.
CADIES’ NECK BOWS 99 cento.

Plain nnd

Nelson & Gould,
503

Congress St.,

Under Army and Navy Hall.

dtf

apio

“BARGAINS.”
Children’s Felt Hats
Boys’ Felt Hats
Men’s Felt Hats
Boys’ School Caps
Umbrellas
-

—

market.
It is free from
is NON-EXPLOSIVE.
Call and examine.

AT

-

50 cts
65 “
75 ••
50 “

$1.00

—

MAHER’S,

PRICE TO SUIT THE TIMES.

29

Nlarket

Square,

PORTLAND,

ME.

OPP. POST OFFICE.
mhlO
dtf

ap25_dtt

C

Rubber Balls,

0_A

L.

Tlie largest stock anil the beat variety of Coala In

Rubber

the

Balls,

—

AT

Halls Rubber Store.
ap!2____it

History

ot

a

Ring!

For dale at all Bookatare*.

Every Tax Payer should read It.
PRICE 10 CENTS.
Stephen Berry, Publisher, 37 Plum St.
aptfi

(13 tv

tor

FOR SALK AT

Lowest Market Kates,
—

Randall

—

city,

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

Rubber Balls.

Cadiz, Liverpool and Trapani Salt in lots
bond or duty paid by

COMMERCIAL

SECOND HU

Odor, and

Bale

WILLARD,

IMPORTANT SALE OF

in the

me.

F. BELAVINA,
84 Exchange Street, Portland.
dim

E. a.

stone and iron fence.
The 24 story House, No. 1 Western Promenade,
containing 10 rooms and large attic, ample closets,
gas, sebago, furnace and cemented cellar. Also, good
Stable and Carriage House.
Lot contains about
4,100 square feet.
a
lot
of
land
above
Also,
adjoining
property, being
about 87 feet on Bramhall St., and 113 feet deep,
fenced by stone and iron lence. On this lot are fruit

»

Oil Stove

PIPES IN ENDLESS VARIETY

In

some trees, and shrubbery.
The lot contains about
4,500 square feet of land, enclosed with a substantial

-

Plugs, Twist, Fine Cut, Smoking, &c., Ac,

FOR

Piano

—

FURNITURE
in

Tobaeco and Smokers’ Articles.

LOOK AT TIIE BARGAINS.
Imported Cigar, from 88.50 to 89 per lOO
The celebrated ‘Mikado’ $45.00 per lOOO
Clear Havanas (my own manufacture)
$60 00 to $75 00 per 1000
Havana Filled $50.00 to $55.00 •*
“
“
Mixed Filled $30.00 to $35.00

CLEAN KID GLOVES

Soli by all Booksellers and Stationers.

broker,

OF

AND

—

Fancy Goods
■i

—

SPECIALTY.

—

AND

Scotch

Foot Power Scroll Saws, Designs,
Lathes, Tools &c.

—

To JLet.

A

2J story House, corner Bramhall St., and
Western Promenade, containing 10 rooms and large
attic, ample closets, clothes presses, gas, brick cistern, cemented cellar; on the lot is a good stable,

Oar Frankenberg Kid Gloves

PIANO STOOLS, PIANO CLOTHS,
all
Leavitt’s

at

Board.
gentlemen, ot quiet habits and with good
recommendations, may lind board, by leaving
word at No. 8 Brown St.
myldtf

we

ally.

Ladies’ Underwear.

AND

Styles.

and musical merchandise gener*

Garments, Hosiery,

—

at 3 o’clock p. m.,
desirable property,

May 2d,
shall sell the following
ON WEDNESDAY,

Ta.ael., etc.,

SHEET MUSIC!

TRIMMINGS,

room, with board. No plcasauter one in
the city.
624 CONGRESS STREET,
diw*
myl

ESTATE

REAL

AUCTION.

viz: The

Window

at the Lowest Prices*

as

not be
town.

a

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Anclieieen.
dtd

Square.

oi
construction,
and the finest musical qualities
are here combined.

Dry & Fancy Goods,

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
JFor Sals by all Druggists*

—

and

in all

offering great inducements in

—

ON

CANDID OPINION

Thoroughness

STORE,

PARASOLS.

nii

n

ORGANS.

FARRINGTON BLOCK,

A

Tuesday. May 15tb. at 10 a. m., at Burnbam*a
wharf, will he sold to the highest bidder, the
steamer Ida Augusta, 54 tons, with sails, tigging,
Has nearly new boiler,
compasses, lanterns, &c.
and in a short time can be fitted for towingor the
porgy fishing business, which she has been engaged
m for the past two years.
Terms at sale.

PIANOS.

St.

431 & 433 CONGRESS ST.,

GLOVES.

GOOD Cook, Washer and Ironer in a small
family, where a second girl is kept, to go a
American preferred.
short distance out of city.
Must have references. Address •lF,” Box 2017 P.O.
d3t*
myl

8ts.,

Steamer Ida Augusta, By Auction.

are

—

A

iA‘

assortment of first class instruments in the State.

Vickery
& Leighton’s,

they

cor. of Congress and Centre

shall sell for the benefit of whom It may concern
(in connection with our regular sale ot Dry floods)
500 pieces, about 20,000 yards, of cottou slightly damaged by fire.
F. O. BAILEY 4k CO., Anetipnecra.
dlw
ap30
we

THE LARGEST WALL PAPERS

Upright

A~

At Store

al

ap25dtf

LATNER BROS,,

are

30tb,

Monday, April
P. M.,

an

* 1-4 o’clock

J. H. FITZGERALD,

Silk and Lace Fichue., Ties, Bows, Endic»’ and Children’s
Lace Cellarelles,
Crepe Ei.se and Mnslin Ruchings, Einen
Collars and Cnfls we otter great values.
Please call and examine yourselves at

Congress

fir

Yours Very Respectfully,

CALL AND EXAMINE.

539

Trim mi life

made on honor, is the best for the money ever sold
in New England. Jot this down in|thc tablet of your
memery, and Remember our store, SSS miDDIE 8T BEET, near the junction of Middle and
Federal streets.

Best British Seamless Hose, 3-thread, 43 cent*,
reduced from 50 cents. 50 Balbriggan Hose 13 cl.
and upwards. Striped Hose 14 cent, and upwards. Splendid Hose, 3 pair, for 43 cents.

mh31

tli am.

Saper.

Hosiery !

Hosiery !

call

colors. Spool Cotton, best :j.COr<l 2c.
Spool Silk full 100 yar^ac. Ball CottoB 4c. Colored oc.-Iuns 17c package.
KHeil5ffiSc Jo?en up, Bereges aod Tissues, all colors. Back Combs very cheap.
Corset Clasps 4c np. Uneen Bess Collarette, new, 17c. English Stuck Needles 4c
Bress Braid,
best, 6c piece.
lottoes 1 to 5c. Imported Turkey Bed
Handkerchiefs 10c, last colors. Hamburg Edges In rariety. Ladies SUk Pocket Handkerchiefs from 25c up.
Space will not admit of further quotations. We
simply add that our 87c. SBIBT, all finished,

FRENCI1 CORSETS.

Forest
BLACK GOODS
Forest
FRONT
Tar Salve,
Forest
SILiKLS
Tar Soap,
TWO
Forest
Chajjped Hands^Salt
Forest Tar Inhalers, GREAT BARGAINS IMMENSE STOCK.
MILLINERY Boots and Shoes# FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
CIGARS,
or

to

and

-CAHrASB BXAMiNfr'r-

O. CKAM, Clerk,
dtd

Wanted.

Tar,

AI9V

lrom 40 cents

Positively less than manufacturers' prices.

$50 Reward

HALL L.

!

All the rage for Scarfs,

annual meeting
WEDNESDAY, May 9th.
THE
at 3o’clock p'm., at the office ot W. W. Thomas Jr.,

STOCK,

CO.,

Live Oak Collar.

on

NEW

&

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Gossamer undervests 33 to 55c. up. Gents Balbrlggan
Vest and Draws 55 c to $1.00. Gents and
Yonths 1-2 Hose, Plain and Striped, from
10 to 50c. Ladies’ Full Regular Hose
18, 20, 25, 31c. up. Balmoral stripes,
best styles in the market, 12 1-2, 15,
17 c. up. Domestic Hose, fuU length, 7,
8,10 c. up. Ladies’ Genuine Balbrlggan
Hose, extra long, 38 to 44 c. np. Children’s and Misses silk clocked Balbriggans
In seal Brown, Navy Blue, and Cardinal,
nndoubtly the handsomest and best style
in the market, from 62 to 68c. Ladies’
and Misses’ Lisle Thread Gloves at 10,13,
15c. np. Ladies’ Town made Taffeta silk
Gloves for 87c. worth $1.25, A splendid Corset for 45, 75c. and $1.00 np. Dr.
Warner’s Corsets down to $1.15. Madam
Fay’s 95c. all other in proportion. Hair
Brushes Tip Top 12 1*2, 13, 17c. op.
Tooth Brushes, 6, 8, 10c. np. Lace
Tidies, in choice patterns, from 20c. up.
Neck Ties and Hows ail silk, new style,
at prices lower than the lowest, 20c. np.
Towels CHEAP! CHEAP! from 12 l-2c.
np. Linen and Lawn Handkerchiefs from
4c np. Lace Scarfs in Chantille, Spanish and other popular styles from 58c to
$4.50. Bustles, aU the new shapes as
soon as introduced, from 25c to $L38.
Heavy Emb. Setts Collars and Cuffs, all
Linen, 25c. New Patterns in Colored
Setts for 20c. New style, the best yet,
Dress Protectors 20c, All other styles
12 l-2c. Pocket Books. Here we pat
the knife in. A look will convince you of
this fact. A big drive in checked Nainsook
Muslins 28 to 38c per yard. Black Silk
Fringes, we haTe them and we _PfS|foSS

Silk

BY AUCTION.
< auiuenciBB

the

FANCY GOODS

auunu no

that tormerly owned by Stephen Hanson, deceased.
Kefetences, every citizen of the town.
DAVID MAINES.
Windham Center, April 30th.
myldtf

tUJii'Ltiii

aau

at prices that can not fail to give satisfaction to the
closest buyers, and make glad the Hearts of Families
and Housekeepers. Our stock is large. Our goods
are well bought. We work hard. Our expenses are
trifling. We are bound to make it lively for OLD
FOGIES this spring. The property must move,
ic has got marching orders, and must be sold.

Street,

afler the first day of may,
J. A. TOH1PSON.

ruiiij

ap23dim

■>

YARDS OF DAMAGED COTTON

ings are in splendid condition.

be found at

Ill

ROOMPAPERS

HOLLIS,

VICTOR

a

STOCK OF

CALL AND EXAMINE.

Shoes and Leather,

DR. S.

80,000 ROLLS

Him

upwards.

Copartnership Notice*

Excursion Tickets

isd3t

Houses,

other public

Junction of Middle and
Federal Streets,

NOW OPENINGAND OFFERING.

assumes

Office with Sylvan Shnrlleff & Son,

ap28

near the

190 & 192 Middle St.

THE

consent.
J. B. Fillebrown

—

Snndays.
Through Tickets for sale at all impor>
tant Ticket Offices. State Rooms secured
in advance at NO. 28 EXCHANGE ST.
and at the Depot.
J. M. LENT, Snpt.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.

or

MARRETT, Elm

JUST ABOVE PREBLE HOUSE.

—

TO

268 Middle St.,

No Stock in New Fork or Boston
More Complete, Nor Prices

ST.,

COMMISSION MERCHANT,

Steamers.

IN HIS

ETC.

Beacb

Ipoo

BY

ctAnlr

Carlton Kimball, ELM GUIPEVE SETTINGS

P0RTL11& WORCESTER LI! Boots,
Line

aIaAa

O. W. ALLEB.

Regular sale of Furniture and (leneral Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dtt
Consignment* solicited.

DESIRABLE

FITZGERALD

CALL AND EXAMINE!

Via the Popular Inside Route,

Norwich

AAn«

CLOTHS,

nisbing Hotels,
Churches, Halls
buildings.

to any Glove sold lor 75 cents.

Go to New York

AND

n

F. O. BAILEY.

PINDM

KTew Store
OIL

U1

62 1-2 cents
are

dtf

SPRING 1877

Lower.

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnerof surrounding bile, and will effectually preyent'lT ship HgdqHhe
afid-sfo te~etS¥ LY A S
I.EFF&SON,—successors of Sburtlett', Fillebrown &
bilious attach. They arc ?eld by all druggists,
Co, for the manufacture and sale of Boots and Shoes,
at 135 Middle St, over Woolman True & Co. s
myleodlm&wsnlm
SYLVAN SHURTLEFF
GEO. A. SHURTLEFF.

—

SalwNBi 33 »4 :IT Kirhauge Mi,

ap30

—

French Ties, Hand sewed.

COLCORD,

jan24

ol

SI-SO to S3

W.

most

A If. A

fe20eod6m

143 Pearl Street.

We make special prices in lur-

Kid Fox Lace Boots.

“

our

“

Serge, Button, Double Sole.

“

J.

STRAW AND COIR MATTINGS,

Kid Fox, Button.

“

Middle street.

few block, cast of P. O.

given to piivate pupils by the subscriber.

superb stock
ever shown in this city.
In our stock of Ingrain Carpets,
Two and Three-ply, in the various
grades, may be found the choicest
naftAmic

STEVENS,

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

Brussels Carpets

Ladies’ French Kid, Side Lace.
“
Fine Kid, Button Opera Toe.

2.50

will

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

weight

offers the following bargains;

almost instantaneous ef*

ap6dtf

his

241 MIDDLE ST.,

relieve the patient of headache in
They
or two hours, and will rapidly cleanse the liver

in the class or

in this State from 1868 to 1876, resigning that position to accept the superintend'
ency of the Newton tchbols, to which he was
elected by a unanimous v t> of the committee.

STATE

E. T. Merrill,

$3.75

113

tions.
We call special stlention to
assortment of

L.

Repairs, adjusts, and gives instruction on all
kinds of sewing machines.
The very best of needles and oil for all machines.
New Extension Leaf $2.00.

of
Consisting
MOQUETTES,
AXMINSTERS, WILTONS, VELVETS, BODY BRUSSELS, and
TAPESTRY BRUSSELS, of both
Foreign and Domestic Produc-

Undoubtly the

a

need suf-

fer

1854, and his whole life has been devoted to
educational work. He was superintendent of

public shools

Hint
dl w

SCHOOL

SEWING MACHINE EXPERT.

A

offered anywhere.

myl

—

College,

be

FRED

CARPETS

lino of

a

Have you Head This !.

appetite,

want of

harmless and decisive in its action.

so

will be found in our tele-

Death of Warren

graduate

as can

myt

committee of

report through

fine

as

troub-

feverish skin, to take without delay

or

Domestic

needs of

show

can

Dry & Fancy Goods

led with the complaints now very prevalent—head-

made for the organ zation of a

was

where they

trying

Fatal Diseases may he caused by allow-

ing the bowels

ful

a

resi*ctlully

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

UNION SPRINGS

New Spring Style

62 1-3 CtS.

D. B. Randall was appointed to preach a
semi-centennial sermon at the next session of
the Conference.

Missionary Society to provide for the
the poorer charges in the Maine Con-

NO. 253 MIDDLE ST.,

Indications of sickness shonld at once be at-

season.

tended to.

R. Vivian was located at his own request.
C. W. Averill was made supernumerary without appointment.

Provision

be found at

deomly

oct20
■

iect.

The devotional exercises were conducted by
W. B. Bartlett.
The report of the Committee ou Education
was presented, and Dr. H. P. Torsey addressed
the Conference.

uuiu

be

are

in-

14th year—1876—7. Especially attractive as a homelike institution. Preparatory and colleyiate departments. Send for circular.
President, HENRY HARTSHORNE, M. D.. A. M.
Vice-President, M. ANNA WYTHE. mh29eod2m

Have just opened at their CARPET ROOMS a very large stock of

Eureka

with them. They have

MONDAY.

and after

on

Inhaling hot vapors of “forest tar solution”
asthma, catarrh, and is best for the
ap30 dlw
lungs.

tem to

MOKNING.
was

will

will euro

No small commendation of the
Spool Silk is the fact of its increasing popu-

instruction in vocal

For Advanced Edncationol Young Women, at

& CO..

seen

Gentlemen would do themselves a favor by
calling at Horatio Staples’180 Middle street,
and looking at a lot of fine all linen handkerchiefs 20 inches square that he is selling at. G
Horatio Staples,
forffl.
180 Middle St, Portland.
ap30-tf

F. O, BAILEY ft CO«

READING.

HOWLAND

Tuesday, May 1st,

be
A great novelty, the Cork Corset. It can
at Carlton Kimball’s, 435 Congress street.

AUCTION SALES*

W. L. FlTOlt is now ready to repupils singly or in classes, at his residence, 58
Brackett St., corner Spring.
aplOutf

BAILEY

Quarters !J

to No. 283 Middle

imitations.

SATURDAY EVENING.

spirited love feast

Call and see them.

MUSIC

desiring private
PERSONS
MUSIC KEADINN
formed that Mr.

Waterhouse & Co

I

The Conference met according to adjournment, at 7 o’clock, Rev. D. B. Randall in the

A

street.

In New

Live Oak Collar! Oh, ye?, that is what
You can’t put mo off, with cheap

sented a sum of money as a token of their
appreciation of the faithful service he has rendered the church during the four years of his
administration as Presiding Elder. It was a
deserved tribute to a worthy man.

tion that in the domestic arrangements at the
White House we are to have an illustration of
a thoroughly temperance and Christian borne.

dry

and

EDUCATIONAL.

ceive

removed their

have

fancy goods

stock of

MISCELLANEOUS.

MARRETT.

want.

surprised Rev. I. Luce, to whom they pre-

qualifications.
Resolved, That the loyal men of the South,
who stood by the nation in the hour of its
extreme need, and who periled their lives in
defence of the old flag, are justly entitled to
the protection of the government, and that any
policy which, in its practical operations, shall
abridge any of their rights, is unjust and dangerous to the perpetuity of a free government.
Resolved, That we learn with great satisfac-

forehead,

wiped

for several years.
At a meeting called for the purpose Saturday
afternoon the preachers of the Portland district

Committee on Public Worship was
authorized to make arrangements for the anniversaries at the next Conference.
The committee on the state of the country
presented the following preamble and resolutions, which were unanimously adopted:
Whereas, God has made the wrath of man
to praise him in the deliverance of more than
4,000,000of our citizens from legalized slavery;
and
Whereas, That which ought to be done to
ameliorate their condition and elevate them
as citizens of our great Republic is not done;
and
Wheieas, The present condition ot our countiy is such as to produce deep solicitude in
reference to its future:
Resolved, That we believe it to be the duty of
all Christians, both clergy and laity, to exert
their influence in favor of all reforms which
tend to purify the government and infuse into
its administration honesty and an elevated
standard of Christian morality and patriotism,
which tend to secure to every citizen, without
regard to race or color, ample protection in the
enjoyment of their constitutional rights and
privileges; and to this end, irrespective of
political organization or party predictions, to
vote only for such persons for office as sustain
undoubted character for honesty, ability and
patriotism, and whose past record shall guarantee the possession of these indispensable

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

ascertain the

to

would not carry that sign again in Wall street
for ten thousand.”

ence

The

the street

of the excitement.
In exactly fifteen minutes Mr. Barker reported at the soap man's office and was paid
his fifty dollars.
As he pocketed the money
he exclaimed: “I
his
and

An excellent sermon was preached Saturday
afternoon by Rev. D. W. LeLacheur of Hallowell, from Rev. 3:20.
The introductory services were conducted by
Rev. A. S. Ladd of Bath.
The sermon was followed by stirring exhortations from Revs. John Allen, A. S. Ladd,
W. S. Jones and J. llawkes.
The meeting was under the direction of
A. R. Sylvester, and was both interesting and
profitable.
The general testimony is that the religions
interest is greater than at any previous confer-

Society.

heels, and

cause

Gardiner, April 30.

chair.
The devotional exercises were conducted by
Rev. A. Hatch.
The various committees presented their reports, which were approved.
Rev. I. J. Lansing addressed the Conference
at length in the interest of the Freedman’s Aid

at his

were

when he started on the home-stretch the crowd
Boothad increased to fully five hundred.
blacks, newsboys and Wall street messengers
shouted and cheered, and brokers rushed from
their offices to

The Bishop presented the propositions of the
General Conference with reference to the

Fanny Marsh’s Benefit.
following letter explains itself:
Monday, April 30.

jj-Ul/Ci

Cumberland Bar.—The Cumberland Bar
Association held a special meeting at their
rooms yesterday afternoon to hear the report of

lives at

of l’ark and Commercial streets,through
Park to Pleasant, through Pleasant to High,
through High to Congress, through Congress
corner

KDnt.

There appearing to have been no evil iutent the
jury returned a verdict ol not guilty.
Knovrllon.
Olst. Att’y.
United States by indictment vs. Thomas B. McClay of Chelsea, for retailing liquor without paying
special tax. Pleads not guilty. Verdict guilty.
Sentenced to pay a fine of $100 and to be imprisoned
ior thirty days in Portland jail.
United States by indictment vs. Mary E. Crowley
of Portland, for same oflence. Pie ads guilty. Same

formerly.

The school on Spring street includes all the
territory enclosed by a line running from

Brown

no

r.laimwl that.

Former. Present.

$2250
Mr. Patten, High School.$2500
1800
1020
Mr. Chase
1800
162C
Mr. Files, North
1 440
Mr. Haines, Park street School. 1600
1440
Mr. Taylor, Fourth Grammar School. 1600
1350
Mr. Dole, Center street School. 1500
1200
1080
of
Mr. Shaylor, teacher
Penmanship..
The Mayor did not consider this reduction

To

Dr. S. Edwards.
BThe Young Knox Stallion—J. A.
H Board—Brown street.
H Annual Meeting—N. O. Cram.

ten per cent, on all salaries

already reported
over

2, Heal Estate Transfers.—The following
aro the real eBtate transfers recorded] in this
county yesterday:
Bridgton—Thomas C. Smith to Nathan S.
Freeman, lot containing two acres.

60
bod6

BY

&

—

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

ST.

dlatf

ANEWSTOYE STORE.
KNIGHTS A

HOWABTH

have opened a Stove Store, 163 Federal street, where
they keep constantly on band a loll assortment of
Kitchen Furnishing Goods, Ms«fl»
"■
naces, Range*, Tia-Waro,

Pipe, Sink*, Ac. Tin Rot
and Conductor*.
163 FBI
a few dooia below Market St., P«___
In
our
line
Jobbing
promptly attended to. ap21dtl

•
__

THE

Dissolution of

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

heretofore known

Potatoes.
In many country towns during the present
eeason, the unusual sight has been presented
of farmers carrying loads of potatoes to market, and alter making an exchange for corn,
returning home with a larger number of bushels than they had carried.
This equality of
values has resulted largely from the drouth of
last summer, which curtailed the crop of po-

AaU.

AAM.A.t

!_

_1

posijig#£nd
gmniint nf
iTTPnf.

ovnorimont ami

observation apparently should have established, it is always safe to plant healthy potatoes of a medium size, and yet we should
not refrain from the use of eyes, and parings
even, when a scarcity of seed prevailed.
Although the results o( experiments would
seem to indicate that the shoots from the
seed end of a potato start earlier, and perhaps bring its roots to earlier maturity than
from the eyes; yet usually the potatoes from
such a source are inferior in size and quality.
The forwardness of the season may lead

be

collected, and the copartnership liabilities paid by
Hunt, at the store heretofore occupied by
,T. P. DARLING.
CHARLES M. HUNT.

Notice.
The undersigned having bought ou^t the entire interest of Mr. J. P. Darling, will continue the busiunder the name and style cf CHARLES M,
HUNT& CO., for the manufacture ot Chamber
Furniture, at store formerly occupied by Darling &
Hunt, where may be found the usual good assortment of furniture which, for cash, is solu lower than
C. M. HUNT.
at any other place in the state.
Portland April 8 1877.
ap3ftd3w

Wanted.
youug meu as clerks, also a cash boy. Ap18
ply'at Exchange Street, Portland, on Tuesday, Mav 1st. Do not call before May 1st, as parties will not arrive in the city till then.
ap28d3t

FIVE

Wanted.
out of employment to write to The Working
Church, Hoorn 12, 36 Bromtield St., Boston, or
J. B. Brewer, 114 E. 14tli St., New York City, lor
extraordinary inducements to Agents.

ALL

Dissolution of

Partnership.

firm of BROWN & HARTNETT, Plumbers, has this day been dissolved by mutual consent. All bills duo the firm must he settled by the
loth of May. Those not settled by that date will he
given out for collection.

THE

CHARLES BROWN.
RICHARD J. HARTNETT.
Saturday, April 28, 1877.
ap30d3t

H. S. KALEU & CO.

Street.ap28d3t

Wanted

Immediately.

CLASS custom coat maker. Call on or
address
B. G. LORD.
Saccarappa, Me.
ap28djt_
FIRST

A

Boot and Shoe Makers Wanted.
few nice

workmen in

Hand Sewed bottomA
ing department, steady
anil good prices.
LILLEY,
PRATT
our

worn

VOUNG,

&

BRACKETT,

ap25dlw_127 Federal street,

Boston.

Wanted.
learn Millinery and Dress303 1-a « ongr. .» St.
making at
(Cp Stairs.)
ap25dlw*_
to

APPRENTICES
capable

a

would wait
B\r
No
to the

woman,

invalid

on

--

few
and

places to nurse or
do light housework,

objection
country. Apply at
ap2Idlw22 HAMMOND STREET.
Wanted.

Assistant Bookkeeper.
Young Man who thoroughly understands
Assistant

keeping, desires

a situation as
Good references. Address
W. F. KIMBALL,

keeper.

Agents Wanted.
Cumberlend county to canvass for the full History ot Moody & Sankey, the best terms ever offered. For terms, address, wtth three cent stamp If
E. A. PALMER, Gen. Agen t,
convenient, to
ap3dlin
Portland, Me.

IN

House Wanted.
small family without children desire a
rent in the western part ot the city. House
must contain Irom seven to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
gas and good water.
Reierence given. Address
“hi Box 1557.
jan29<ltf

mA
i

BOARD.

“THOMAS RUSSELL,”
AGENT.
SOLE

Obtained

a

DIPLOMA for

.“Excellence in Color,
Quality and Finish.”

Boarders Wanted.
FEW boarders
find
A
unfurnished, with
feb8

without board, at
Rf416 CUMBERLAND STREET.
or

WHICH IS THE

TO LET.

HIGHEST / AWARD
GRANTED TO

SPOOL COTTON

AT

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

cor.

locations
house.

d&w3m

h23

To JLet.
Congress and St. Lawrence Street.

HOUSE
Southerly half contains 8 pleasant
soft

hard and

water.

on

It is

Mud joy.

of

one

the

Terms reasonable.

rooms, gas,-

pleasantest
Apply at

pleasant
SIXfloor.
ap24dlw*

rooms, with woedhouse on same
S. D. KNIGHT.
59

Spruce

street.

To Let.
rent,8rooms, hard and soft water,
one
half
of Stable on Douglass St.,
garden,

UPSTAIRS
rent

$9 per month. Also house on Lowell St 5
rooms, Sebago water, $7 per month, Inquire of G.
W. Burnham, 1091 Congresss St„ or Thomas Frothingham, Saw Dentist, Temple St.
apl63w*

To Let.,
RENTS centrally located, gas, Sebago.
Price
10 to 15 dollars, also 2 on Munjoy
Hill, prices
to 10 dollars. All in good repair. Apply to W.
W.Carr,
ap!9 dtf_
197 Newbury street.

3

214

middle

FINE PHOTOGRAPHY A SPECIALTY
Mr. L. takes pleasure In stating that he Is now
fully prepared to execute the last hew style of Photo

portrait,

Right

Sole

the

fittecMip"

mh20

dtf

Ml

THE

be built upon and

conor art

nected with store,
fine salesroom,
gallery, for piano-forte, furniture, or carpet dealer.
Possession given May 1st, and possibly before. The
adjoining building, 126 <& 130 Center St., will be connected it needed. Please apply to E. C. ANDREWS,
Portland, or DAVID ROBINSON, Harrison Square,
Bostop, Mass.
apl2dtmyl

house occupied by the undersigned, contains
THE
besides bathroom good farnace and
eight
cistern. Lot 80
rooms

x 100, House
has direct sunlight
during entire day.
A. W. COOMBS,
aplldlmCentennial Block.

HOTEL TO LET.
THE AMERICAN HOUSE,

Sebago

Cr. Tartar,

Coffee, Spices,

MORRISON-1

etc.

mh2fitf

WILLIAM M. WHITTEN.

VMUll

VJLtVJ

•

BRICK

BOOTS

worthy

TITTkf
\T to loan on first class Real Estate
ItA VAJLw Mb JL Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission, Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379} Congress Street.nolSdtf

Field and Wood Land tor Sale.
F'lONTANING 25 acres, on Atlantic House road, 3
Vy miles from city. Apply to .J. T. Fickett, 16
Tyng St., or F. G. Patterson, 379} Congress St.
ap24

dlw*1

Family Grocery Store

For Sale.

of the best stands in the city for family
ONE
trade. Situated
line of horse cars, fresh stock,
on

An exclient

opportunity

for

party
to secure a well established business ot $12,000 to
$15,000 per year. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,
379| Congress street._
apl7d2w
a

house
furnished with Gas and Sebago, and heated by a
good furnace. Plenty of sunlight. Address,
“F,” PRESS OFFICE,
mb 14
tf

To Let.
or

on Cumberland Street

For Sale.
2} story house. 11 rooms, gas and Sebago, good
drainage, and located between High and Casco
streets. F. U. PATTERSON, Dealer in Beal Estate.
d3w
ap30

A

Boyoo cfc Jackson
Plain and Ornamental Plasterers,
30 PREBLE
STREET.

jobn boyce.

Portland, Me

,r. w. jackson.

A good assortment of Cornices and Center Pieces.
Particular attention paid to Whitening and Tinting
any shade. Also, Whitewashing and Repairing done
in the neatest manner.
Jobbing promptly attended

apld2m

22__
C.

P. BABCOCK.

MODEL

MAKER

A

JOBBER,

MAJtVFAOTUBEB OF

intend that

we

every pair shall be
worth to the wearer
its price in <30 JL1>.
Each Shoe bears our Arm name and the trade mark
stamped on the
of the SPECIE SHOE
sole and inside upon the lining, so all may know
them, Notice the trade mark. Aok for the

plainly

Apparatus, fee.,

SPECIE

Jul

PORTLAND. M.K.

dly

ht.HRV T. CARTER,
Solicitor of Patents and Mechanical En-

gineer.
Assistance given to inventors in developing their
inventions. Drawings and models properly prepared for the Patent Office. Correspondence solicited.
180 MIDDLE STREET.

apl)__dly

steam-heated

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE SHOES,

PORTLAND, ME.

to

Chamber
the
of Middle and Cross
THE
streets, recently occupied by W. C. Beckett,
merchant tailor.
to HENRY
corner

DEERING,
37 Exchange St.

HOTEL TO LEASE.

and you will get a good article at a fair price.

SHAW, GODING & CO.,

rooms

To Let.

mch!3dtf

The New England House, Portland, He,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtfPortland, Me,

To be Let.
Offices in Third Story Merchants* National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E. M. Rand; also

dlwteoalf

THE
the front offices.

ESTABLISHED IN 1858.

These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and tire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dtf
given Nov. 1st.

The
Are

Popular Because

Patent

Desks,

WOOTO? CABINET,

Keliable

plicants.

KENDALL & WHITNEA,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

eodSw

Notice of Foreclosure.
is hereby given, that on the 22dday of
May, A. D. 1875, Margaret M. Jordan. Lester
Samuel
Jordan, Mary D. Jordan, ami
N’Jordan,
Alvin B. Jordan, of Raymond, in the county ol Cum-

NOTICE

berland and State ol Maine, conveyed in mortgage
to the “Norway Savings Bank” of Norway in the
county of Oxford in said State, a certain parcel of
land and the buildings thereon, situated in said Raymond. particularly described in said mortgage deed
and the deeds therein refered to, lor the security of
tbo sum of fifteen hundred and sixty two dollars and
fifty cents, payable in six months from date, with interest^ the rate of eight per cent annually in advance; which mortgage is duly recorded in Cumberland Registry of deeds Book
405, Page 534: and that
said Savings Bank on the 10th
day of April A. D.
1877, assigned said mortgage, with the note thereby
secured, to the subscribers, and, whereas the con
ditions of said mortgage is broken, 1 the subscriber
aud owner thereof claim a foreclosure
as assignee
of the same, and give this notice for that purpose.
Dated this, the 25th day of April A. D. 1877.

ap'28dlawS

WILLIAM BOLFE,
By his Attorney, A. B. Holden.

For Sale.
CABINET ORGAN In good order. Price $50
Address
<1, Press Office.
dlw
ap25

A

POSTER* and UAHU-UILL8
at HiU Office.

printed

(qomI ^Pmvbe'i,

37 Plum Street.

HIATT ADAMS,
Constable for Portland,

and

WOOTON

Physiology

on

ever

Coroner

Philadelphia Enquirer.

“,1‘t should be read by the voung, the middle-aged
8
and even the old.”—New Y#rlc Tribune.
Tbe first and only Medal ever conferred udoti anv
jueuicai Iriitu m inis
country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
of these works, March 31st. 1876. The presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence
by the Boston Press, and the leading journals
throughout the
This
medal
of
is
solid
riiagniflcent
country.
gold, set
with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and tbe richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any purpose whatever, It is well worth the inspection of
Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.

(^“Catalogue sent on receipt of 6c. for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H. PARKER, M. D., Consulting Physician,) No. 4 Bullinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. Kevere House.
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
secresy and experience. Office hours, 9 a. m. to 6
P. M.auglTTh&Sly&w31
Diseases

Cured
New paths marked out
by that plainest of all

Home

Talk and Medical Common Sense.”—nearly 1,000 pages, 200 illustrations, by
Dr. E. B. Foote, of 120 Lexington Ave.,N. Y. Purchasers of this book are at liberty to cousult its au
thor in person or mail free. Price by mail, postage

prepaid, 83.25 for the (standard edition, or 8150
for the Popular edition, which contains all the

Contents tables free.
Agents Wanted. MURRAY HILL PUBLISHfel2d3m»
ING CO., 120 East 28th Street. N. Y.
matter and illustrations.

O
and all

remain
at
every
tbe DeWitt House, Lewiston, from the 16th to the 23th,
for tbe treatment of all diffluclties of tbe human feet
to which he has devoted his time and practice for a
large number of years past; and as a result of this
long experience offer to the afflicted a positive relief
from Corns, Bunions, Bad Nails, and all difficulties
of the feet, that are considered incurable. He invites
all who are afflicted in this direction, especially in
obstinate cases, to call on him.
No matter how
troublesome or how difficult your cases may be, you
wili find good treatment and positive relief.
There are hundreds of people in Portland who can
testify to Dr. Carlton’s beneficial treatment.
Office hours from 7 to 10 a. m.-3 to 9
p. m.
ap3eod6m
1.—For Moth Patches,
Freckles and Tan*
Tbe only reliable cure
is PERRY’S MOTH
AND FRECKLE LOTION.
SI.—For Pimples on
Face* Rlackheads

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

the

PERRY’S
DONE
&
REMEDY,
skin medicine;

«*eea.

J. B. SANFORD,
Attorney and Counsellor at JLaxv,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

gist,

H. B. MASON, M. D..
417 Congresss Street, Portland,
attention

given

WM. H.

to

Disease, of

MOTLEY,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

180

Middle

Street.

Jan5dtf

R. T.

CARR,
Fresco, Sign and House
PAINTIN Q-.
All kluds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

Square, PorHand, Me,
dly

EL

K.TJHKT,

Portrait

Painter,

and Teacher ol Painliner.

No. 457 1-2 Clapp’s Block
4,(13m

Is hereby given that the Licensing
Board of the City ot Portland will meet in the
Aldermen’s Room in the City Building, on non.
day, the Seventh day of may next, at 1 1-3
o’clock p. in., for the purposeof granting licenses
to innholders and victualers who may then and there
apply therefor.
Given under our hand this day cf April, A. D.
1877.
RENSSELLAER GREELEY, 1
JAMES CNNINGHAM,
Aldermen
ALFONZO BRUNEL,
ISAAC D. CUSHMAN,
of the
)■
JAMES E. HAZELl'INE,
I
CHARLES WALKER,
1 City of Portland*
WM.T. SMALL.
I
H. W. HERSEY, Treasurer.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Licensing Board of the City of Portland.

NOTICE

«P28__dtd
Ix

Board

Mayor and aldermen, I
April 14, 1877, I
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested, by publishing a copy of this
order in the “Portland Daily Press and Daily Eastean Argus” for three weeks
successively, that this
Board, on MONDAY, the seventh day of May,
next, A. D. 1876, at 7i o’clock p. m., at the Aidermen’s Room, will hear all parties interested in the
petitions for Sewers in the following streets, viz:
Mellen street, continuation of sewer.
Newbury street, West of Hancock street.
Lafayette street,—Congress street, from at or near
North street.
Fox street,—Deer street,—Merrill street.
Portland street, continuation of Bewer.
York street, from Tyng to State.
And that there after this Board will determine and
adjudge it public convenience requires the construction of Sewers in said streets.
Road and Passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
A true copy attest,
apl7dlaw3wT
H. I. ROBINSON. City Clerk.
of

ORDERED,

Clerk’s Office, March 15,1877.
The Law in relation to

City

ROTARY.

DOG

LICENSES

Will be Strictly Enforced.
H. I. KOBINSON, City Clerk.

mlil5

19

cines

COME-

PIMPLE
an infallible
or consult Dr.

Bond street, New York. Both these medisold by Druggists.
mb29T&S&wlm

are

NOTICE.

SPECIAL

SAMUEL

"THURSTON,

GENERAL AGENT.
3

Free street Block,

dtf

other animals).25 CO

Peddlers ot tobacco, third class, (one horse
other

PLATERS.

(Licensedby the United Nickel Co., of New York,
AUBURN, MAINE.
BSr-All Orders will have Prompt Attention.

janG

eod&wly STu&Th

Call at 400 Congress Street, Port,
land. Me.
Satisfactory reasons lor selling.
a
1*25

or

animal)..

00

Any person so liable, who shall fail to comply with
the foregoing requirements will be subject to severe
penalties.
Persons or firms liable to pay any of the Special
Taxes named above must apply to

FRANKLIN J. ROLLINS

or

Jauldti

it. GILSON.
688 Congress Street

leave at 12.35 p.m. and 5.05
p. m. The train leaving at 12.35 a. m. also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston anti
Anburn. The 12.35 a. m. tram is the Night ExTrain with Pullman Sleeping Car atpress
tached, which makes close connection at Bangor
for all stations on the Bangor & Piscataquis, and
E. & N, A. Railway, and tor Uonlton. Wood■tocli, St Andrews, St. Stephen, St. John
and Halifax.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows: —The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.45 and
8.50 a. m. The day trains lrom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. K. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 2.44 and 2.50 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta. Bath, K. & L.
B. R. at 6.25 p. m. The night Pullman Express
tain at 1.55 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, April 16, 1877.
apllldtf

Boston & Maine

Commencing Monday,

AT

m.

9.00

a.

m., 3.00 p.

m.

Scarborough,

chard

Pine

Point,

Old

Or-

Beach, Saco, Biddeford and Ken-

morning Trains will leave Kennebnnb
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.
Through Tickets

and

to

all

West at lowest rntes.

Points

Month

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, MaclUas, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grand
Trank trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes or refreshments at ttrstciass dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. oc7dtl

_

application.

GREEN B. RAIM,
Commitosiouer of Internal Revenue.
Office of Internal Revenue, Washington, D. C., January 23, 1877.ap7dlawiwS—Gt

Ports-

Railroad.

Stockholders of the Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad Company are
hereby notified
that there will be a Special iRcetiug of the Compan? on MON DAS, the SEVENTH day of May
next. 1877, at eleven .’clack A. M at the Company’s hall, near the Station in Kittery, for the purpose following :
1st. To consider and act upon proposed modifications
ot the existing contracts between this Company and
the Eastern Railroad Company, and upon the proprosed mode of adjusting the debts of this Company ; and further to pass such votes as may be necessary in the premises.
2d.
C0U8!?,er and determine, whether the
Stockholders will authorize the Directors to make
and execute a mortgage of the property in lieu of the
mortgage authorized by vote of the Stockholders,
June 5th, ie<o, and in accordance with such proposed
mode of adjusting said debts.
Per orders of the Directors,
CHAS. E. BARRETT, Clerk,
of P-. S & P. K. R. Co.
a
Portland, April 18tli,
1877_ ap2leodtd
v

any kind oi

Filling

deposited on Met rill's
Wharf, (foot of Union St.,) by applying to the Wharfinger,

Geo. Gwynu.
eodlm
VAULTS

CLEAVED

and nahe* removed.

Ad.lre.i
J.

SI 1.1
mh-’U

The travelling public is informed that this
leased by the unand refitted into first rate order,
lit is very centrally located for business
-Imep- only one minute’s walk from the
Grand Trunk Station, the Boston and the English
Steamers, and Horse Cars lines to all parts of the
city. A first class Boarding and Hack Stable attached to the House.
TERMS TO SUIT THE TIMES.

dersigned

MAK8II,

Spring

Sired.

llnllfo.

\'

aP7___

p.

Falmouth^

This

popular Hotel

A.

!

R. STUBBS, Agent.

PORTLAND, BANfiOR&MACBIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.,

ROCKLAND, BELFAST
TRIPS

AND BANGOR.

PER

public

Belfast,
Point, Bucksport, Winterport and
Hampden, arriving in Knagnr about 10 o’clock
next morning.
Returning, sama day, leave lian*•',*> <* o’clock, A. 01.. arriving in Poitland
at 5 P. M.
port, Sandy

FOR

MT. DESERT AND

MACHIAS.

BY

—

—

0. M. SHAW & SON,
of

according

0.

M.

to the

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

location of

SHAW

rooms.

&

SON,

PROPRIETORS.
ap25_02w

ADAMS

ARRANGEMENT
The

April 30, 1877,

HOUSE,

TEHIPEE STREET,

PORTLAND, ME,
NEW FURNITURE "THROUGHOUT.

ALLEN, Proprietor,

A. S.
at

the “St. Julian” and “Falmouth.”

apr25___dtt

LEWISTON

Gen. Ticket Agent,
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manager.
Portland. A pill 30,_
dtt
_

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia, Boston & New England
STEAMSHIP LINES.
FOUR STEAMERS PER WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston ami
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fall
River.
Woodi Received al Depot*
1

'Rally.

Through Bills Lading given irom Boston and nrtncipai points in New England to the South and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore,
Norfolk, Richmond, Charleston, Newberue nnd Washington.
I». D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street,

janlldtf

BOSTON

I am pleased to announce tliat, since leasthis well known Hotel, I have re-furnished it throughout with NEW FURNITURE, CARPETS and BEDDING, and
J-_Jsball hope by strict attention to the comfort
and pleasure of my guests to merit a share of
public

Formerly Clerk

Steamer

Capt. Deering, will leave Railroad, Wharr, Portland, every
Thursday Evening at IO
o’clock for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgewick, South West and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert),
Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasporl.
Returning, leaves Machiasporl every Monday morning al 5 o’clock, aniving In Portland same night.
For further particulars enquire of
GEO. L. DAY,

ABD

—

ing

patronage.
One of the beet locations in the city, near
Banks, Post Office and principal Whole
»le Houses.
Electric Bells, Pleasant
Rooms, Comfortable Beds and Excellent
Table.
Carriages at all trains.
TERMS 94.00 PER RAY.

WEEK.

The Steamer CITY OF RICH.
^
Capt. C. Kilby, will leave
_f MONO,
Portland every JlonOay, W’t-dB-JHPFP*NBSil
dsBaHSasridair and Friday rvr*® 0 «,0ck' ‘or Bnutor. touching
at Rockland, Camden, Llncolnville
Sears.■—■I

SPRING

be opened to the traveling

will

r.i

m.

mh21dtf

eodlm

Hotel!

n

!

D. RANDALL & SON*

Philadelphia
Steamship Line.
Leare each port erery

Ao

WedVy

& Sat’d’y

Wharfage.
From Long Whart, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate (f

sailing vessels.

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,aml South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent
TO Long Wharf. Boston
Jn23-ly

BOSTON
SPRING

JJTEAMER8.
ARRANGEMENT.

deodtf

BY

—

—

9,45 A. m. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
®*45 P. m. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland
11.50 A. m. from Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. m. from Johnsou, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland, Jan. 8,1877.
1a8dtf

TOM PATCHEN, he k,
GEOBUE M.
PATCHES, the Champion of
the Turf,
will make the season ot 1877,
Monday, and Tneaday at Man.ioa Hour
Stable,Green St.. Portland, Wednesday.
and Tbamlay. at J, C. Benson’*

Grand Trunk R, R. of Canada,

This horse has the fastest five vear-old record In
New England, 2.32, and trotted five races last
fall,
beating the best horses in the state, such as Phil
Sheridan, King William, Somerset Knox, and a field
ot others without being lopped out in a
single heat,
and is perfectly sound.
Season to end July 10,1877.
Term* 823 lor the Season;
p30 to ensure
a Foal.
All mares and colts held for service of horse. All
mares at risk of owners.
All mares disposed off
before the usual time of loaling, will be considered
with foal.

ALTERATION OP TRAINS.
WINTER

ARRANGEMENT

irg^ajtdL! On and after MONDAY, Oct. 16,1876,
SB^^^HItrains will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
Express for Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
Express train at 12,25 p. m for Auburn and Lew-

iston.
Mail train 2.00 p.m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 12.25
p.rn.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.

Stable, Bray, Me,

—

AJtt

obtained for mechanical de
vices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompounds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels,
Caveats, Assigng
ments, interferences, etc.
nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may

still,

in most cases,

searches, and secure

—

mora

Southwest.

those who

are

remote from

tion.

responsible for baggage to
any amount excelling $50 in value (and that personunless
notice
is
al)
given. %gid paid ior at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf
not

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO CKflAROK UNLESS PATENT IS
SECURED.
We reler to officials in the Patent
Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington. b.C.

dtt

N. S, JWADDOX.the celebrated

Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. ran
now located at Market
Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite obe Horse Car Depot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame

M.

has

had

large

experience in tellTost, hidden or stolen
treasures. &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering
intoany
new business or profession, the con
ucting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
ot friends In any part of tbeVorld and describe them
narfpftlv.
Shu alert
nil-—

ing fortunes, searching

out

Jl_

Railroad,
9, 1876.

that tiesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has civeu universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
Beven years old.
Good testimonials given it desired.
Terms, Gents SI.00; Ladies50cents. Office hoars
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P, M.nogdtt

Ask Your Grocer for

COLGATE & CO.’S
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro’, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North Berwick, Month
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,

Salem, Lynn,

Chelsea and

Boston at

9.00 a. in., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebank, Kittery,

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. m., in

for New York and Western conuection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
3.20 p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
season

11

lit

»' ■»•

Boston

at

Mondays.)

2.15

a, m..

every day

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owes* rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Heats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
oc9dtf
A. P. ROCKWELL, President.

Maine Central Railroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland
is called to the new arrangement of fretght
on

Maine

STERLING
SOAP.
ECONOMICAL, LABOR-SAVING, AND UNIFORMLY SATISFACTORY.

AT A MODERATE PRICE.
TRIAL WILL DEMONSTRATE ITS
PERIOR QUALITY.
A

SU-

il2m

°ia6_

Maine Blackwood.

»V1

(except

RETXJRJSTIMG,
Leave Boston at 7.30, tl2.3tland at S.00
p. ui., connecting with Maine Central
and K. A RT. A. Railway lor Hi. John
anil Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

THE
trains

Freight taken

de30-76dtf

Central R, R., to lake eftect APRIL

2d, 1877.
Freight tor Lewiston. Auburn. Bangor,
and Belfast received at freight house before 5 30
P. M., will be forwarded same day, and will be ready
lor early delivery at destination next morning
PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent.
March 31st, 1877.
ap2dtf

RED by Blackwood, dam a Mambrino mare,
will make the season at $60, payable in advance.
Mares not proving in foal may be returned the allowing season, or the money will be refunded.
Maine Blackwood is 5 years old. dark brown, stands

SI

16 hands, and weighs about 1075. He trotted as a 3
year old in 2.36}, and drew a wagon in :* 40}
He
is half brother to Blackwood Jr. record as a 5 yea
old. 2 22}.

For further particulars address

1a. RUiUERV.
No. 47 St. John street, Portland.

ap20__d&wtf

A SPECIALTY MINED GOODS
Halibut and Haddies.
use, picnic parties, and

Sharp s Preserved Smoked

a very nice article for family
on board vessels at sea.

For sale by Grocers generally.

Wm.
30A

lu2

usual.

as

J. B. COYLB,

jr„

Gen’l Agt.

For Halifax Direct.
The Steamship

Falmouth,
will leave
every SATURDAY at 5.30 P. M. for Halifax direct, making connections for all
parts of Nova Scotia. Returning, leaving Halifax
on Tuesdays at 8.30.p. m,
For freight or passage apJ. B. COYLE. Jr., Agent,
ply to
mh‘27dtf
Franklin Wharf.
W. A. Colby,
Capt.
Railroad Wharf

__

ALLAN LINE.
Montreal Ocean

Sliarp,

Commercial glrrcl,P.rllud,Alr,

Steamship Co.

Under contract for the conveyance of
Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
Remrn Ticket, grunted ut
■reduced rates. The Steamship

vice ; we make examinations free of charge
and advise as to patentability. All cor-

MADAIHE

aa

auu

Pat-

Washington.

PQ24_
CLAIRVOYANT.

o-n

OAlWt
Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Uoston late
at night.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.

d us a model or
sketch ot your de-

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
and
is making the best connections and quickstock,
est time of any route from Portland to the West.
B^PULL$IAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not snbject to Custom House examinaTHE

OCT.

Mil a no ai
M.

be

promptly and wi;h broader claims than

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates 1

Eastern

(Sunday excepted.)

secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Oifice, we can make closer

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

are

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Daily, nt 7 o’clock P. M., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 7 P, M..

Proprietor.

„„

ApH-<13w»

tents

The Company

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,
FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS
will, until further notice, run alternatlely as follows: Leaving

MATTHEW BENSON.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

THE

l»e

It antrllln

TOM B. PATCHEN,

Special Meeting of Stockholders.

can

HOUSE,

(popular Hotel has been

Passenger Trains I,care Portland,

Northwest. West and

specific directions so to do. together with
thf» nPCASCOrtr nnelnno otomrto
*1...
_t-__:
ed to pay tlie postage. The
postage on one stamp is
three cents and on two
stamps six cents. If it is
desired that they may be transmitted
by registered
mail, ten cents additional should accompany the

Solid

WiTiilBfir

_

Denver. Mnn Francium.

Special-Tax Stamps will he transmitted by mail
only on receipt from the person or firm ordering the
same ot

or

11a

berst, Picton, Fredericlrtown, and all stations o
the Intercolonial Railway.
(^“Freight received oh day of sailing until
0 clock

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Mt. Ijonis, Omaha,
Maginaw, Mt. Paul, Malt JLake City,

procure the Special-Tax Stamp or
Stamps they need, prior to May 1, 1877. AND
WITHOUT further notice.

vo

State Street,every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 P.
M., tor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave1 St. John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annaro1

THREE

Cor. of Middle it India Sts., Portland.

WEEK.

and after Monday, March
2Gth the Steamers New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, and Clly
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
’will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
On

HEATED BY STEAM.

and pay for and

moth

be obtained at 22
decl6tf

The best Located House for Business Hen

Change of Time Jan. 8, 1877.

apil all points in the

&

AMERICAN

1877.

March 5,

For Manchester and Concord, N. II., (via
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.15 a. m. 3.00 p. m. (via
Lawrence,) at 9.00 a, m.
For Bochester and Farmington, N. H„ at

6.15,

can

HOTELS.

Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00

—

Portland, Saco

Tickets and State Rooms

lone.

Price $2.50 and $3.00 per Day,

will leave Portland for
Boston at 6,15, 9.00 a. m.,anl 1.00 p. m., arriving at Boston at 10.45,1.4ij, 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m„
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5 00, 8.10 p.m,
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Great Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,

For

a., new

ricr oo

Exchange street.

Passenger Trains

p.

t,

uighi,

AKRAN GRMKNT.

TWO TRIPS PER

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf I
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at

a»ioo. ai

Calais and Hi. Jblsa,
Windsor and Halifax.

SPRING

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

the Bangor House. The proprietors,
thankful for the very liberal patronage for the past
fifteen years, would be happy to see all their old anil
new friends at the Falmouth.
We would also say
that we intend to keep the Falmouth up to its former
standard, and to make the

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

liaslport,

to Sew York.

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.

cMm

INTERNATIONiALlmUMSH7p~COr

an

P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River. New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY’, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient aDd comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Meals extra.
Room, $5.
Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once.
For further information apply to

Portland.

Iubl°_

Maine Steamship Company

formerly

RAILROAD.

...

.i.n

unobstructed view of the passing
scenery, and the luxury of taking meals in pure,
sweet air,
the close, vitated atmospnere of
avoiding
a saloon cabin.
Avo other Sound steamers possess
these great
improvements.
These superb steamers will run from Providence to
New York direct, making no intermediate
landings,
thereby assuring an early arrival in New York.
D.S. BABCOCK, Pres'l,
A. A. FOLSOM, Supt,
Providence & Stonington
Boston & Providence
Steamship Co.
Railroad.
eod3m
mh31_

deck, presenting

To

22 Exchange Street, Portland,

dlw

addressing

For,Ijj$i&ton

and Auburn.

Paascoge# Trains

Collector of Infcrnnl Revenue

Vaults Cleaned and Ashes Ito
moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at

ALL

and5 20 p. m.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln It. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
6 15 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Bath at 6.15 a. m- 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth, W inthvop,
Keadfield, West Waterville and Watervide via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

Peddlers of tobacco, fourth class (on foot or
public conveyance).10 00
Brewers of less than 500 barrels.50 00
Brewers ot 500 barrels or more.100 00

—

Providence Line.

WOLCOTT A CO., Proprietors

Rectifiers.$200 00
Dealers, retail liquor.25 00
Dealers, wholesale liquor.100 00
Dealers in malt liquors, wholesale.50 00
Dealers in malt liquors, retail.• •.20 00
Dealers in leaf tobacco.25 00
Retail dealers in leaf tobacco.500 00
And on sales of over $1,000, fifty cents for
every dollar in excess of $1,000.
Dealers in manufactured tobacco.
.5 00
Manufacturers ot stills.50 CO
And for each still manufactured.20 00
And for each worm manufactured*
*.20 00
Manufacturers of tobacco.10 00
Manufacturers of cigars.10 00
Peddlers of tobacco, first class (moie than two
horses or othei animals).50 00
Peddlers ot tobacco, second class, (cwojhorses or

Congress St.,

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

For Augusta, llallowcll. Gardiner aud
Brunswick at 12.35 a. m., 6.15 a.
12.40 p. m.

..

An Expre?s’train (built and equipped expressly lor
this line) will be run by the Boston & Providence
Railroad, leaving Boston at 6 00 p. m. daily (Sundays
excepted), making the run to Fox Point wharf, Providence, distance 42 miles, in about one hour.
The Providence Liue, in the character and equipment of its Steamers, and its direct railroad connections with the South and West, will otter to the travelling public advantages possessed by no other line.
For this purpose it is intended to run the magnificent and well-known Steamer “Rhode Island’* in
connection with the new and elegant Steamer
“Massachusettsbuilt expressly for this route, and
fitted in a manner unequalled lor comfort, elegance
and safety.
#
On both Steamers the Dining Room is on the main

a°gH>

The Taxes embraced within the Provisions ol
the Law above ptefl are the Mowing, viz,

Portland,

Portland.

gor, uexicr, ueiiait and Water ville at
12.35 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
F«r Mkowhegan at 12.35 p. m. and 12 40 p. m.

May 1, 1877. to April 30,1878.
The Revised Statutes of the United States, Sections 3232,3237, 3238,and 3239, require every person
engaged in any business, avocation, or employment
which renders him liable to a SPECIAL TAX, TO
PROCURE AN l> PEACE CONSPICOUSEY IN HIS ESTABLISHMENT OR
PEACE OF BUSINESS a STAMP denoting
the payment of Baid SPECIAL TAX lor the Special
Tax Year beginning May 1, 1877, before commencing
or continuing business after April 30, 1877.
A return, as prescribed on Form 11, is also required by law of every person liable to Special Tax, as
above.

the best Location and Business in

Iron Founders and

NICKEL

400

Paaaenger Traina leave Portlaad for Ban

TAXES.

Rooms, Ashes, Ballast,

Millinery

MONDAY, APRIL 16. 1877.

..

or

UNITED STATES HOTEL
PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG BB.
PORTLAND, ME.

are

alogue.

Sailing from New York as follows:
Citv of Chester
Saturday, Way 5, 11.00 a. m
City of Richmond
Saturday, May 19,10.30 a. m
City of Berlin
Saturday, dune a, 9.00 u. ui
City of Chester
Saturday, June 9, 2.00 p. in
City of Berlin
Saturday, June 23, 2.00 p. in
Passengeis will find these steamers tastefully fitted
up, and the staterooms large aud perfectly ventilated. Tlu saloons are the entire width ot the vessel,
and situated where there is least noise and motion,
greatly lesseniug the liability to sea sickness. Smoking rooms, Ladies’ Boudoirs, Piano-fortes and
Libraries, Bath rooms, Barber’s shop, Electric Bells,
Spacious Promenade Decks, &c., &c.
Southerly course during the ice season.
Rates of passage-*80 and *100, gold, according
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round
Trip Tickets—*H5 and *175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN «j. HACK. Agent.
1.7
New Yo^k.
...
Or 1. 1*. IIH.OH AN,Broadway,
4-J-4
Hi.,

about May 1st, 1877, a new passenger route
will be opened between Boston aud New York, to be
known as tbe
On

_

U. S. Internal Revenue

«

unrivalled, enconomize time and space, allure
to systematic habits, and are an ornament to any
place. Call and see them, or enclose stamp for cat-

u«e

a

England and foreign conntries claims of American heirs.
Bep29d&wly

Special

Fleshworms,

or

Central

RAILROAD.

ot tbe Feet.

Difficulties

51 1-9 EXCHANGE STREET.

corner

STEAMERS
FOR QUEENSTOWN AND LIVERPOOL,

—

Semi-Weekly Line

Maine

oHNS

Cumberland County,

for

♦Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale, AlSaco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
dc4dtf
J. M. LTTNT, Supt.

fred,

pub-

lished.”—Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published
by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”—

AND

CITY OF PORTLAND.

mal9

gap28__d&tt3m

cmd

offlookj Job

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Illustrated Seed Catalogue mailed FKEE lo all ap-

ap7

work

day

of

HOUSE No. 74 Danfortfa Street
rglHE BRICK all
the modern improvements In
JL containing
10
Central
Wharf.
at
No.
quir
dtf
Jd

New

extraordinary

C'ARf.TON will visit Portland at No. 43
Dr.
Free Kit.
Free St. Market, tbe 1st
of
Month ami
until tlie 15th. and

BERRY,

a. m.

£Mixed.

“The Book tor young and middle aged men to read
is the Science of Life, or Self
Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of th Pealiody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfiuch
Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Lite is beyond all
comparison tbe
most

follow.

t|#30 P. M. Mtcamboaf Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Rover and Great
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua lor Lowell and
Vtoston, at Aver .function for Fitchbnrg and the West via Hoosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad toe New York, at Putnam with
•‘Boston & Philadelphia Express Line*’ for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
Kirer New York, it G.00 a. m.
5.!>0 P. M, Mixed fn.iu for Bochester.
KatIO P. M. Local for iiorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25 and £11.45 a
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. in., *1.20 and
£5.10 p. in.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.40

just now,

same

To the Innholders and Yictualers
in the City ofPortlnd.

Union House.

SHOE,

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE”
also coutaiusMORE TUAN FIFTY VALUABLE
MEDICAL
PRESCRIPTIONS, each
one of which is worth the
price of the
book.

books—“Plain

Lodging
FURNISHED,
let, at No. 12 Temple street.
ma9tfS. E. AUSTIN.

Apply

Simffii.

»

56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

on

untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may he alleviated and cured.
Those
who donM this assertion should
purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled 'The Science of Life, or
Self Preservation.’ Price SI. Vitality impaired by
the errors of youth or too close
application to business, may be restored and iuauliood
Also another valuable medical work regained.
treating
exclusively on Mental and Nervous Diseases;
more than two
hundred royal octavo pages, 20
elegant engravings, bound In substantial muslin.
J en°UgU t0 "ay for liri'!tiu«”-

Watch and Chronometer Marker.’Tool.,
Mathematical, Optical and Bhiloipphical Instrument., School

tf

A

House

Portland, Feb. 9, 1877.d3m

Ja31BOOM

convenient Rooms to let. Furnished
unfurnished. In house No. 118 Spring street.

PLEASANT
mhl4

nicely made from
the best of material,
and

a

ou

House on Emery St. For Sale.
2} story house. 11 rooms, bath room, hot and

cold water on 1st floor, 2d floor and cellar.
Everv thing complete and in good order. Terms
#500 cash, balance long time, If desired.
F. U.
PATTERSON, 379} Congress St._ ap30d2w

FEED DAVIS.

mh5

HOUSE, with stable, in good neighborhood situated
A
tbe highest land between
the Eastern and Western Promenade. The
is

of

We
Specie
'Shoes because they
are thoroughly and

[publicattention.
call them

the

For Sale.
House and lot at No. 81 Newbury
St. Apply at house,
It. RUBY,
de27dtf

DAVIS,

16 Market

TO LET.

We are placing in
the hands of the retail Shoe Dealers an
assortment of l^adi‘8*, Misses’ and
Children’s FINE

ap28

of

St.

no!6__eodly
J-VA

Inquire

Union St*
dtf

To Let.

330 CORE STREET, Portland, Maine
ARTHUR B, MORRISON.

can be had if wanted.
on the premises, 17

on

J. JB. THORNTON,
Hill, Me.

O.

Upper Tenement Mo. 90 Clark

For Sale.

jaMtf__Oak

O.

on

W. H. PENNELL,
ap6

WHITTEN,

the most desirable seaside resorts
ONE
coast. Buildings well arranged to accommodate
100
and

recently occupied by Otis Kaler & Son, for sale.

_

OVER X. P. FAERINGTON’6,

To Let.

A

good team, <&c.

Enquire

water.

on

New story and one-half house, ell and stable,
and double lot of land for sale at a bargain on
easy terms. Inquire of CANSELO WINSHIP, 14
Spruce street, or F. M. RAY, Att’y-at-Law, Centennial Block.
Im*2e20dtf

PROPERTY

rivil Ar TVVorlmnlonl

189 1-8 MIDDLE STREET, (Casco
Bank Block). Particular attention given to the
surveyor Railroads and Public Works, including
masonry, bridges of wood or Iron, Maps, profiles,
plans, specifications, and estimates made therefor.
City, town lots, and farms surveyed. Drawings,
specifications, and estimates,ol all kinds of machinery promptly made.

Tenement corner Deer and Fore street, 5 rooms,

new

Mills.

KIRKWOOD

d3m
"^29_
O. O. Davis cb
Oo.,

[[^“Office hours.3 to 5 and 7 to 8 P. M.
Refers to Eliphalet Clark, M. D„ Portland John
H. Woodbury, M. D., Boston, and Faculty of Boston
University Scbool of Medicine.ap!9dl'v

Tn T

on

Fas-

To Let.
class Brick house, in the western part
ol the city, 13 rooms, newly repaired throughout, sunny and pleasant, and near the Horse Cars.
B. D. VERRILL,
Inquire ot

tbe first, second and third floors of the
ROOMS brick
the easterly side ot
building
Union St. Power

Sale

JOHN C.
PROCTER. 93 Exchange St.fe3dtf

Orders left with Schumacher Bros., or F. H
set, Architect, will receive prompt atteution

Women.

—

terms call

Painter.

novldtfpo21eodtt

A

A

Guests. For price

Schumacher,

Fresco

To Let.

For Sale.

of

dtl

by

“The

soon as

aplOdtt205 Middle Street.

and houses built to suit. Inquire of
P. TYLER, on the premises.

Cumberland.

Depot,

of

AFTRST

ap25d2wJ.

AT

Opposite the Grand Trunk
augll
YARMOUTH, ME.

NFI,F.PRE!4ERVATI«!V.

Gold Medal Awarded lo the Author
the ‘National Medical Asscciation” March Slut. 1876.

debts, bankruptcy, &c.,
spec,»
COLLECTION
collections are
alty. Funds remitted
made. Also collects in

corner Middle and India Street,
I_
Portland.
Apply to
F. SOUTH WORTH, 108 Newbury Si.,
•r J. T. HIcCOBBj 95 Exchange St.

For Sale.
Street, Woodford’s Corner ,|two first class
slate roof COTTAGE HOUSES, eight rooms,
high basement, soft water, and good drainage. Lots

For

Robes,

s

Oak

—

Mnr*iun,

UNDERTAKER,
Coffins and CasMs Always on Hand.

gam JblMc, or, Lease.,, A^^e.AAttCiuubwliMulSt,

MULLS

REAL ESTATE.

House

Successor to the late Heurge

No.

location for a retail business is unsurpassed.
The store is deep and can be arranged for two
occupants IN COMMON, and at night can be
wholly disconnected, having a door on each street.

for this City

for tills beautiful style of Ph;tograpli, and
at great expense, he invites all his old patrons and
the public generally to call and examine specimens.

VAU.

For Sale.
four miles ftom Portland, con1JTARM in Deerlng,
JL talning 28 acres conveniently divided into
mowing, pasture and wood land. Buildings nearly
new and in good condition.
Wells of hard and soft
water, and young orchard of about 80 apple and
trees on the premises.
Location
and
Krlthful. Call on JOHN C. COBB, No.good
314 Exma5dif
change Street,

HITCHCOCK,

STEPHEN

ma20tl108 NEWBURY ST.

wia Dunamg lots, on uarter street, west End, at
lO 10 cents per foot. Terms $100 down, the balance
can remain on
Mortgage two or three years, at seven
percent. InquireofL. E. WEYMOUTH, Centennial Block.ap233m

GAI)

STORE.

rear can
making a

Garmon Photographs
I

DOLLAR

An open lot in the

THE PERMANENT

paving purchased

IET,

occupied the past six years by the

PlainiOmelet.

Sale.

shall be heale
Elm St.
dtt
novS___

Or,

More Tkan One Million Copies Sold.

over

Cor. Congress and Center Streets,

Street,

Bo]finch St., Boston,

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE;

throughout,
perfect order. Rent $500. Apply
to L. TAYLOR, 178 Commercinl St.
apl7 dtf

PHOTOGRAPHER,

No. 4.

CENTENNIAL BLOCK.

lay bands on them and they
104 Cumber loud, Cur. uf

L IN E

MAIL

..

run aa

I rate Portlaad at 7.30 a. n>„
J.30, 3.30 and tt.'dO p. m.
7.30 A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Rostou 1.15 p. in., Ayer J unction 12.40
p.
in., Fitchburg 1.25 p. in., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. in., connecting with trains South and

ap?8__eodtf
T. WUde,
Dr. R
The Nnlurnl Magurlic I'byaician,
He Bball

INMAN
..

Train. will

(Opposite Revere House )

new

thoroughly the yolks of five eggs,
add one dessertspoonful of flour rubbed smooth
in two-thirds of a cup of milk, salt and pepper

For

Law,

three story house corner of Congress and
THE
Quincy streets, has furnace and is frescoed
and in

Beat very

BLOCK of two houses 15 rooms eacb, well arranged lor four families, thoroughly Unisbed,
in good repair, with gas, Sebago, ample yard room
in tbe rear, and now under rent of ®400 each. Clear
title, terms satisfactory. GEO. K. DAVIS, Beal
Estate & Mortgage Broker.
d2w
ap23

at

Counsellor

TO

—

_STEAMERS

DECEMBER 5. 1876.

METCaIpT"

O. M.

To Let.

STORE TO

MEW LIME

ST&Th2m

aplld3w*

To L.et-

siderable exposure. There may be a check
in the coming on of the seedtime, yet our
advice is, plant about the usual breadth, and
plant early, and choose the early varieties.

for sale

»p28

No

good rooms, furnished

can

or

PORTLAND&W0RMRLI1

ST.,

PLASTERERS.

Boarders Wanted.
/^_O0D rooms with Board, location central, fnr
v^i
Business Men, at
ap18J2w«36 HAMPSHIRE STREET.

STEAMERS.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

METAL,

MIDDLE

RAILROADS.

PORTLAND,

bookBook-

Locke’B Mills.

nplOdlm*

premature planting—some [plots were
planted by the middle of the month—but on
suitable ground the potato will endure con-

ON

228

NO.

cords Vault Manure taken away
at reasonable rates. Address
TWENTY-FIVE
Clias. J.
ap!3dtfA, LIBBY. Portland P. O.

A

Best Six-Cord

a

to

to taste, and add a piece of butter as large as a
hickory nut; beat tbe whites of the eggs to a
stiff froth, pour the mixture into the froth, aud,
without stirring, pour into a hot, buttered
omelet-pan or deep frying-pan. Cook on top
of tbe range for abont five minntes over a hot
fire; then set pan and all into a hot oven and
brown the top nicely. Tho omelet will be from
two to three inches thick, and light as foam.
Three eggs and one-half cop of milk will make
an omelet large enongh for breakfast for fonr
persons.

OX WOOD AXD

Wanted.

JOHN CLARK, Jr.

UllEEN,
and Engraver

Designer

Wanted.
GOOD experienced Milliner. Apply immedi-

A
ately.
259 Middle

_MEDICAL._

B. ¥.

ap28d4w

ness

Juy5wih|rcovering.

■Hah as

DARby

Chas. M.

__

which can be easily cared for, and where the
insect harvest can be readily gathered and
destroyed. It may be safe to plant on land
previously enriched from the barn, but a
large application oi such dressing the present
year should be avoided—as under certain circumstances a tendency to decay will be developed. On the greensward and in gardens,
with the present prospect, we should rather
some approved commercial fertilizer, or ashes,
We, plaster and salt, as the condition of the
of the soil may demand.
We concur in the very general advice given
by the agricultural press, to plant early.
This course we should not recommend usually, as we think it better for potatoes to ripen
in the autumn rather than earlier, when intended for winter use. Early planted potatoes will generally mature before they are
seriously injured by the bug or the drouth;
and thus they are saved either for .the summer market or home consumption. It is certainly better to have a crop of ripe potatoes
even in July or August than to find only a
barren harvest a month later.
As the whole advantage of early planting
is to secure a crop, it is well to make It
doubly sure by selecting the early varieties.
As no variety has yet been found for summer and winter use to
surpass the Early
Rose, and as it still is the market favorite,
we recommend its general use.
The Alpha,
although not so well known and widely introduced, may surpass the Early Rose a few
days in forwardness; and it is said that it
may be kept in as sound a condition through
the winter. The Snowflake and Early Vermont have merits which have commended
them to a large number of farmers and gardeners.
As to modes of planting and cultivating,
we have only to repeat former suggestions
and advice—we prefer the drill system, as it
secures greater uniformity and regularity,
and lessens the amount of hand labor required. By its use, the plow-ptxfoiiu
all the work needed,
cultivating and diggiffg, While there seems
to be no
definite rule for seeding,

as

tho late firm.

tatoes iu many localities.
Probably prices
will remain high until all the' seed required
has been planted, both on account of the
large amount of previous sales for consumption and for seed, and the actual smallness of
the crop.
Uuder ordinary circumstances we might
say that the present high prices will stimulate everybody to plant this spring, aud therefore with a large area devoted to the crop it
Will be unusually large, and in the fall the
market will be glutted.
We think, however,
that the widespread apprehension of injury
from the Colorado beetle will deter many
from the field cultivation of the potato.
If
therefore it is mainly to be raised in gardens,
where it can be watched and preserved from
destruction, and on a small scale for domestic
use, the next crop will be small and the market price correspondingly high.
And yet,
while there are the reasonable probabilities as
we regard them, there are a multitude of contingencies such as will readily occur to every
one, which may disturb all persons calculations.
We advise our readers while keeping in
mind the possibility cf an unremuneralive
yield to devote the full average acreage to
this crop, regardless of drouth or insects.
We would not recommend the cultivation of
large areas and therefore small returns, but
vnthA.

Copartnership.

copartnership
& HUNT, has this day dissolved
TUBLING
mutual consent. The bills due the late firm will

Planting Early

BUSINESSCARDS.

WANTS.

COPARTNERSHIP.

PRESS.

CASPIAN, Capt, Trucks,
will

sail from this port for Liverpool

on

Saturday, April ilSlh,
immediately after the arrival ot the train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin
(according to accommodations,) $70 and 8so,

Intermediate passage $40.
Pavable in gold or its equivalent.
For freight or cabin passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India 8t.
For steerage passage inward and outward, and In
Ight drafts on England in sums to suit, apply to
w

Portland,

Not.

u.

.tu.TiKii,

uiuia a[l

24, 1876.

nov22dtl

Norfolk, Baltimore

&

Washington

HTBAIIIMUIP
Four lime,

a

Ll>l

««.k.

First Class atcsmikly
HOPKINS.
WM. CRANK.
WM. LAWRENCE
GEORGE APPOI.D.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.
JOHNS

—

AND

—

KENNEDY.
BLACKSTON K
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDltmiMi
and SATURDAY.
Freight iorwarded from Norlclk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenu. R. R. to ail places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington 8t„
Boeton.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Lino
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore A Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219 Wasningtou street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore.
For freight or passage to Norlclk, Baltimore, Y. ashington, or other information applv to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf. Boeton,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
nciidti
Providence. R I.
WM.

miixcToa
A II

i.is k

FOR NEW YORK.
MS A D

This

OF

ALL

O

T ■■ it K (*.

is

Hie Only InsUH
Home
Avoiding Point JiMlillt.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston trom Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except
Sunday
at 5.30 p. in., connecting at Stonington with
the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island every
and Friday, ami with
Monday,
and popular steamer Stonington
every
ay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
alw.1. in advance •( nil .Ikrr
■'***'
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